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PREFACE 

The present volume on Brok-skad is the first part of the 
volume No VI of the series, Studies in Tibeto-Himalayan 
Languages. As in the analysis of other speeches of this group 
presented in seven parts of preceding volumes, the aim of t h  
volume too, is to present a detailed grammatical analysis of a 
language which due to geographical reasons has been able to 
preserve the oldest crude forms of Dardic language quite faithfully 
and as such occupies a unique place not only in Dardic, but in the 
entire group of the languages of the Indo-Iranian as well. 

The upper Indus valley, the home of this speech had remained 
inaccessible for outside world due to its inhospitable topographical 
conditions. Till recent past there was little contact between the 
inhabitants of Brok-yul and the people living outside of it. But now 
things have changed a little. So I was fortunate enough to contact as 
many as four ~nformants (three males and one female) from the 
heart land of this speech area. All of whom were the native speakers 
of this tongue and their speech too was pure and unadulterated. 
There were two sets of them and were engaged on two different 
occasions and, on both the occasions, they were at my disposal for 
a couple of days. It were they from whom the varied extensive 
linguistic material of their speech was elicited and checked too. As 
the language is uncultivated and non-standardised, variations in 
their pronunciation were bound to occur. At times phonetic 
variations were attested even in the speech of the one and the same 
speaker. Efforts were made to sort out these differences from the 
speakers themselves but with regard to some they too were 
uncertain. Any way, my efforts were to record as much material 
from them as possible w i h n  the limited time at my disposal. Still 
there are limitations to the type of studies conducted on prepared 
outlines. As such it can not be claimed to be an exhaustive and final 
presentation of this speech. There will always be a scope to improve 
upon it. However, this much can be stated, unreservedly, that, from 
historical view point, this study is sure to be a landmark in the 
linguistic history of this sub-continent. Undoubtedly, it shall be a 
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faithful record of the synchronic phase of this speech for the 
posterity, the purity of which, otherwise, due to increasi t ~ g  exposure 
of the speech community to outside influences, on account of 
improved communication system and educational awareness in 
the new generation, is most likely to be diluted and the older forms 
are lost to us for ever. In that case, naturally, in the absence of any 
written documents, it will be well nigh impossible to have an 
authentic information of its historical past. It is with this object in 
view that a section on its vocabulary, viz. Concise Dictionary, has 
been appended to it. 

The lexical and the grammatical material analysed in this 
volume is, though primarily based on the material recorded by me 
directly from the informants, noted ahead (see Intro p. 28-29), yet 
some lexical items which were not there in my list, but have been 
recorded by Prof. N. Rarnaswamy (1989) too, ha;e been incorporated 
in the material of the part IV, viz. Concise Dictionary, of this 
volume, though I am not pretty sure whether many of the terms 
recorded by him are equally current among the Buddhist Dards of 
the Brog-yul, because the area, viz. Kargil, from where the material 
was recorded by Prof. Ramaswamy, is primarily a Purki speaking 
area and both of his informants were Muslims. Naturally, the 
linguistic data elicited from them is sure to have local and religious 
influences on it. This fact is also confirmed from a comparison of 
many of the lexical items from his data with that of the data 
recorded for Purki by me from the speakers of Purki from Kargil. 
However, notwithstanding this aspect of the data, I am indebted to 
Prof. Ramaswamy for the material incorporated in this study 
from his works which he was kind enough to supply me at my 
request. 

But, first of all, I would like to express my sincere thanks to my 
informants without whose active and willing co-operation collection 
of reliable data would not have been possible. 

I am also hghly grateful to the authorities of the Jawaharlal 
Nel~ru Memorial Fund, New D e h ,  who made it possible for me to 
have the extensive survey of these Himalayan languages from 
Ladakh to Bhutan by way of awarding the prestigious academic 
fellowship, viz. Jawaharlal Nehru Fellowslup, to me for this purpose. 

Last, but not the least, I would also like to express my deep 
sense of gratitude to Mr. E. Jolden, a retired High School Head- 
Master, who not only made my stay comfortable in his guest-house 
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at Leh (Ladakh), but also arranged the Buddhist Dard informants 
for me there. 

My thanks are also due to my publisher, M / s  Mittal 
Publications, but for whose active cooperation publication of eight 
volumes of this series would not have been possible within a span 
of 6 years. Now, the work is there and it is for the scholars to assess 
its merits/demerits and importance. 

Haldwani D D SHARMA 
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TRANSCRIPTION AND PHONETIC 
SYMBOLS 

Although the precise values of all the phonemes used for the 
transcription of the linguistic material of Brok-skad have been 
indicated in the inventories of vowels and consonants of it, yet for 
the convenience of the general readership the scheme of 
transliteration and the nearest values or these symbols in the 
Devanagari script, too, are being presented as under: 
Vowels: (in Brok-skad): a (9) a (w), i (T), i: (3, u (J), u: (3) e (Q 
E (a, o (d); 2 (a); (in Tib.): a (s, w), i (3, f) u (3, T )  (in I. A. or OIA 

words), a (37) a (w), i (9, i (3, u (31, u (3;). 

Consonants: k (T), kh (q, g (Q, (5.1, c (3, C (3, ch (q), C11 (W, 
j (3,~ (9 3 Cq19 fi O, t (a, th (F), d (9, NvD, + !'I), th (9, d (W. 
nO,p(%,phh~) ,  f ( 9 t h  h3,bh(Q,mmOyYQ/rO,lw.~~/v(il), 
5 (* s (9, s 0, h (0 
Other phonetic signs used in this volume be interpreted as under : 

= in relation to 
. . = centralization (above the vowd - = nasalisation (above the vowel) 

in free variation/ free form (after the morph or word) 
or, alternate form; stem-formative divider (in 
dictionary) 
phonetic form 
Phonemic form 
orthographic form (Tib.) 
is derived from, comes form 
develops in to, becomes 
is rewritten as 
added to, plus juncture 
hypothetically constructed from 
verb root 
component separator 



ABBREVIATIONS 

Abl. Ablative 
Acc. 
Ag- 
Adj. 
Adv. 
Affir. 
Asp. 
Attri. 
Aux. 
Bal. 
cf. 
Caus. 
Conj. 

Comp. 
Dat. 

Accusative 
Agentive 
Adjective 
Adverb 
Affirmative 
Aspirate/ Aspiration 
Attributive 
Auxiliary 
Balti 
Compare 
Causative 
Conjunctive / 
Conjunction 
Comparative 
Dative 

e.g. for example 
Erg. Ergative 
fern. Feminine 
fut. Future 
gen. genitive 
Him. Himalayan 
I.A. Indo-Aryan 
1.1. Indo-Iranian 
id. the same 
Imp. Imperative 
Inter. Inte rjection 
Interro. Interrogative 
i.e. that is to say 
In trans. Intransitive 
Inf. Infinitive 

Kash. 
Kum. 
LOC. 
LSJ 

Ld. 
Lit. 
M. 
masc. 
NI A 
N.P. 
Neg. 
Obj. 

PI. 
Pres. 
Pron. 
Pur. 
Pbi. 
R. 
sg- 
Tib. 
T.B. 
T.H. 
Vb. 
Vd./v 
v1. 
V.P. 

Kashmiri 
Kumauni 
Locative 
Linguistic Survey of 
India 
Ladakhi 
Literally 
Muslim 
Masculine 
New Indo-Arvan 
Noun phrase 
Negative 
Object/Objectival 
page, person 
postposition/past 
participle 
Plural 
Present 
Pronoun 
Purik 
Panjabi 
Root 
Singular 
Tibetan 
Tibeto-Burman 
Tibeto-Himalavan 
Verb 
Voiced 
Voiceless 
Verb phrase 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Land and the People 
(a) The land: In Tibetan (Ladakhi) it is called 'Brog-yul', a 

hilly /mountainous region (Brog--hill + yukountry). It is a land 
of narrow ravines and valleys south of the Hindukush-Karakoram 
ranges forming the part of Central Ladakh. It is situated in narrow 
rocky gorges of Indus Valley at the elevation of 9000-10000 ft. 
above the sea level. The prominent mhabited localities of this 
land are-Da, Hanu, DarZhiks and Garkhon. Garkhon, the biggest 
village of this is situated at the elevation of 9000 feet above the 
sea level and is considered the lowest and warmest place of 
Ladakh region. There the gorges are so high and narrow that it 
is said that the sun does not rise there for many days. Beyond 
Da, which is situated at a distance of 4 km. from Garkhon, towards 
the West the Indus gorge gets ,narrower, and the mountains, on 
both sides, steeper and higher. There the width of the village, at 
some places is hardly more than that of a foot-ball ground. Hanu 
which is situated about 20 km. away from Da towards Leh in the 
east too is hardly about 10 km. long. There are a few more smaller 
hamlets, viz. Chulichan, Gurgurbo, Larsang, Sanit, Batalik, etc. 
around the village Garkhon. 

Surface approach to this land is either from Kargil (from 
Srinagar side) or from Leh, the headquarters of Ladakh. The 
distance from Kargil side is approximately 70 km. and from Leh 
190 km. From Leh vehicular conveyance, once in a week, too is 
available up to Bema, a distance of 95 km. The approximate 
length and width of the Brog-yul, extending from borders of 
Baltistan to nearly 50 km. beyond Leh in Ladakh is about 150 
km, though the total populated area would not be more than 50 
kms. 

(b) The people: The inhabitants of the Brog-yul prefer to be 
referred as 'Shin' or 'Shrin', yet they are designated as 'Dokpas' 
(< Dog-pac Brog-pa) by their Tibetan speaking Balti and Ladaklu 
neighbours, which means the mhabitants of mountainous region 
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neighbours, which means the inhabitants of mountainous region 
and herdsmen (Dog < Brog 'hill' + pa 'mhabitant'). It is because 
of the uncultivable rocky land occupied by them and of the 
pastoral and nomadic life led by them. Even now, rearing of 
cattle or flocks of sheep and goats form their main occupation 
and source of subsistence. That livestocks of goats and sheep 
formed their principal source of wealth is also confirmed by the 
fact that in their speech the term 'nor' denotes both 'wealth' as 
well as 'flocks of sheep and goats', consequently a wealthy person 
as well as a person with big flocks of goats and sheep is identically 
termed as norchan. In fact, in Tibetan the term 'Dokpa' is 
generally used for all those people who lead a nomadic life 
irrespective of their nationality, class or creed. 

Racially, the Dokpas of Brog-yul are Dards who originally 
belonged to the regions of Hindukush, known as Darada country 
in Hindu mythology, which lateron, on the analogy of Kohistan, 
Baltistari, etc., was termed as Dardistan by G. W. Leitner in 1866. 
The Dard hymns of these Dokpas, sung by their Lapdraks during 
their harvest festival days too state that their ancestors emigrated 
from Gilgit under the leadership of Gil Singe. According to A.H. 
Francke, (1977: 71 Reprint) this emigration must have taken place 
many centuries back when the Daradas of Gilgit were speaking 
the same ancient language of Daradas which, to a great extent, 
is faithfully preserved in the speech of the Daradas (Dokpas) of 
Brog-yul, and which in other Dardic languages of the Shina 
(Gilgiti) - Khowar group, including DrasSi have undergone 
tremendous changes. 

Khan Bahadur Ghulam Mohammad Khan who was the 
Charas officer in Leh in 1930s and had also served in Gilgit writes 
that the Dards of Da and Drass migrated from Bagrot valley in 
Gilgit. (J.A.S. 1950, Folk Songs of Gilgit). But the Dards of Drass 
had embraced Islam nearly 3 centuries back, consequently their 
original folklores and customs have been slamped out and their 
original language too has changed a lot on account of their 
communion with their Muslim brethren of Dardistan and 
Kohistan. Consequently, now their speech attests closer affinity 
with Gilgiti rather than with Brok-skad. Although the Dok-pas 
(<Brag - pas) of Da-Da-Do, Chuli-Chan, and of a few more villages 
of the lower Indus valleys too have embraced Islam and have 
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given up the Brok-pa dress and culture too, vet have not given 
up their old Dardic tongue (Jolden, E. 1985: 31). 

But contrary to the Dards of the lower valleys, the Dards of 
Brog-yul have, though overtly embraced Buddhism, which was 
imposed on them by a Buddhst king of Ladakh to deprive them 
of their separate identity. But except the inhabitants of Hanu, the 
Dards of other villages, neither fully accepted Buddhism nor ga\.e 
up their dresses, culture and language [see Francke, 1977 (Reprint): 
691. It is said that this conversio~~ of the Dards of Brog-vul to 
Buddhism was formalized by Lama Samphet of Lamavuni Gonya 
about 150 years ago and the extant two Gonpas of Da and 
Garkhon and the Manis there too were built bv liim. (Iolderi, E. 
1985: 32) 

2. Linguistic Area and Population 
(a) Area: Brok-skad, the language of the Dokpas (< Grospils) 

of the Brog-yul, is spoken mainly in villages of Da, G;rrkhon, 
Darcl~iks and a few hamlets surrounding these localities rvhicli 
fall in the upper Tndus Valleys of Tehsils Knrgil and Lr11 (Da in 
Kargil, others in Leh) in the district of Leh in Ladah .  These are 
the areas which have fully preserved the archaic torm of the 
Darada language of the legendary Daradas of the north-west 
parts of the Aryiivarta, besides a few villages ot muslim converts 
of the lower Indus valley, viz. Da-Da-Do, Chulichan a11d a tew 
more. Formerly, the inhabitants of Hanu too spoke this L7erv 
tongue, but more than one and a half century ago thev are said 
to have been persuaded by a Ladakhi Buddhist King to give up 
their ancestral language, the Brok-skad and adopt L a d l  khi as 
their mother tongue. As a result of this, IIOW they speak a iclr111 
of Ladakl~i, similar to that of lower Ladakl~i with a Purig accent. 

(b) Populatiol~: The exact number of the speakers of Brog- 
skad is not known. However, according to the Census of 1981 
the total population of the 4 prominent villages of Brog-~LII, i'iz. 
Garkl~on, Da, Hanu and Darchik was estimated about  2467. If 
one adds another 600 or so for other hamlets syeaki11$ Grok- 
Skad, tlw total population living between Hanu and B;itnlik. a 
distance of 180 Km. would be nearly 3000 or so. 

3. Linguistic Scenario 
Brog-vul, the home of Brok-skad, is surrounded bv sye,~kers 
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of different tongues of the Tibeto-Himalayan family, i.e. i t  is 
surrounded by Ladakhi in the north-east, by Balti in the west 
and by Purig in the south. Beyond Bema, a village in the west of 
Leh, all men and women are bilingual, fluently speaking Ladakhi 
with a Purig accent along with their mother tongue, Brok-skad. 
The menfolk of the heart land of Brok-skad, besides having some 
working knowledge of the regional tongues are well acquainted 
with the official language of the J & K. State, viz. Urdu or 
Hindustani which is the medium of the primary education as 
well. Consequently, now the purity of Brok-skad is being polluted 
gradually by the outer mfluences. Besides assimilating new terms, 
in some cases older terms too are being replaced. Now, this pace 
is being quickened with the opening of this inner line region to 
outsiders and improvement in transportation and commu~iica tion 
facilities to these inaccessive areas. 

4. Position of Brok-skad among Other Languages oi the Region 
As pointed out above the people of the Ladakh region of 

the state J & K speak 4 languages, viz. Ladakhi, Balti, Purig and 
Brok-skad, besides the official language Urdu. Out of these the 
first three belong to the Tibeto-Himalayan group of languages 
and the fourth to the Dardic group. The Brog-yul being an 
inaccessible, inhospitable mountainous land had remained cut 
off from the outside areas of the region and thus was able to 
preserve the purity of the ancestral tongue of its inhabitants for 
all these centuries since their emigration to this land from their 
ancestral land in Gilgit. That the speech of the Dards of Brog-yul, 
unlike the speeches of the Dards of Dardistan and Kohistan, has 
not been influenced by the speeches of the region, in spite of 
their stay for many centuries, can be illustrated by a few 
vocabulary items of common use. 

English Brok-skad Purig Balti Ladakhi 
Gloss 
air 05 lurl khluq luqgsyo 
anger kha cigpa xa So 
ant pinili bu tremok temok-bu 
ashes garzi thewa ko k thal ko k t 1131 
aunt aye seni ani amochunce ane 
axe gU!" tari stari s tepcuil 
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ass khar 
back puthu 
bald phata 
bangle kau 

boq ku 
diab 
Zethe 
koma 
dom 
zau 

pho 
bom 
bza 

nap 
S y au 
tha 
hwem 

boq-bu 
sul 
pMra 
rdu 

boq-bu 
gyap 
gola k 
dugu 
dom bear 3ya 

samdal 
bar 
bono 
cei 
kyono 
SO 

lwol 
q ilo 
zid / stok 
athi 

rdunmo 
smaqra 
itwa 
chogo 
byu 
nakpo 
iarba 
ksak 
xamraq 

beard 
belly 
big 
bird 
black 
blind 
blood 
blue 

todpa 
chanmo 

nagPo 
iara 
tha k 

body zu/lu 
ruto 

rgo 
rhuspa 
bueh 

zugspo 
ruspa 
puta 
u ks 

bone 

boy bio 
breath hes 
breast kro 
broom 3anglis 
butter sun0 
butter milk gdn 

cap kho 

alu 
u uks 

bra7 
iuli 

pipi 
khimca 
mar 
tara 
tibi 

numa 
pi-ham 
ma 
dau 
zam 

mar 
darba 
tipi 
baho cave kur 

child sina 
clay Pa 
clean thalo 
cloud dolo 
cold to 
comb k tlo 

dagphu 
alu 

bago 
thugu 
kalak sa 

caqma 
tinba 

lagmo 
Grin srin 

khem 

guse 

daxmo 
somaq 

taqmo 
sdmaks 

copper ragan 
craw ko/ku 

zarl 
ola 

zaqs 
phorok 

Z ~ V S  

kha ta 
daughter molai 
dark e u b  

bum0 
numo 

bomo 
*ub 

pomo 
mondik 
konto deep bwari 

dirty chum 
dispute bitis 
dog Swa 
door dar 
dream Sati 

tiqpo 
cukpa 
tall 
khi 
zgo 
f i i l h  

xom 
scokpo 
thamo 
khi 
zgo 
f i i l h  

sogpo 
zigmo 
h i  

ear kani 
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elbow 

eye 
fat 
female 
fever 
finger 
fire 
flesh 
flower 
fly (n.1 
foot 
forehead 
friend 
fruit 
goat 
good 
grass 
grandson 
grapes 
to beat 
to close 
to dig 
to do 
to dwell 
to fight 
to fly 
to give 

khuna 
athi 

go 
thiga 
b a s  
guli 

gur 
moS 
pus0 
mentha 
kuti 
nu10 
hem 
Sinthok 
mier 
thalo 

gas 
pot0 
rag 
khuttuqs 
suro 
akus 
this 
basis 
betis 
upis 
dis 

krimok 
mig 
brumbo 
mo 
champa 
zugu 
me 
Sa 
mendok 
zbyaqbu 
kaqma 
spralba 
rgakhan 
khazas 
rawak 
les yoq 
stwa 
tho 
rgun 
duqmi 
damni 
koni 
taqs 
dukcas 
siqsa 
phurba 
taqcas 

tremok 
mig 
rompo 
mo 
chat 
zugu 
me 
Sa 
mendok 
byaqbu 
kaqma 
spdlba 
rga khan 
khazas 
ra 
lyakrno 
stwa 
tho 
rgun 
rduqma 
cukpa 
skoc3s 
by 
dubc3s 
ziqsa 
phurces 
mincas 

temozu~l 
miki 

mo 
ch3t 
Zigu 
me 
6a 
~nentok 
1-ati 
kdil pa 
tl~odpa 
zayo 
kl1dzds 
rama 
demo 
sta 
chamo 
gun 
dunces 
cugces 
skoces 
COS 

dugces 
urces 
urces 
toqces 

5. Place of Brok-skad among the Languages of Dardistan and 
Kohistan 

It would be quite relevant, before assessing the position of 
Brok-skad and assigning a place to it among the languages of 
Darada group, to have some information about D,lrdic in the 
context of Indo-Aryan or Indo-Iranian. 

The linguistic term Dardic has been derived from the term 
Darada, a name given to the inhabitants of the mo~untainous 
regions of north-western frontiers of the Indian sub-continent by 
the authors of the Aryan scriptures, Purinas and Epics. The people 
inhabiting these regions were also termed as Pjiacas (raw-meat 
eaters) by Aryan writers of Aryavarta, hence their language was, 
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consequently, termed as PaiSiicI by the Sanskrit grammarians. 
Taking a cue from it Grierson, too has termed i t  as Pa~sici 
(LSI, Vol. VIII, pt. 11). But as he himself admits that the latter 
term, for certain emotional reasons, was not liked by the people 
of this land. He states- ". . . Some of the speakers of these 
languages take exception to it on the ground that, in Indian 
mythology, the word Piiiica was also used to connote a cannibal 
demon, and it must be admitted that this was the most common 
acceptation of the word. In such circumstances, it is useless to 
explain that a tribe speaking a PiGca language is not necessarily 
of PiS5ca descent." (ibid, p. 1). 

6. Linguistic Substratum of Dardic Languages 
Scholars right from the last quarter of the 18th centurv have 

been struggling to determine the place of this branch oi the Indo- 
Aryan speech, but have not been able to suggest an answer which 
may be acceptable to all. Grierson and some of his followers 
believe that Dardic languages developed out of the Indo-Iranian 
branch of Indo-European (LSI, Vol. VIII, pt. 11. pp. 1-20). But 
scholars like Morgenstieme (NTS, XIV (1947), p. 6) and Emeneau 
hold the view that it is a separate branch of IE., developed from 
Indo-Iranian. For, disagreeing with Grierson's approach, 
Morgenstierne--while putting forth his arguments - says- 
"According to Sir George Grierson's well known theory the Dardic 
languages, among which he also includes Kafir group, form a 
special branch of Indo-Iranian. And he considers Khow [Khowar] 
as occupying an independent position w i h  Dardic. . ." (op. cit.,* 
Sl).' Continuing the argument, he further states-"I am unable to 
share these views. The Dardic language, in contradiction to the 
Kafir group, are of pure I.A. origin and go back to a form of 
speech closely resembling Vedic. Th~s state of affairs cannot be 
altered by the fact that Dardic has preserved many archaisms 

'Grierson's view to which Morgenstieme has referred above w.is that". . . the 
Pisica languages which include Shina-Khowar group occupy a pc)sition 
intermediate between the Sanskrit languages of India proper and the Iranian 
languages farther to their West. They thus possess many features tliat are common 
to them and the Sanskritic languages. But they also possess featt~res peculiar to 
themselves, and others in which they agree rather with languages of the Iranian 
family." (Indian Antiquary, XLIV, 1915). * 
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lost in later IA languages by the widespread loss of  
aspiration. "(ibid) 

On the other hand, Emeneau's observations recld,- "I t  was 
claimed by Grierson (as well as by some before him) that these 
two groups of languages [Dardic and Kafir] form a third branch 
of Indo-Iranian in that 'they seem to have left the parent stem 
after the Indo-Aryan languages, but before all the typical Iranian 
characteristics, which we meet in the Avesta had become 
developed'. The material whch was gathered by Morgenstierne 
after Grierson's volume appeared, led Morgenstierne to the 
conclusion (which has been accepted by, e.g. Jules Bloch and 
Burrow) that the Dardic languages (Kashmiri, Shina, Indus 
Kohistani, Khowar, Kalasha, Pashai, Tirahi) are Indo-Iryan, 
but did not pass through the MIA developments representeh by 
the records, while on the other hand, the Kafir languages 
(Kati, Waigali, Ashkun, Prasun, and to some extent Dameli) mav 
occupy some sort of special position. The task of sorting out the 
evidence is considerably complicated by loan words in the Kafir 
languages from neighbouring Iranian languages and from other 
directions, i.e. from the Kafir languages into neighbouring Iranian 
and Indo-Aryan languages." (Quoted by B.B. Kachru, 1969: 16, 
from a paper presented to UCLA Indo-European Conference 
1964). 

But we see that before the great linguists entered an arena 
of this controversy there was an English man, B. Robert Shaw, 
though basically a planter, viewed this question for the first time 
from a linguist's point of view. After analysing these Dardic 
languages he came to the conclusion that the basis of these tongues 
is neither Indo-Aryan nor Indo-Iranian, but an ancient dialect 
which was the parent language of both. He also contended that 
their protected joint use in one and the same area and isolation 
from other languages predetermined subsequent development 
along parallel lines." (B.R. Shaw. p. 147). 

Thus the controversy of the parenthood of these languages, 
which was set forth by Shaw was finally set at rest bv Morgen- 
stieme by convincingly establishing that all the ~ardic-languages 
are part and parcel of the Indo-Aryan and have their roots in the 
earliest forms of the OIA. Here lies the importance of the intensive 
and extensive study of Brok-skad, the only extant language, which 
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has faithfully preserved earliest form of the language of the 
Daradas of the ancient Indian literature and has also preserved 
the archaic characteristics of the OIA, whereas all other speeches 
of this group have lost their basic forms, as observed by Emeneau, 
due to assimilation from neighbouring speeches of Iranian and 
other groups. 

Moreover, the linguistic material on which the earlier 
investigators based their conclusions was from the languages 
which have passed various stages of their development 
during past many centuries when this area came under the 
influences of the people speaking different tongues and following 
different faiths and customs. Unfortunately, on account of its 
inaccessibility they could not lay their hand on enough linguistic 
material from this land of Dokpas, viz. Brog-yul. Now in view of 
the material available to us we can have a fresh look on this 
question. 

7. Grouping of Dardic Languages 
Dardic languages are spoken in various valleys of the north- 

western parts of the Indian sub-continent, viz. Gilgit, Gurez, Swat, 
Kohistan (now in Pakistan) and Chilas, Kargil, Dras, upper Indus 
valley (Brog-yul) and Kashrnir (in India) which are collectively 
known as Dardic group. Besides there are two more groups, viz. 
khowar and Kafir. The languages of the Dardic or Eastern Dardic 
group are further divided into three main groups, Liz. Shna, 
Kashmiri and Kohistani. There is a further sub-grouping of all of 
them. The subgroups of the Shina group, to which tlw Brok-Skad 
belongs, are--Brokpa, Chilasi, Gilgiti and Shina. Kashmiri has 5 
sub-groups and Kohistani only two. 

8. Linguistic Affinity between Dardic and OIA 
As pointed out above that Dardic has its roots in OIA and 

is a branch of it having close affinity with it at all levels of linguis- 
tic elements can briefly be exhibited through the Tables 1 and 2 
which have been arranged to present a few items having their 
roots in the OIA stems. 



Table 1 
A Comparative Data of Common OIA and Dard Verb Roots 

dkru- ? kur ker k3r ".-- .. 
\I;;;-, dbliu- , --. 
di-! =+y=- 
$am- ya 
ni+sid- 
d\.as- 
.Iz:zhha 
JZ- 

d:n- 
$a-# 45- 

J-&id- 

G s - b l ~ i l  

G s  

d G h ,  har 

.das- 

i-,ya, 
bit bo 
bas- 

u th- 

di- 

iir- 

pi- 

kha- 
- 

-gin 

-ha r 

as- 
a- 
ga- 
niS 

11 th- 

d e 

an- 

pi- 

kha- 

~ a g  

gr3 

? 
a-g3- 

Ye- 
? 

? 

de- 

? 

? 

pi- 

? 

? 

g i- 

h3- 
ga- 
ga- 
nis 

u tll 

i n  

pi- 

? 

pa5 

gu 

? 

Ye- 
-- 
WOS- 

-- 

de- 

pi-/PO- 

Kha- 

pas 

- 

as- 
-- 
-- 

nis- 

u th- 

de- 

in-  

pi- 

- 
- 

gi- 

- 
- 
-- 
- 

- 
d i  /de 

pi- 

- 
- 

gu- 

as- 
i- 
par- 
- 

- 
de- 

on- 

pi- 

- 

P% 

g h -  

(Con td. ) 
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Table 2 
A Comparative Data of Person- Number Marker clipped ~rbnominals 

Pt'son- Skt l i rc~h K'lti M'aig,~li A s h k ~ ~ n  has~rr~ G,II\,.II.- S ~ I L I -  I I I  I Kho-  shin,^ Tir.~hi D; lr~~t~l i  
11~111117er b , ~  ti n ~ a s h  IV.IT 

1st sg. -mi -s -m -m -m -m -m -m -m -m -m -m -m -m 

1st pl. -mas -es/an -mis -mis -mi< -miS -- - -11 -k -s i - - -- 

2nd sg -si -e -s3 -s3 - ~ a  -s -S -s -i/e -s -s -e -s - 

2nd pl. thas -en/ -si -- k/g -en -LI -U u/3u -a -mi/ -s -- -- 
-an -ni 

3rd sg. -ti -i -d - -i -SO -0 -s/-i e/d -u -i/-r - 9 

3rd pl. -nti sn -si - -an -t/to -it dt/in -in -n -ni - 
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Morphological Markers of the Verb 'as to be' in 01A and 
Dardic 

Language Present Tense Past Tense 

Sanskrit Sg. PI . SLS pl. 
1st person asmi (*a)smah Zsam ismal! 
2nd person asi *(a)sthah isih istha 
3rd person asti +(a)santi kit isan 

Ka ti 
1st Person asum asamis stum stamis 
2nd person Zsyus / asa Zsi stus thur 
3rd person Zsa aSi s ta skin 

Ashkiin 
1st person sam/(a)sam samiS sago-m sago-mis 
2nd person sas / (a)sas seg /sek sag o-s sego-k 
3rd person sei/ (a)sei san saga/sagi (f) sagan 

Prasiin 
Is t person sum / (a)se-mo samiS/esemso se-mo sc-mi; 
2nd person as(o) sen/esen esso eseno /sen0 
3rd person (a)so ast/asto csso (vo-) sto/asto 

Shumasti 
1st person asim / ahim isik/ahik 
2nd person Zsis/ahis Zhiu/Zsiu 
3rd person Zs/Zsi/Hhi Zsin/Zhi 

Kalrisa' . 
1st person ZsZ-m Zsi-k 
2nd person ZSZ-s is - i  
3rd person iso-u ZsZ-n 

Khowiir 
1st person Zsum 
2nd person isu-s 
3rd person Zsu-r 

5si-s 
a-si 
5si-s 

asi-ni ( i )  
asi-ti 
asi-ni 

5stZm /asis-tam isis-tam 
isis tau Fisist5ni 
isis-tai 'isistani 
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Parallels of Morphological Markers in Verbal Conjugation 

Language Present tense Past tense 

Sanskrit Sg. ~ 1 -  Sg- P' . 
1st person -mi -mah -am -(a)mal? 
2nd person -si - tha -as -tha 
3rd person -ti -anti -at -an/-n 

KalHsZ:.. &- 'to do' 
1st person karem karik a-kari-s a-kari-mi 
2nd person kari-s karo-u a-kar-i a-kare-ri 
3rd person kari-u kare-n a-kare-r a-kare-n 

,/F" 
1 to come' Ga wa rba ti r1 tga- to go' 

1st person i-m i-k ga-im ga-ik 
2nd person i-s e-u ga-is ga-u 
3rd person i-u i-n g o k a  ga-it' 

Shumasti grah 'to take' 
1st person p;i-m .. gi- k 
2nd person gi-s gi-u 
3rd person gi g i-n 

=to sit (Pres. Cont.) 
1st person niSaina-m 
2nd person nisaina-s 
3rd person nisai-ne 

Tirahi: =' 'to eat' 
1st person Khi-m 
2nd person Khi-s 
3rd person KhH-e 

- - - 
g1-m g1-1 

- - 
g i-u gl-I 
gi-s gi-in ,i gin - 
Ashkun to go 
go-m go-mis 
go-s go-k 

ge ge 

\ G o  do' 
1st person kare-m 
2nd person kare-s 
3rd person kar-e 
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Table 4 e J 

Numerals from one to Twenty: OIA and Dardic % a 
C 

Sk t. Brok- K,? ti Wa iga li Askrrr~ Dijmeli G.1 ccrar. Kn ta r. Shun~asti n 
s. 

1 2 .3 4 .5 6 7 8 9 J 
s 

ekah ek ek/ew a? ek ek yak yak 
dv i- dU dhi d ii du/do dii du dii 

yak 
du 

tri- tr3 tre tre trd tra t r ~  ta fy i, 
catur- COT S t h o  ca ta c&a tor car cawor C O \ I L I ~  

panca- Pun= pu? pG/iii- pune piZ pic panz pin 
sas t sa su s u su So so/* so/* so0 
sap ta sat su t sot su t sat sa ta sat 
as ta ast USt ost OSC i s  t itha i tha i s  t 
nava nu nG nu nu/no no nau nu 
daSa daS du? doS du5 das daS diSa daS 
ekadisa koda5 yarui- y aS canis yig YarO y aS 
dvidaSa budeS diE big ba is biS bird bas 
tryodab bode5 trii- tr CIS trais trdS teherii 
catur daSa cudeil sture? cadi cadi5 cande5 coheru 
pancadak padeS pPiZ pici pacais piidei 
dab sobe5 * @ sans w e 5  ST" 

~ a n h e r u  

sapta satuqs sti? satas sattais sttaS sattaru 
dak 
asta qstuqs ~ t i c  as ta ast-is a?a? athm 
dah 
ekona kunj nei2 iSi Oga unyeS newis 
vigati was0 
v i h  ti b i g  v&a wiSi wiio bi3i i3i b i d  isi 

A - c, 
w 

( cm td. ) 
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,m ;56 ri.2 
h c 

& I =  2 3 C -"' 
I", rJI 3 

V). 13 :m V) 2 2 5 4% 5 6. .- 
V). V) '- 

o ~ , ~ t ~ $ . 3 ~ m c a . % ~ ,  cta 2. 2, m  3 .Z 
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Nominal Stems from OIA Sources 
Besides the verbal roots, pronominal stems, grammatical markers 
and numerals having their roots in OIA, illustrated in the Tables 
3 and 4, there are a good number of nominal stems attestable in 
all the speeches of Dardic which attest their close affinity with 
OIA. A few of them, which I could easily locate in the limited 
data available to me, are as under. (In this, the abbreviations of 
various languages containing these vocables be read as follows: 
As. (=Askun), Bas. (= Baskarik), Bro. (Brok-Skad), Dam. (-Dameli), 
G. (=Gawiirbiti), K. (=Kati), Kat. (= Katarkali), Kan. (=Kany?lwZili), 
Kal. (=Kalisi), M. (= Mayiin), P. (=PashSi), Pr. (=Prawn), 
Ph. (=Phalurii), Shi. (=Shins), Shu. (Shumasti) Tir. (Tirahi), Tor. 
(Torwili), W. (= Waigali), Nur. (Nuristini): 

aZh (Bas.), ache (Ph.), achi (Shi.), thi (Brok) < aksi eye 
awa (W.), aw (Pr.) < ipah water 
ujal (Kat.) < ujjwala white 
othi - oti (Bro), yust (Kat.) < ostha lip 
kasto (W.) < kanistha younger 
krdm (Ph.), krum (Bro.) < karma work 
kukur (Kat. Shum.) < kukkuta cock 
kucur (Kat.) < kukkura, Swa (Bro.) < GvZ dog 
khar (Pr., Bro.) < khara, ass, donkey 
ga (Dam., Tor., M. Bas.), gaw (Shi, Bro.) 'cow', go (Bask, M. 
Bro) ox < go cow, ox 
kiin (Bas.) < kinda arrow 
gost (Ph.), goth (Bro.), got, (Kai.) gos (Sh.) < gostha 'home' 
gram. (Dam.), gam (Kat., Tor.) < grima, village 
ghasa (G.) < gh%a grass 
gari (M. Kan.) < grmi, wife 
ghanu (Ph.) < ghana, saghana thick, dense 
guro (W), gor (Kat. Bas.), gho (M., Kan.), ghuw (Ph.) c 
ghotaka horse 
tat0 (Bro.), tapik (W.) < tapta, tipita hot 
tot (Kat.), tat (W.) < tita father 
dant (Tir.), ddn (Dam., Bas.), don (Kan.), dani (Bro), 

dud (Kat.) < danta teeth, tooth. 
dar (W., Bro.) < dZm wood, < dvira door 
dis (Bro.), dos (Bas.) < divasa day 
drigh (Dam.), dhrigo (Pr,) < dirgha long 
dhi (M. Kai~. Tor.), dhu (Tor.) < duhiti daughter 
nam (Kat.) noy/ndy (Bro.) < nava new 
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nam (Kat., Tor.), nu (Bro.) < nima name 
pad3 (Tir) < pida foot 
pd5u (Ph.), pr2Si - parsi (Bro.) < pZrs'vik2 rib 
putra (W., Pa., pr., Kal.), put& (Tir.), puth (M.), puP (Kan.), 
pur (Kat.) < putra son 
puri (Kan.), pruno (Bro.) < purina old (opp. new). 
bhi (Kan.) < bhagini sister 
br3 (W., As., Tir.), bro (Kat.), bHyo (Bro.) i bl~ldtr brother 
manas (W.), manus (G.), manis (Kat.) mas (M.) m<)sd (Ph.), 

myus/mus (Bro.), manci (K.) c manusvs  man, 
human being muso (Ph.), muzi < musi (Bro.) < n~fi.>ika mouse 
zuan (Dam.) < yuvan young man; zui (Ka t.) < y u  vati voung 

lady 
y3ndr3 (Ph.), yunda (Bro.) < yantra, ginding machine, water 

mill 
lohoko (Ph.), lukur (Kat.) < laghuka small, short, cf. Doqri- I- 

lohka, id. 
lohur (Tor.), lolo (Shi.,), lodo (Bro.) < Lohita, rr7~1dra red 
wei (M., Kan.), wi:e (Ph.), wi: (Nur.), oi (Shi.), mfZ (Br0.j < 

wiri water 
83ru (K.), Sara - Syara (Bro.) < s'arad /&rat, autumn, winter 
Sel (Kat.) cold, Sil (Brok.) shade < Sitala, cold ci. Kum. Sel 

shade 
stri (K.), stre (Tir.) < stri woman 
Siq (Kat. Bro.), Siqo (Shi.) < Srriga horn 
sus (As.) sas (Bro.) < svasr sister 
chir (Kat.) < ksh-ra, milk; khindo (Ph.) < kshiqa, weak 
kin (Bas.) < skandha shoulder, cf. Kum. kano id. 
Sya (Bro.), is (shi) c rkSa a bear 

9. Linguistic Substrata of Brok-Skad 
Brok-skad being affiliated to the Dras sub-group of the Shin3 

group of Dardic languages, its iinmediate substrah~m collld be the 
Dardic speech of Gilgit (Shina) as is evident from the comparati\*e 
data presented on pages 23-25. But in a comparison with S11ina and 
other languages of Dardistan and Kohistan reveals that there are 
deeper linguistic layers which in a diachronic process have been 
overlaid by exterior linguistic elements in most of them, but have, 
due to geographical reasons, survived in the speech of Brog-yul. 

Writing about the languages of the upper Indus vallev W. 
Crook (1973 (Reprint): 51) states, "In what is called the  ohi is tan 
or hill country, about the upper waters of Indus, the people speak 
a Sanskritic tongue derived from Indian plains, which in the 
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region w h a e  the Rthans are dominant has been replaced by \.ashton' 
(Races of Northern India). 

An intgnsive hstorical analysis of Brok-skad reveals that i t  
contains an amazingly high percentage of old Indo-Ar;van element. 
Most of the primary stems, nominal as well as verbal, 11a\,e their 
sources in the OIA stems. This aspect of it has extensi\*el\. been 
illustrated while dealing with Nominal stems (see, Prima* stems 
from OIA stock) and Verb Roots (see Primary Roots). (Also sre 
etymological notes in Concise Dictionary). 

This language, due to faithful preservation of earlier forms of 
Dardic language, has a special sipficance for the diachronic studies 
of the languages of the Darada group as a whole. Its intensive and 
extensive diachronic analysis is sure to help in solving the problem 
of identifying the sub-strata, not only of this but of all the other 
languages of the Darada groups. 

As stated above the contact of the speakers of Brak-skacl l\.as 
snapped with their kinsmen many centuries back, ivhen their 
ancestors migrated to this rugged ~nountainous vallev. U ~ ~ d e r  the 
circumstances the only precious assets that they couid carrv ivitl~ 
them were their language and culture, which thev contln"ed to 
preserve with love and reverence in t h s  secluded land, bereft oi all 
contacts with outside world, for a few centuries. But there came a 
time in the past when this tribe, which was proud of its culture and 
language, was persuaded or compelled by the Tibetan rulers of 
Ladakh to embrace Buddhism and give up the use of their language 
and customs. It is said that the Dards of Hanu after embracing 
Buddhism gave up their language as well, but the Dards of other 
localities did not give up  their language and customs e\.en after 
embracing Buddhism as their religion. Thev continued to maintain 
their ancestral communicative system. But it  could not escape the 
impact of the religious conversion. For, on account oi this religious 
invasion the land was opened to the lamas from Ladak11 and Tibet, 
who built a few gonpas there and conducted certain religious 
ceremonies of the people there. Naturally, the linguistic intercourse 
that was bound to take place there between the speakers ot Brok- 
skad and Ladakhi/Tibetan had its effect on the speech c-rt these 
Dards. Consequently, a number of Tibetan terms made an inroad 
into the exclusive area of Brok-skad and in due course of time thcv 
were fully assimilated in it. NOW, thev are an integral part uf their 
verbal communicc?tion. As such one mav notice that thoug11 the 
lowest sub-stratum of it pertains to PIA, yet there are a terv 
subsequent layers too, the topmost of which is ~ibetan.  Tl~ebe sources 
have amply been indicated in the section dealing with lexiccil entries. 
Still a few of them could be illustrated here as tvell. 
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Brok-ska d Ladakhi Tibetan (W) Eng. gloss 

lurl 
squl 
da 
zarba 
thil 
cari 
ca kthur 
zaqs 
rin 
razbal 
thul 
migBok 
fia 
- kaq 
sinthok 

konjok 
ser 
ruq 

luqspo 
mu1 
da 
zara 
thil 
ceri 
cagstag 
zaqs 
rin 
razbal 
thul 

5inthok 
SgogPa 
coniok 
ser 
ri 

luq (-PO) < rlurp air, wind 
squl silver 
da arrow 
zar-ba blind 
thil bottom 
ciu bug 
cagthog chain (iron) 
zaqs copper 
rin cost, price 
rebal < rasbal> cotton 
thul egg 
migBok eye lid 
fia fish 

foot 
Siq thog fruit 
SgogPa garlic 
contog god 
ser <gser> gold 
ri hill, mountain 

phet phyet 
sku skund 

phyed 
skundu <-dru> 

zurmo zumo/zurmo zug 
phak phak phag/phag-pa 
fialba fialba fialchuq 
char-<u <<hu> Charpa Eharpa 
thok thok thog 
fiis fiit iiid 
n3mza namda ndmda 

spira spera spera 
lEe Ice Ice 
tho t thot thod 
nub nub nub 
karma sk3rma skarma 
khara khara / kara kara/khara 
Subs - Subs 
kradpa krdd-pa tadpa < krad-pa> 

half 
idol, image 
moustache 
mustard 
pain 
P ig 
poor 
rail, 
roof 
slumber, sleep 
season 
sweet 
talk 
tollgut3 
turban 
west 
star 
sugar 
sea th 
halr boot 
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zman 
zo 
taq 
co'l 
nor 
bras 
chkhull 
rargi 
phdq 
til-bu 
de 
riboq 
tho11bo 
rag0 
zga 
tiqba 
mag-pa 

sman 
20 

iaq 
c orl 
nor 
das 
chaqyok 
ragi 
phaq 
till-gu 
- 
rioq 
thonpo 
rao 

sga 
stiq pa 
mag-pa 

sman [man] 
20 

za'l 
co'l 
nor 
das < bras > 
cd-q khan 
raldi < ral gri> 
p h h  
dil-bu < dril> 
de <dre> 
riboq 
thonpo 
rag0 

sga 
tiqpa < rtiq - pa> 
mag-pa 

drug, medicine 
bull, bullock 
north 
onion 
wealth 
rice 
armpit 
sword 
spindle 
bell 
ghost, devil 
hare, rabbit 
high 
hoof 
saddle 
heel, ankle 
son-in-law 

10. Inter-relationship between Shina and Brok-skad 
As has been stated above that Brok-skad is a member of the 

Shina group of Dardic languages and the ancestors of the 
inhabitants of the Brog-yul emigrated to this land many centuries 
back from Gilgit. Their Gilgiti brethren, due to historical reasons, 
embraced Islam and as a consequence of this religious conversion 
their language, along with their culture, has changed to a great 
extent, but due to geographical reasons the Dokpas of Brog-vul, 
in spite of embracing Buddhism, have resisted this change and 
have maintained their original language and traditions. But as 
we know that language is the last thing to change in spite of 
change in religion and place of inhabitation. The language of the 
Gypsies of Europe whose ancestors migrated from India nearly 
a thousand years back is an indisputable proof of it. Similarly, 
though the language of the Daradas of Gilgit has undergone 
various changes due to historical reasons mentioned above, vet 
its Dardic sub-stratum is still manifested both in vocabular~r items 
and grammatical structure which can be clearlv witnesied on 
comparing Brok-skad with the Shina language of ~ i l g i t .  The close 
affinity of these two speeches of this group can be manifested 
through the following list of a few vocabulary items, selected 
randomly. (For identical morphological elements see Comparative 
Data 011 Dardic speeches. 
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Exlglish gloss 

ant 
air 
bear 
bird 
blood 
box 
breath 
chest 
cloud 
COW 

cap 
dark 
deaf 
disease 
drink 
dry 
dumb 
earth/clay 
eat 
eye 
flame 
flower 
foam 
girl 
gr. mother 
gr. father 
grapes 
hand 
home 
horn 
hot 
house 
husband 
insect 
iron 
knee 
leather 
lizard 
maternal uncle 
monkey 
moon 

Brok-ska d 

pinili 
0s 
Sy a 
<ei 
lo1 
zgrums 
hes 
kro 
dolo 
go/gaw 
kho 
thub 
euto 
zormo 
pi- 
Suko 
i-uto 
Pa 
kha- 
athi 
melo 
pus0 
phir? 
molai 
dede 
dud0 
ras 
ha th 
a paS 
Siq 
tato 
got 
bar0 
kri 
ti$r 
koto 
tom 
pinkiti 
mum0 
Sadi 
jun/gyun 

Sl~ina 

pilili 
0s 
1s 
eei 
lel 
groms 
s i  
kr o 
azo 
1~51'0 
kl>oi 
thap 
ku to 
zurmo 
P1- 
Suko 
eat0 
kuicOIA k~r  
h a -  
Xhi 
gu i 
pus0 
phina 
mul3i 
dacli 
dede 
das 
ha th 

ta: to 

gos 
bdrev 
kri 
timer 
ku to 
tom 
kl~irkhilo 
monw 
S3di 
yu n 
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mouth 
no 
nose 
old 
onion 
pocket 
rain 
red 
seed 
sit 
sleep 
sour 
smell 
spring (of water) 
stand 
sun 
tears 
turban 
thumb 
ugly 
vegetable 
water 

ozi / uzu 
na 
nu tu 
zari 
i-oq 
tenda 
mei/aro 
lodo 
bi 
big 
SUS- 

i-ukoro 
gon 
ui-u 
u thas 
suri 
a50 
thot 
guth 
cut0 
Su 
wa 

iizo/aze 
ne 
nu to 
dzaro 
Coq 
Canda 
mei 
lo10 
bi 
bev 
SO- 

Curko 
gor, 
u ts 
utho 
suri 
aS t 
pago 
'lu 

khaCto 
Sa 

Numerals which are less prone to changes, also attest a 
close affinity between these two varieties of Dardic speeches of 
the Shina group. 
one ek yek 
two du du 
three tr a tre 
four tor char 
five punE/puqs Po* 
six sa Ba 
seven sat sa th 
eight ast asU~/ats 
nine nu3 n3u 
ten da6 dah 
eleven ko-da6 ka 
twelve budesu bah, etc. 
twenty bisa b i 
thirty big da5 bij3 ddi 
fourty du biS du bio 
fifty du bisi das du bio ga dai 
hundred 5 y o Bai 
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11. Sociolinguistic Variations in Brok-sltad 
As stated above some of the Brogpas had e m b r a ~ ~ i l  Islam 

and others Buddhism. Consequently, the socio-religious eu\.il-on- 
ment has affected their original language to a considerable extent. 
The percentage of change is higher in Islamic group as compared 
with Buddhist group. Some of the examples of this socio-linguistic 
\-ariations are as follows: 

English gloss 
rich 
snow 
suddenly 
grass 
forget 
nail 
near 
god 
cave 
flour 
milk 
widow 
evening 
ass 
calf 
ash 
fly (n.) 
spider 
weaver 
dust 
glade 
bell 
intestine 
dark 
woman/wife 
widower 
bird 

bug 
thief (m.) 
clever 
sugar 
lie (n.) 

Muslim 
ag3mes 
a:zo 
acanak 
agas 
3mi6is 
5thi 
ate 
xuda 
u 1 
Gma 
orjan 
barones 
b3lbul 
boll 
beto 

t 

talsir 
toqze 
thakskh 
phyaldiq 
tl13lcir 
tha te 
tiv 
titi 
thup 
tiiga 
tsigane9 
C ~ C U  

cari 

c3ql'a 
calaq 
cini-khara 
curku 

ram 1s 
aro 

gas 
2mSi t 
uri 
3bo11i 
conj u k 
kur 

thnskdn 
t113lcup 
5ra 
tilbu 
nai1stc)/nolto 
thuh 
t11ig;l 

cei 
kri 
corla 
cdl'lqcdn 
hdsa khdra 
zurku 
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ankle 
fever 
pot 
south 
garden 
drum 
breast 
bear (n.) 
chin 
cotton 
blind 
desert 
sand 
sweat 
weak 
hard 
honey 
wool 
day 
hair 
broom 
frog 
shoulder 
eyebrow 
cloud 
bridge 
lizard 

comotok 
chat 
thu kar 
Soks 
tar (Balti) 
daman 
dut 
drenrno 
kusko 
r3zbd1 
zarba 
sgasgai 
sdksul 
smulchu 
setmet 
zdb -zdb 
zbraq tsi 
zati 
zak 
zakor 
zoli (Balti) 
sbalpa (Balti) 
stet 

sprind 
svay 
sepriqiti 

dumba 

sya 
Chum 
pupas 
50 
pd ku r 
si ri 

khimet 

prinkiti 

12. Previous Works and Present Analysis 
(a) Previous works: Brok-skad being the oldest sur\.l\-ing 

member of the ancient Dardic language had been dr '~~\ , ing 
attention of scholars' working on Dardistan and M'et;tt.rn Tibet 
right from the last quarter of the 18th century. Some ot the \\.arks 
in which references have been made to this dialect art. J..; under: 

Frederic Dew, me jan~xnu & Kas11111ir Tel-rit~?~-\y 
Francke, A. H .  Historrr of  Wester11 Tibet; 
Lietner, G. W.V. The Languages ' ~ I I J  Rnces ( ~ i  Dc71-distc~n 
(Lahore 1877). 
Lietner, besides the aL70\re, in his book Dar~fi.\r.-rr~ ' 7 1 7 ~ 1  

Kasl~mir (1889) also has made a reference to i t  and has compared 
some of its vocabulary items tvith those of the Shii~,~ cli~lect c ~ t  

Gilgi t. 
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But some of the most important and authentic works, 
entirely devoted to linguistic studies started appearing in the 
beginning of this century. Some of these which need due mention 
are--Grammar and Vocabulary of Khowar Dialect (Chitrali) 
(Lahore, 1895) by G. Morgenstierne. Later on his monumental 
works, viz., Report on Linguistic Mission to Afghanistan (Oslo, 
1926) and Report on Linguistic Mission to North- Western India 
(Oslo, 1932) threw a detailed light on the position and structure 
of these speeches. Besides, he also contributed a number of 
research articles on various languages of the Dardic group which 
were published from time to time in various research journals in 
India and abroad. 

Another work giving an intensive and extensive account of 
these tongues was Piiica Languages of North- Western India by 
George A. Grierson (1906), besides, the Lingustic Survey of 
India, Vol. VIII, pt. I1 which contains a brief sketch of all the 
dialects of Dardistan and Kohistan. 

Gen. W. Crook, in his book Races of Northern India (1973, 
Reprint, p. 51) too has made a reference to Brok-skad of the 
Brog-yul. 

Another linguist who needs a special mention here is T. G. 
Graham Bailey, who in his work, Grammar of Shina Language 
(London, 1924) has dealt with Gurezi dialect of it at length, along 
with references to others. 

The latest contributiol~, exclusively to Brok-skad is that of 
Dr. N. Ramaswamy of CIIL, Mysore. His works entitled, Brok Skat 
Phonetic Reader (1975) and Brok-Skat Grammar (1982) are 
sigruficant contribution to this language. 

(b) Data coUection and analysis: The data for the present 
analysis were collected in Leh (Ladakh) during two visits there, 
the first one in Sept. 1983 and the second in Aug.-Sept. 1985 from 
the following informants from Brog-yul: 

1. Tshering Antsuk (29) and Teshu Wonjal (35), both from 
the village Da. Both of the informants were, though uneducated, 
yet were well versed in Hindustani. They did not have any 
difficulty in grasping the sense and shades ofhords and sentences 
through which the material was collected. This recording was 
done exactly on Sept. 18-19, 1983. 

2. Another set of informants was of Mrs. and Mr. Tshering 
Sonam (26) from the village Darchiks. The couple was educated 
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(High School Pass) and was serving as primary school teacher 
there. There was no problem of communication with them. The 
recording for this material was done on Sept. 2 and 3,1985 at the 
Jolden Guest House, Leh. In fact, Mr. E. Jolden who had served 
as Head master in a Govt. High School at Kargil was instrumental 
in contacting the couple whom he had taught in the above 
mentioned school. The data collected from the above informants 
has been analysed in terms of descriptive linguistics as followed 
by modem linguists. 
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SOUND SYSTEM 





SOUND SYSTEM 

INVENTORY 

Different sets of vowel and consonant phonemes attested in 
the sound system of Brok-skad are as follows: 

Vowels 

Synchronically, all vocoids, phonemic and non-phonemic, 
attested in this speech, singly or in sequences, may be presented 
as under. 

High 
Mid 

Low 

Front Central Back 
i u 
e ii/a o 

a 

As regards the lip position only the back vowels, viz. /u /  
and /o/ are rounded and all others are unrounded. 

Quantity: Normally, the quantity (length : shortness) of a 
vowel is not sigruficant in it. It is, more or less, conditioned by 
the phonetic and syllabic environments in which it occurs. 
However, there are a few examples of significant contrasts of 
long and normal quantity of / i /  and /u /  available in it. 
Consequently, length too has been recognized as a phonemic 
feature for these two vowels only. 

Phonemic Contrasts 

Phonemic contrasts of various categories of vowels may be 
illustrated as follows: 

Fmnt : Fmnk /i/ : /i:/ - /SiS/ head : /Si:sa/ mirror; 
/i/ : /e/ - /nis/ to press: /neS/ is not; / ph i /  leaf : / penel 

pice, money. 
Fmnk Back- /i/ : /u/  - /iq/ blunt : /uq / and; / h i /  bed 
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bug : /kru/ corn; /ski-/ to see : /sku/ idol; / sina/ child/ : 
/ suno/ butter. 
i/ : /o/ - /ki/ bed bug : / k o /  brqst of woman; /titi/ intestine: 
/tito/ bitter; /poti/ grand daughter : /poto/ grand son. 
/e/ : /a/ - /da/ arrow : /de/give; /ye/ what? : /ya/ to come 
i/ : /a/ - /pis/ to drink: /-pas/ cotton;/ sis/ to sew : /sas/ 
sister. 

Front. Central- /i/ : /a/ : / gan/ curd. buttermilk : /gin/ 
to hold; / rilq / colour : /rin/ cost; 
/e/ : /a/ - /pene/ pice, money: /ph i /  leaf; 

Back: Back- /u/ : /u:/ : /tius/ to rinse, to wash: /du:s/ 
land, ground : 
/u/:/o/ - /guli/ finger: /goli/ bullet; /gu*/ thumb: /goth/ 
room; /tu/ thou : /to/owl; /Zuli/ cuny : / ioli/ broom; /k;u/ 
comer : / kro/ chest. 
/o/ : /a/ - /bo/ father : /ba/ we; /kho/ cap : / h a /  anger, down; 
/u/  : /a/ - /rus/ to cry: /ras/ grapes; 

Back: Central --/a/ : /a/ : / za qs /vessel: / z q s  / copper; 
/charpa/ cot: /charpa/ rain, / wari/ pond of water : /bare/ 
husband. 

/u/ : /a/ - /dur/ at a distance: /dar/ door; /ruq/ hill, 
forest : / r q  / colour, 

/o/a/ : / - /og/ air : /as/ today; 
(for the contrasts of Back : front, see above - Front: Back). 
Distn'bution: Distributionally, all vowels can occur in all 

positions without any restriction. This feature of the vowels of 
Brok-skad can be illustrated as under: 
/i/ - / iq/ blunt, /bitis/ dispute, /hazi/ laughter, /cica/ meat, 
/di/ ray. 
/e/ - /eri/ palm, /kere/ when, /bede/ plenty, /pepe/ H. F. 
sister. 
/u/ - /uri/ nails, /u:m/ mouth, /gum/ wheat, /thumb4 spoon 
(big) 
/o/ - /oS/ air, /Sono/oil; /So/ blind, /bono/big, /golo/ story. 
/a/ - /arid to bring, /wa/ water, /&a/ maize; /Sya/ a bear, 
/ a b /  tear. 
/aL - /ash/ horse, /bras/ rice; /p*u/ salt, / pagam/tomato. 

Allophonic variations: Allophonic variations pertaining to 
quality and quantity both, are attested in certain vowel phonemes 
set up for this language. These are as under: 
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Qualitative: Qualitative variants are attested with regard to 
mid, front and back vowels. The front vowel /e/ has a lower 
and opener variant [c], whch occurs in the final position of a 
word, as in /me /  [an€] here, [ben~] out, [ICE] tongue, [ae - aye] 
mother, [kirze] pulse, [kere] when?, [pene] pice, [bed€] manv, etc. 

[I] The back vowel /o/  shows an opener variant, as /I / 
when occurring before a nasal consonant, as in /oq / = [ 3 1 1 1  
onion, /chodoq/ = [ chodzvl] a whole in the ground, 

/a/ the quality and quantity of the low-back vowel /a/  
tends to be reduced io a central vowel /a/  or even elided in a 
quick tempo of speech when it occurs at the end of a word, 
particularly as a case marker, as in /ti-ra/ + /tir/ to you, /wa- 
ra/+/wa-r/ in the water. 

~uant i t i t ive:  Quantitative variants of vowels, / i / ,  /u /, 
/e / ,  /o /  and / a /  are attested in the following syllabic 
environments. 

(i) When occurring in a close svllable as in / ki:t/ trousers, 
/qi:s/ thirst, /myu:s/ man, /da:r/ door, /ka:w/ bangle, /ke:k/ 
some, /mo:s/ flesh, /jula:p/ dysentry, /&tam/ devil, /imda:d/ 
help, /de:S/ country, /bar/ stream. 

(ii) In the initial and in the penultimate open syllable of a 
dissyllabic or tri-syllabic word when the following svllable also 
is an open one, e.g. /mu:mo/ maternal uncle, /nu:no/ naked, 
/su:ri/ the sun, /pu:so/ flower, /lodo/red, /apo/ small, /a:zo / 
ice, /ta:to/ hot, /mani:li/ loaves of bread, /kuni:li/ pigeon, 
/gotha:ri/ring, /haldu:ro/ yellow, /nu: to/nose. 

Moreover, in borrowed vocables the quality and quantity 
of the vowel in the source 1.anguage is, more or less, maintained 
e.g. /thela/ cloth bag, / &tan/ devil, / p h ~ l a d /  steel, / p b j /  
army, etc. 

Vocalic Sequences: Like many Tibeto-Himalavan 
languages this language too has no diphthongs, though occurrence 
of vocalic sequences is not infrequent. In this case both the vowels 
of the sequence have their distinct syllabic entities. For instance, 
/sui/=/su-i/ bridge, /a-e/ mother, /go-i - gu-i/ song, /cei/ bird, 
l e i  fox, /be-o/ boy, /che-o/ life, /ti-a/ till, /ka-u/ bangle, 
/ kha-ut / angry, /d-ekhus/ beggar, etc. 

From the above it may also be evident that there is no 
restriction on the occurrence of any category of vowel as the first 
or the second component of syllable peaks. 
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Consonants 

In this dialect the number of consonant phonemes, esta- 
blished on the basis of phonemic contrasts, is 30. All of them 
show a binary division based on their place of articulation and 
manner of articulation. The class of plosives, affricates and 
sibilants further attest the opposition of presence vs. absence of 
voice and the consonants belonging to the voiceless plosive class 
attest the opposition of presence vs. absence of aspiration as well. 
The phonemic inventory of all the consonants with their phonetic 
characteristics may, schematically be presented as under: 

Place of Articulation 

Manner of 
Articulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Plosives (Vl.) p, ph, t, th c, ch t, th k, kh 
(Vd) b d i d g 

Affricates (Vl.) i., i.h 
Wd.1 j 

Nasal m n ii (r?) n / q  
Vibrant r 

Lateral (unasp) 1 
+(Asp) 
Fricative (vl) s S ($) h 
(Vd) z i (2) 

Semi-vowel w Y 

l=Bilabials, 2=Dental; 3=Plato-Alveolar; 4=Palatal; 5=Retroflex; 6=Velar 
'Ramaswam~ (1982) has given a few examples of the aspirate lateral /lh-/ in his 
analysis which freely varies with / I / .  But in my investigation I could not come 
across this phenomenon, hence not given a status of consonant phoneme for this 
speech. 

Voiced Sibilants: A notable feature of consonantal 
phonemes of this language is that it has all the three sibilants 
attested in OIA and has their voiced counterparts as well. 

Distribution: Distributionally, all the consonants and semi- 
consonants, except /n/ can occur in the initial and medial 
positions, but occurrence of aspirates in the final position i q  rv t .  
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The commonly attested consonants occurring in this position are 
nasals, liquids and sibilants. This feature may be illustrated as 
under: 

Bilabials: /p, ph, b/ 
/p/  - /pini:li/ ant, /polo/ ball, /pepe/ husband's father's 

sister, /pa/ clay, /y&po/ before, /@up/ darkness, / khalip / lid. 
/ph/ - /phok/ incense, /phams/ wooden beam, /phat/ 

half, /phupus/- fire place, /iumphu/ bark of tree. 
/b/  - /bare/ husband, /bun/ village,/ bayo/ brother, 

/tilbu/ bell, /zubu/ calf, /@ub/ dark, /nub/ west. 
Dentals: /t, th, d /  
/ t /  - /tato/ hot, /tuti/ parrot, /tiqba/ heel, /tuks/ 

anxiety, /rat / night. 
/th/ - /thil/ bottom, /thurbo/high, / h s /  to do, /cakthur/ 

chain,/ hath - hat/hand 
/d /  - /di/ray, /dolo/ cloud, /dudo/ grand father, / s h -  

ddl/ beard, /stod/ up. 
Palatals: /c, ch, j /  
/c/ - /cei/ bird, /cute/ dumb, /khamcu/ beak, /c;)rpa/ cot, 

&lac/ clothes. 
/ch/ - /chutu/ mistake, /chodoq/ hole in the ground, 

/gulcha/ clothes. 
/ j /  - /ufijuk/ cheek, face /dajal/ zealousy, /jarlgJlpo/ 

forest. 
Palatal Affrirates: / T ,  Eh, 
/ C /  - /tanda/ pocket, /1&/ tongue, 
/?h/ - /Charpa/ rain, /thilq/ beer, /Chum/ chin, /thee/ 

life /methe/ alive 
/;/ - /riidu/ magic, /orjan/milk, /jurmana/fine. 
Retroflex : / t, th, d/  
/ t /  - /to/ cold, /tito/ bitter, / tilbu/ bell, /chutu/ mistake, 

/phat/ half, /got/ room. 
/th/- /thub/ dark, /thul/ egg, /gathi/ knot, /manha/ bee. 

/guth/ thumb. 
/d /  - /dumbs/ garden, /yunda/ hand mill, /bhecika/ 

lamb, /de/ ghost, /do/smoke. 
Velars: /k, kh, g/ 
/k/  - /kur/ cave, /kun/ corpse, /kyono/black, /wks/ 

anxiety, /stok/ body. 
/kh/ - /khok/ cough, /khar/ ass, /khormo/ brain, /kho/ 

cap, /khas/ fever, 
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/g/ - /gonobarley, /ragan/ copper, /groqpa /family, 
/gur/ fire,/ gim/ liver, 

Nasals: /m, n, ii, q/ 
/m/  - /melo/ flame, /mei?he/ alive, /khamcu/beak, 

/khormo/ brain, /*urn/ chin. 
/n/ - /nuno/ naked, /suno/ butter, /mhtha/bee, /pini:li/ 

ant, /gan/ curd. 
/ii/ - /iia/ fish, /8iioks/habit, /fiuskar/ mustard, /iiispa/ 

sin. 
/q/ - /qarmo/ sweet, /ciqar/ iron, /qul/ silver, /ruq/ hill, 

/ siq/ horn. 
Liquids: /r, 1/ 
/ r /  - /riniprice,/ruq /hill, / khormo/brain, /uskuru/ 

butterfly, /kh&/ ass, /kur/ cave. 
/ I /  - /lodo/red, /limbu/ flute, /dolo/cloud, /tilbu/bell, 

/samdal/beard. 
Fricatives: /S, s, s /  : / 2, z, z /h/ 
/S/ - /SiS/ head, /Swa/ dog, /So/ blind, /Suno/ kernel, 

/oS/ air, /neg/is not 
/s/ - /suno/ butter, /sina/ child, /hose/ guest, /mos/ 

meat, / zhs /  copper. 
/s/ - /PUSO/ flower, /myus/ man, /nusu/ daughter-in- 

law. 
/i/ - / g&ii/ ashes, /iid/ body, /iigo/ height, / i u i /  to 

grow, / rai l  cloth. 
/z /  - /ZO/ bull, /zubu/ calf (m.), / zhs /  copper, / zgum/ 

box, /zgogpa / garlic. 
/h/- /has/ breath, /hose/ guest, /hill/ a plough; /zahar/ 

poison, / serhat / boundary. 
Semi-vowels / y, w/. 
/y /  - /yuno/ winter, /yuq/ turmeric, / p a y 4  salt, /ley/ 

fox, /goy/ song. 
/w/ - /wa/ water, /wari/ pond, lake, /khama/ bronze, 

/Swa/dog, / kaw/ which? 
From the point of distribution a few more notable points 

are- 
(1) The retroflex sibilant has a limited distribution and is 

mainly attested in vocables derived from OIA having this sound 
there. 

(2) Voiced fricatives do not occur in the final position. 
Occurrence of /h/  too is not attested in this position. 
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Phonemic Contrasts 

With regard to the phonemic contrasts of consonant 
phonemes it may be mentioned that, generally, contrasts of 
minimal pairs of consonants are attested in the initial position 
only. In the non-initial position there are only a few which attest 
this phonemic feature of Brok-skad. Occurrence of aspirate 
plosives, particularly in the final position being rare there is very 
limited scope for having contrasts of aspirate and non-aspirate 
plosives in this speech. Moreover, on account of total absence of 
voiced aspirates in this language, the four-fold distinction of 
presence vs. absence of voice and aspiration, too, is not there. In 
others, too, the features of voice and aspiration are, normally, 
neutralized in non-initial, particularly in the final position of a 
word. The phonological feature of significant contrasts of the 
consonants available in this tongue may be illustrated by the 
following minimal pairs: 

Bilabials: /p  : b : ph/ 
p/b - /pun/path : /bun/ village; /pa/ cla~l:  /ba/ we; 

/pari/ there : /bare/ husband 
ph/b -/pho/ that (he):/bo/ father 
p/ph - /pa/ a part : /pho/ that (Demo.) 
Dezltals: /t, th, d /  
t/d - /stot/ shoulder : /stod/up, above, /ti/ thou : /di/ 

ray; /tu/you : /du/two. 
th/d --/this/ to do : /dis/ ; /thuro/skin : /dur/distance. 

/tha/ hungry; /da/ arrow 
t/th - /ti/ thou : /thi-/ do; /turi/star :/thuro/ skin, /tis/ 

by h m  : /this/ to do. 
Palatals: /c, ch, j/ 
c/ch - /&pa/ cot :/ &&pa/rain;/cuto/dumb : /chutu/ 

mistake. 
Palatal-Afficates: /E, i-h, y/ 

2/th - /Eos/floor: /C.hos/religion; /beeis/ to send : /beCh~s/ 
to buy. 

2/j  - /i-ar(gu/ cripple: / jt3ngalu/forest, /to/ lake:/ zo/ bull. 

Contrasts between Palatal Plosives and Palatal Affn'cates: 
c/E - /car/ garden : /Eari/ bed bug; /cok/forest : /tok/ 

all; 
ch/2h - /charbu/button : /<harCu/ rain water. 
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Retroflex /t th, d/ 
t /d - / tani-/ to destroy: /dani/ tooth;/ to/ cold : /?u / smoke 
t /  th - /ti/ tea : / thi/ throne; /got / room : / guth/ thumb. 

Contrast between Dental and Retroflex Plosives 
t / t  - /nuto/nose: /nuto/ walking; /to/ owl : /to/cold; / 

cwalto; breakfast: /cwal/ to/ morning 
d / d  - /dar/ door: /dak/ mail, /duq/ dagger: / dun/ 

handle of axe etc. 
Velars / k, kh, g /  

k/kh - /ko/ a crow who?: /kho/ down cay; /kur/ cave: 
/khar/ ass. 

k/g - /kur/cave: /gur/ fire; /ko/who : /go/ cow ; /Suko 
/ dry: /Sugu/letter. 
Nasals: /m, n, ii, n/  

m/n  - /byamo/hen: /byand/ soup;/ mumo/ maternal 
uncle: /nuno/ naked. 

m/n-/mi:s/ to us: /qis/thirst; /kamCu/beak : /kaqku/claw. 
n /n  -- /run/ yesterday: /ruq/hill, forest; /gall/ butter milk: 

/g3q/ store. 
ii/n - /iiirma/chilly: / qdrmo/ sweet 

Liquids: /r, 1/ 
r / l  - /run/ yesterday: /lun/ bunch; /ruq / hill: / luq/  air; 

Sibilants/ S - $, s, 2, z /  
S/s - /Sin/ frog: /sin/ river, /Swa/ dog: /swa/ a blister; 

/So/ white: /so/ he. 
G / i  - /Saktaq/ pebble: / iaktaql daily; /6u /vegetable: 

/zu/ appricot; /So/ white; /zo/ bull. 
s /z  - /ser/ gold:/ zermo/pain; /siri/ sand : / zira/ cumin 

seed. 
i / z  5- /to pull : /zo/ bull; 

N.B. No real contrast between /S /  and / s / ,  and /i/ and 
/z /  could be attested. 
Semi-vowels / y, w / 

y/w - /ya/ yes, either : /wa/ water; / vr7r./yo,/beCore : 
/ war-po/ stomach. 

/Gya/above : /Swa/dog. 
Contrast between glottal fricative /h/ and /G/ 

h /G - /homo/ this : /Gono/ barlev. 

Allophonic Variations 
Overall phonetic tendencies of this dialect can, brieflv, be 

pointed out as under: 
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Incomplete articulation : It being, predominantly, a vowel 
ending and non-plosive consonant ending language, the articu- 
lation of plosives is considerably reduced in the final position, 
consequently oscillating between their voiced and voiceless, and 
aspirate and un-aspirate counterparts, as in /abs - aps/ horse, 
/go* - got/room, etc. some of these and other features of 
phonetic variations, commonly attested in tlus speech are as 
follows: 

Devoicing : Voiced plosives: g, d, b, when occurring in the 
final position of a word or before a voiceless plosive in a cluster 
tend to be devoiced, e.g. /lagthil/+/laqthil/ palm; /zgogpa/+ 
/zgokpa/ garlic; /&adpa/+ 1 &atpa/ penalty; /s&had/+ / 
~arhat/ boundary; /kitab/+ /kitap/ book, /nub/+ /nup/ west, 
/ustad/+ /ustat/ teacher, /thub/+ /@up/ dark. 

Voicing : But contrary to the above noted tendency there 
are a few examples as well in which voicing of oripally voiceless 
plosives too is attested, as in /deb& / < daftar office, /abs/ < asp 
(Persian) horse, /abs&/ < afsar officer. Tib./ sman/ > zman, drug, 
/sga/ > zga saddle. 

De-aspiration: f i s  language does not favour aspiration at 
the end of a vocable. Even in the medial position as well 
occurrence of asp. plosives or /h/  is rare. In these positions, 
particularly in the final and before an unaspirate consonant, it is 
invariably reduced to its un-aspirate counterpart, as in /go+/ < 
gostha + /got/room, /puW/ < p ~ t h a  back, /odar/ < udhar 
credit, /oti/ < ostha lip, /dut/ < dhugdh milk, /Co/ < Eho (Tib) 
lake, /hat/ < hath hand, /lak/ < lakh a lac (1,00,000) etc. 

Retroflexion: May be under the Influence of Pusto, there 
are a number of vocables in which the origmal dental sounds are 
realized as their retroflex counterparts, e.g. /pota/ < pota grand- 
son, /poti/ < /poti/ grand daughter, /tito/ < tikta bitter, / kat- 
ar/ < qatar knife, /that/ < / &at/ (Tib) fever, /rdnda/ < rdnda 
a plain. 

Besides, consonants / I / ,  /n/, /s/ too are realized as their 
retroflex counterparts when followed by a retroflex consonant, 
as in /muljup/ fist, /bdltin/bucket, /halduro/ yellow; / barand€/ 
varandah, /skaqtdik/ dumb, /~qtatha/ ear-ring; /&t/ eight, 
/maser/ teacher, /stin/ spider, /stok/ body. 

Vocalization : Semi-vowels, /y, w/ when occurring in word 
final positions are almost reduced to their vocalic counterparts. 
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i ,  u respectively, e.g. /ley/ > [lei] fox, h e y /  > [ceil bird, 
/ney/ new, /goy/ song, /kaw/ > [kau] which? 

Fricativization: May be under the impact of Perso- Arabic 
languages the speakers have imbibed the tendency of 
fricativization of velar plosives, as in /xabar/ news, /boxthis/ to 
push, /@tar/ knife, /xorma/ date fruit,/ doqmo/ narrow, 
/ laqthil/palm, /laqca/ sword, /bagma/bride, / a /  hoof, 
/c&/ fullmoon, / pagal/ mad. 

Consonant Clusters 
We notice that in respect of consonant clusters this language 

is very rich, though the more favoured environments for their 
occurrence zre the initial and the medial positions only. Thus the 
scope for the occurrence of these is extremely limited in the final 
position. So far as the number of the constituents of these clusters 
is concerned, normally it is 2 or 3, but not more than 4 in any 
case. Consonant clusters of different combinations, attested in 
this speech may be presented as under: 

Initial clbsters: Cornponentially, the first member of the 2 
member cluster in this position could be a plosivt /Liquid / frica tive 
and the second member a semi-vowel/ a liquid/ a 11asa1 or a 
plosive. These combinations could be illustrated as under: 

(a) Plosive + semi -vowel: / kyono/ black, /by amo / hen, / 
gyogspa/ soon, /gyazo/ day, /cwalto/ dawn, /kwalto/ morning, 
/bwari/ deep, /jwa/ louse, /myus/man. 

(b) Liquid+plosive: /lee / tongue, /ltaqma / tree, / rgil/ 
spittle, /rCes/ to dance, /rgudaq / need, /ldaq/ peg, /ltds/ oath, 
/ldaqbu/ ladder. 

(c) Fricative + semivowel: /iwakur/hair, /Sydr/ east, 
/Syabu/ joint, / 6ci/ - /stin /spider, /skilbu/ young, /stod/up, 
above, / stok/body, /spira / conversation, /skewn/ heaven, / sba- 
lba/ frog. 

(d) fricative+nasal: /zman/ < / sman/ drug, /sqil/ gum 
(teeth), /sfiundum/ grey, /sfioks/ habit, /smuli/ perspiration, 
/smul/silver. 

(e )  fricative+ liquid : /8ra/ happy, happiness. 
(f) Liquid + semi-vowel: /ryoq/ hare, /rwa/ light, /lwol/ 

blood. 
( g )  plosive + liquid: /kro/ breast of woman, /kri/ bed bug, 

/grirlsi/ eagle, /pra-/ to lift, /bres/ rice, /pruno/old, /dtra~pa / 
rightside. 
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(h) fricative + plosive: / zgogpa/garden, / zga / 5'1cidltt. 
Three member initial cluster: The componer? L.; o t 'I tli ree 

member initial cluster are: (1) fricative + plosive + liquid, a s  in 
/ g u m /  box, / zbraqzbu/ fly, / zbraqtsi/ honey, 

( 2 )  fricative + plosive + semi-vorvel, as in /skv;,rA/ cure, 
treatment, 

(3) Liquid + plosive + semi-vowel, as in /rgvdl/ to 
conquer, /rgyal-po/ king. 

(4) Liquid + nasal + semi-vowel, as in /rmyul/ nionev. 
Medial dusters: As compared with initial clusters thc range 

of medial clusters is wider. The constituents of a two member 
medial cluster are attested as under: 

(a) Plosive + plosive: /bagpo/ bride groom, /ldl:cl~us/ bush, 
/kedpa/ mound, / gogya/ garden, /phdkthis! to conceal, 
/chagbu /bunch. 

(c) Plosive + liquid/semi vowel /fric-a ti1.e: / dbrdk / mica, 
/smagra/ moustache, /skichya/ necklace, / rapsdl /kitchen, / ch3- 
ksa/ excreta, / thak~a/  loom, /apsi/ mare. 

(d) NasaUliquid/fricative + plosive: / s khiba / 11'1 i 1 (iron), 
/mantha/ bee, / tiqba/ heel, /limbu/flute,/Saqkl~u / I~\renria, 
/chumbu /lap, /amci/ physician, /namza / season; / c!I;~I-hu ,/ 
button, /cwalto/ break-fast, / tilbu / bell, / thurbo/higI~, /curku / 
false, /zilpa/dew, /charpa /rain, /palddq / t i i ~ l i  t ,  /ckvalto; 
morning; / absuv / till today, /uskuru / bu tterflv. 

( e )  Liquid + Semi-vowel nasal : /kh;h-\vci bronze, / 
zormo/ desease, /zermdq /hoof. 

( f )  Nasal + fricative: /griqsi/ e'igle. 
( g )  Fricative + nasal: /dugman /enemy. 
(h) Nasal + nasal : /gdqma/ each, every. 

Constituents of a three member medial clusters h n \ ~  17ecll-r 
attested as follows: 

(i) Nasal + fricative + plosive : /natlsto,/ intestitic, 
/thumska/ladder, /chamspur/in the side, /bArpAur,' race 

(ii) Plosive + sibilant + pJosive: /kdkspo:. ~ l i t ~ i c ' i l ! ! ,  

/soksthe/ snake, / thakskdn/ sy ider. 
(iii) Nasal + plosive + sibilant: / sa~~gl is  / hroo~n, I'13ui1p, 

drum, /zbraq tsi/honey 
(iv) Plosive + Sibilant + nasal/ser~?i-\*or\-t~I: /i;1t>s!.(i11/ 

jackal, /Saksmet/error, evil 
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Four member clusters like / thuksbrul/snake, / brokskad/, 
etc. are attested in compound words only. 

Final clusters: As pointed out above this language on 
account of its vowel ending nature, has a limited scope for the 
occurrence of final clusters. The few clusters attested in our data 
are as follows: /zhgs/  brass, /roks/ help, /abs/ horse, l a s t /  
eight, /muks/ greed,/ khuqgsl manure, /zaqgs/ pot, /phams/ 
wooden beam. 

Gemination: It is not a sigruficant feature of this speech. 
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GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE 

The grammatical structure of a language is to be viewed in 
the light of the language/languages which form the sub-strata of 
it. As stated earlier (intro.) that,' historically, Brok-skad belongs 
to the Indo-Iranian branch of the IE. Therefore, its grammatical 
struchlre has inherited and preserved many morphological 
features of it. This will be evident from the analysis of variods 
elements of it. 

A Word and its Structure 

Being the basic functional unit of the language and also the 
basis of all phonological features and morphological functions, a 
word, may be phonological or morphological, occupies an 
important place in the linguistic analysis of anv language. 

As in other languages in Brokskad too a word can be botl~, 
a phonological (lexical) unit or a morphological (grammatical) 
unit, having their own structures and constituents. 

Constituents of a Word 

The immediate constituents of a phonological word, as 
explained above, are permissible constituents of a svllable and 
their permissible sequences. 

But the constituents of a morphological word are combi- 
nations of morphemes, free or bound, which may result in a 
primary or secondary word. 

Phonological Structure 

In this dialect the phonological structure of a word, mav be 
mono-syllabic or poly-syllabic, has the following characteristics: 

(1) It may tiegin with any vowel or consonant recognized as 
phonemes for the language. 
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(2) Normally, a native word ends in a vowel/nasal/liquid 
or a sibilant, but not in an aspirate plosive or /h / .  

(3) No native word begins or ends in a cluster, other than 
those noted above (p. 42ff.) 

(4) In a slow tempo of speech a word necessarily admits a 
momentary pause on either side of it. 

Syllabic Structure 
As in other languages in this too the immediate constituents 

of a word are syllables, numbering from 1-4, which may have 
one or more phonemes of linguistically permissible sequences, 
between the two successive junctures and aw also capable of 
conveying a single concept. 

Syllabic Units: The constituents of a syllabic unit are -- a 
'nucleus' which is one of the vowels set up as phon~me for this 
dialect f consonantal margins, occurring on either side of it. 
This can be simple (i.e. a single consonant) or complex (i.e. a 
cluster of consonants), permissible in the language. Within the 
established norm of vowels and consonants there is no restriction 
on the occurrence of a vowel as a nucleus, or a consonant, 
including clustered ones, as margins of any syllabic unit. 

Patterns of Syllabic Units : On the basis of analysis of 
monosyllabic words it has been found that permissible 
constituents of various syllabic units in a monosyllabic word may 
be one of the following type : /v/, /vc/, /cv/, /cvc/, /ccv/, / 
ccvc/, /cvcc/, /ccvcc/, /cccv/, /vcc/, /cccvc/, /cccvcc/. 

These patterns besides occurring independently as consti- 
tuents of a mono-syllabic word, can also become the constituents 
of poly-syllabic words. These may be illustrated as under: 

/VC/  - /oS/ air, /iq/ blunt, /ek / one. 
/cv/ - /pa/clay, /bo/ father, /so/ he, /wa/ water,/ ye/ 
what?, /5u/ vegetable, /di/ray. 
/CVC/ - /sin/ river, /ruq /hill, /moS/ flesh, /;is/ head, 
h e r /  gold, / thul/egg. 
/CCV/  - /kru/ corn, / h i /  bedbug, /Swa/ dog, /sva/  bear 
(n.), /zga/ saddle. 
/VCC/-  /abs/ horse, /&it/ eight. 
/ccvc/ - /bras/ rice, /rgil/ spittle, /ldaq/ peg, /stod/up, 
/sman/ drug. 
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/cvcc/ - /tuks/ anxiety, /muks/ greed, /roks/ help, 
/phams/ wooden beam. 
/ccvcc/ - sfioks/ habit, /stoqz/ oath, /paps/  conspiracy, 
/cccv/ - /zbwa/ foam, /ltya/ navel, 
/cccvc/ - /zgrom/ box, /rgyal/ victory, /rmyul/ money, 
/ s t rh /  street. 
/cccvcc/ - /sprind/ cloud. 
Dissyllabic Patterns In Brok-skad permissible disyliabic 

sequences in a word are as follows: 
/cvc-cv/- /chin-ma/liver, /z&-ba/blind, / til-bu /bell, 
/ thur-bo/ high. 
/cv-cvc/- /ri-yeq / hare, / phu-pus/ fire place, /chu-bok/ 
flood. 
/(c) V-CV/ -- /ono/ pillow, /u:- ma/ flour, /PO-lo/ ball, 
/zubu/ calf, /pene/ pice. 
/ccv-cvc/-- /sti-riq/ worm, /sna-boq/camel. 
/ccvc-cvc/ -- / sgun-dum/ green,/ rdal-det / dull, 
/ccv-cv/ -- /rduku/bangle, /stago/gate, /mu-mi/smsll, 
/8yaro/deer. 
/ccvc-cv/-- /cwat-to/ morning, /rgun-ma/ mare, /sbal-pa/ 
frog. 
/ccv-ccv/ -- /rgo-Zya/ desire / , / khyallo/sheep, / bva-phra / 
chiken. 
/cccvc-ccv/ -- /zbraq -tsi/ honey, /zbraq- bu / bee 
/cvc-cvc / -- /chak-thur /chain (iron), / kur-kum / saffron, 
/uiijuk/cheek. 
/ccvc-ccvc/ -- / rgur-gyap/ vulture, /li-dk-skdr/tin. 
/cvcc-ccvc/ -- / huks-brul/ snake. 
/cccv-cv / -- / rgyal-ba /clever, / rgyal-po / king. 
/cvc-cvcc/--/ cul-bags / wave, /dim-tams / wrestling, 
/ldk-chiks/ wrist. 
/cvc-ccvc/ -- /hip-8yaq / jackal, /tuq - drak/ storm. 
/cvc-cccvc/-- /mam - skyon/ paralysis. 
/cvcc-cv/ -- / miks-ma/ eye brow. 
/cv-ccv/ -- /ratya/ tomorrow. 
/CV-V/ -- /cei/bird, /lei/ fox, /cheo/life, /bio/bo!r,/goi/ 
song. 
Among disyllabic words the most frequent syllabic pa ttem 
is /cvc-cv/, followed by /cv-cv/ and /cvc-cvc/pattems. 
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Tn-syllabic Patterns: The number of trisyllabic lexical words 
is not large one. The permissible sequences of this categorv of 
words have been attested as follows: 

/cv-cv-cv/- /pinili/ant, /hupupu /owl, / phunuro/mark, 
/chumla /miser 
/cvc-cv-cv/-/curkuto/ wrong, lied laq- pho-ce/elephant, 
/ hdlduro /yellow. 
/CV~-CVC/- /gulubh / scarf, /pho-so-can/ proud, / to-mo- 
i.ok/empire. 
/cv-cvc-<~c/- / nutoskhor/nostril, / a-k31-?h/ intelligent, 
/ s b  gas-gal / desert. 
/cvc-cvc-cv/-- / mofyaq-mo/ widow, /phoryaq-mo/ 
widower, / tas- raq-to/noon. 
/CVC-CVC-CVC/ -- / koq-zok-sum/ goddess, /chiq- chiq-bill/ 
earthquake. 
/cvc-cv-cvc/ -- / mir-ga-khan/ enemy, /iial-ba-ch/ poor 
/cvcvc-cv/- / ko-sin-do/ proud, strong. 
/eeve-cv-ev/ -- / bruq-go-pa/ danger, /prin-ki-ti/ lizard. 
/ccvc-ccv-cv / -- / k5i.k-kSi-mo / creeper. 
/cv-cv-cvcc/ -- / pahacoks/ insanity. 
From the point of frequency the most tri-syllabic pattern is 

/ CV-CV-CV /, followed by / CV-cv-cvc/ pattern. Occurrence of other 
patterns in a lexical word is quite limited. 

Quadri-syllabic Pattern: Quadri-syllabic lexical words are 
only a few in this dialect. Their syllabic sequences have been 
attested as under: 

/ (c)v-cv-cv-cv/ -- /aikhado/ beggar, /ebetoga /somehow, 
/nabusuna/never. 
/cv-07-cvc-cv / -- / zulithispa / sweeper 
/cv-cv-ccv-cvc / -- / surismoley / rainbow, / surinapyal/ 
sunrise. 
/ ccv-cv-cvc-cv / -- / phyamdlapse / but terfly, /rilbuqirma / 
pepper. 
In fact, all the quadri-syllabic words recorded for this speech 

are either morphological extension of the basic lexical word or 
compounds of two or more basic lexical words. In this category 
there could be words even with five to six syllables as well, as 
in /hati-raskispa/ astrologer, /motikak-rumthispa/ goldsmith, 
jeweller, etc. 
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Syllabic Division 

Normally, the syllabic cut falls at the weakest link between 
pair of two successive syllables, determined by linguistic 

forces like accent, quantity of the syllable peak or the pattern of 
syllables concerned. 

In the matter of syllabic groupings the general principle is 
to group the preceding and succeeding consonantal margins to 
the peak vowel. As such other things being equal, in open syllables 
the consonantal onset margin/marps are grouped with the 
nucleus and in close syllables consonantal margins, both onset 
and coda, are grouped with it, e.g. /PO-lo/ ball, /ma-boq/ 
camel, /sbal-pa/frog, etc. (Here the dash indicates the place of 
syllabic cut). 

But if the interlude, occurring in successive syllables consists 
of more than one consonant, excluding semi-vowels, than the 
most conventional principle, applicable to the syllabic division is 
that the first member of this cluster goes with the previous svllable 
peak to form its coda m a r p  and the second member is grouped 
with the succeeding syllable peak to form its onset margin, e.g. 
in /kur-kum/ saffron, /zbraq-tsi/ honey, /kon-jok-sum/ 
goddess, /mo-ryaq-mo/ widow. However, in case of multiple 
interludes, usually not more than two margins are grouped as 
coda and onset margins, as in /zbraq- zbu/ bee, /thuks-brul/ 
snake. But in case of a semi-vowel, occurring as interlude, the 
coda margin of the preceding syllable invariably goes with the 
onset margin of the succeeding syllable, as in /mo-ryaq-mo/ 
widow, /r&tya/ tomorrow etc. 

MORPHOPHONEMICS 
Morphophonemics, which is an interlinking phenomenon, 

is related to both, viz. to the phonological and morphological 
aspect of a language. Its area of operation is morphological units 
of the language, but the resultant is the phonological change in 
between them. In Brokskad it is attested as under: 

(i) In an open syllable the vowels, / i /  and /u /  of the 
preceding syllable are realized as front and back glides res- 
pectively, when followed by a vowel in the succeeding syllable, 
as in /bi-o/+ /by01 son, /bi-uq-s/+ /byuqs/ I am going, /pi- 
al-e/+ /pyale/ he h k s ,  /seasto /+ /swasto/ he slept. 

(ii) The /e/ of the indefinite article tends to be elided after 
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the word final vowel to which it is suffixed, as in /mole-ek/+ 
/molek/ a girl, /bilu-ek/+/biluk/ a cat, /byo-ek/+ /byok/ a 
boy etc. 

(iii) In a quick tempo of speech the final vowel of certain 
pronominal stems or case markers, too, tends to be elided, as in 
/heme myus/+ /hem myas/these men, /wa-ra /+ /war/ in the 
water, /hati-ra/+ /hatir/ in the hand, /me-ai/+ /aner/ here. 

Word Classes 

On the basis of their morphological peculiarities and 
syntactic relations the word classes attested in Brok-skad are-- 
noun, pronoun, modifiers, verb and function words/ enclitics. 
Normally, words of all classes, except the function words, as in 
OIA, enter into various types of morphological inflections, i.e. 
these are variable, and are inflected for various grammatical 
categories, wholly or partially. 

Word Formation 

In it a word can be both, mono-morphemic and poly- 
morphemic. The morphological processes employed for the 
formation of a poly-morphemic word are-juxta-position, 
suffixation, reduplication and compounding. Various functions 
and formative processes of the nominal stems in this tongue may 
be presented as follows. 

NOUN 
Syntactically, a noun functions as a subject, object or 

complement of a verb. Morphologically, it takes grammatical 
categories of number, gender and cases and can also be followed 
,by postpositions. 

Noun Classes: On the basis of certain distinctive inflexional 
peculiarities nouns in Brok-skad can be divided into htiman and 
non-human, or animate and inanimate classes. These classificatory 
characteristics of the nominal stems may be presented as under: 

(i) The acc. case marker, /ra/ is affixed to animate IIOLIIIS 

only. Consequently, inanimate nouns do not employ any case 
xparker for their acc. case forms. 

(ii) Animate nouns have overt gender marker or have a 
scope for doing so, but inanimate nouns are totally genderless. 

(iii) In the use of indefinite pronominal stems too there is a 
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distinction between animate and inanimate nouns, i.e. there the 
animate nouns use /ki/ for the indefinite pronoun "some' and 
inanimate nouns take / kek/ 'some'. 

(iv) The same is true with regard to the use of the 
interrogative pronominal stems, i.e. animate nouns use the stem 
/ki/ which, and inanimates take /ko/ 'which', as in /pho kise 
beo bet/ which boy was that?, but /pho ko kiiri bet/ wluch 
basket was that? 

Nominal Stems 

Three kinds of nominal stems, viz. primary, derived and 
compounded, are attested in this speech. Out of these the number 
of primary/radical stems is the largest. Historically, a majority of 
them belong to the Indo-Iranian stock. But there are a sizeable 
number of them which belong either to Tibeto-Burman or fall 
under the category of Dardic words. 

Primary Stems from Indo-IranianJOIA Stock 

Primary stems of substantives attesting affiliation with OIA 
sources are -- /gig/ < s'irsa head, /puso/ < puspa flower, /dbs/ 
c aspa (Ira.) < aSva (Skt) horse, /wa/ < wari water, /goth/ < 
gos&a room house, /siq / < spiga horn, /athi/ [akshi eye, /guli/ 
c ahguli finger, /myus/ < manusya man, /othi/<] ostha lip, 
/mCis/ c misa month, /sas/ < svasr sister, /nusu/ < snusa 
daughter-in-law, /ago/ < agru tear, /pene/ < pana pice, money, 
/panil < pama leaf, /tato/ < tapta hot, /Gukru/ < Sukra Friday, 
/bras-put / < vrhaspati Thurseday, /seqsera / < janiScara 
Saturday, /aditi/ < iditya Sunday, / candill/ < candra vZra 
Monday,/angaro/ < angirak Tuesday, /bodo/ budha 
Wednesday, /sa/ < sat six, /kana/ < kina one eyed, blind, 
/kani/ < kaqa ear, /mu%/ - / rnuii/ mouse, /harid0 / < iirdra 
wet, /aw/ c avi sheep, she goat, /aye/ < Zryi mother, / h i /  < 
krmi worm, /kyono/ < -a black, /lwedi/ - /lodo/ < lohita 
red, /5wa/ < Bvii dog, /dar/ < dwiir door, /duke/ < Buska dry, 
/griqsi/ c grddhra vulture, /ast/ < asta eight, /mod < miimsa 
flesh, /poto/ < pautra grand-son, /poti/ < pautri grand- 
daughter, /gathi/ < granthi knot, /patakh/ c patraka leaf, /b&J/ 
< bhara load, /b&o/ < vara husband, /dut - dyut/ < dugdha 
milk, /mumo/ < mama maternal uncle, / j h /  < jyotsni 
moonlight, /ap%/ < avisa home, /gon/ < gnndha smell,/ 
fukoro/ < cukra sour, /guro/ < guru heavy, /pusil/ < pu~pila 
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blooming, /gumit/ < 5rarnita.tired. /jyiit/ < jivita alive, /dC/ < 
dhiima smoke, / zaro/ < jarasa old man, /3ti/ < asthi bone, / 
mq/ aranya, hill, /nC/ < n2ma name, /gri/ < grivi throat, neck, 
/sii/ < siici needle /sina/ < siinu son, /bayo/ < bhritr brother, 
/rat/ < r2tri night, /prune/ < purma old, /wari/ < v2ri pond, 
lake; /hal/ < hala a plough, /swite/ < prasavita - prasavini 
pregnant, /lodo/ < raudra red, /presi/ < pZrsvikZ rib, / tito/ < 
tikta bitter, /siiri/ < siirya the sun, /kuth/ < k2stha wood, / 
hdldurol < haridrz turmeric, /io/ < s'veta white, /bakSat/ < 
vatAka (metathesis) she calf, /putu/ < p@%a back, behind, 
/kurkum/ < kumkuma saffron, /zuqs/< yuga pair, /tiiri/ < 
tarik2 star, / ko/ < kah who, / krum/ < karma work, /guro/ < guru 
heavy, /yuno/ < hemanta winter, /betok/ < vatsaka calf (m.), 
/pako/ < pakva ripe, /pati/ < piitra pot, /pusil/< puspila 
bloomed, /guli/ < ariguli finger /so/ < sah, he /sa/ < sa she, 
/swdq/ se/ < svayameva onself, /kodas/ < ekadasa eleven. 

Primary Stems from T.H. Sources 

Primary stems belonging to the Tibeto-Himalayan sources 
are- /phaq/ < /phag/ pig, /byamo/ hen, /byapo/ cock, /bras/ 
rice, /boq/ donkey, /baqpo/ < /bagpo/ bridegroom, /baqmo/ 
< /bagmo/ bride, /phitog/ after noon, /phosocdn/ proud, / eu l /  
egg, /Co/ < /Z.ho/ lake, /?hat/ fever, /thatpa/ < :hadpa/ 
penalty, /da/  arrow, /dakhan/ quiver, /rgun-ma/ mare, 
/ rgunza / winter, /rgyalpo / king, / rgyalmo/ queen, /siri / sand, 
/sgogpa / garlic, /sman/ medicine, / konjok/ god, / khi-ma / 
bitch, /Ice/ tongue, /netpa/ disease, /luq / air, wind, /squl/ 
silver, /rin/ cost, price, etc. 

Besides, on account of their prolonged and close contacts 
with the speakers of Dardic and Perso-Arabic speakers, the 
speakers of Brok-skad have borrowed a number of Dardic and 
Urdu words as well. A few of them are as follows: /amid rich, 
/i:mandar/ honest, /beqfip/ stupid,/beman/ dishonest, /p&da / 
veil, curtain, / p h ~ l a t /  steel, /absar/ officer, /phesla/ 
judgement, / tuphan/storm, /zamanat /bail, /cdlaq/clever. 

Although living in a far off valley, cut off from the modem 
city life, it has not escaped the influence of modern linguistic terms 
such as /alu / potato, /gobi/ cauliflower, cabbage, /am / mango, 
/ badam/ almond, /buris/ brush, /botol/ bottle, /bdqgdn/ 
brinjal, / pensil/ pencil, etc. 
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Stem Formation 
In this the normal mechanism of nominal stem formation, 

as stated above, is prefixation, suffixation, reduplication and 
compounding. 

Prefixation: Although there are a few examples of this 
device of stem formation, yet it is not a productive device in it, 
e.g. /moryaqmo/ widow, /phoryar(mo/widower. 

Suffixation: It is the most common and productive device 
of stem formation in it. There the formative suffixes may have 
some specific sense to convey or may not. In the latter case, the 
formative suffixes are, usually, bound forms and the resultant 
form functions as a complex stem to whch are added the number, 
gender and case suffixes. Some of the commonlv used suffixal 
formativ~s are 

/pa/ - It is used to form agentive nouns, abstract nouns, to 
naturalize borrowed nouns, to form ordinals, etc., e.g. /kiiti-pa/ 
boatman < /kiSti/ boat, /zulithis-pa/ sweeper < /zuli/ broom, 
/pi-dis-pa / singer < / p i /  song, / dzem-khan-pa / dancer, 
/jadu-pa / magician,/ bhdis-pa / runner, / kanis-pa/ - / kaya-pa / 
a cook, /ast-pa/ eighth, /dok-pa/ resident of h g h  land, /chet- 
pa/ penalty, /nat-pa / patient, /dus-pa / washer, /guluc-dus-pa / 
washerman, /hati-pa/ shopkeeper, /luk-khan-pa/ singer, /darzi- 
pa / tailor. 

/PO/: It is used to form masculine nouns from epecineous 
bases: / rgyal-pol king, /bya-po / cock, / bag-po / bridegroom, 
/bun-po/ village. 

/ma/ - It is used to form feminine nouns: /rgun-ma/ mare, 
/bag-ma/bride, / khi-ma/bitch, /lum-khan-ma / singer (f.), 
/dzem-khan-ma / dancer (f .). 

/mo/ - It is also used to form feminine nouns: /gy3mo/ - 
/rgyal-mo/ queen, /byamo/ hen, /skik-skik-mo/creeper. 

/khan/ - It is used to form agentive noun or nouns 
indicative of profession: /Siq-khdn/carpenter < / 8iq /wood, / da- 
khan/ quiver < /da / arrow, / lum-ban/singer. /dzem-khan/ 
dancer, /mirga-khdn/enemy < /mirga/ jealousy - enmity. 

/to/- /curki-to/ lier < /c.-urku/ lie. 
Reduplication: The mechanism of reduplication is also 

employed to form nominal stems, e.g. /de-de/ grand-mother, 
/pepe/ father's sister, /gur-gur/ thunder, /hupupu/ owl, /them- 
fhem/broom, /dek-dek-cuq / beans, /cacu/ bird, /Ehlm-chim / 
small pox, /kh-kan/ leg, etc. 
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Compounding/"uxtaposition: The mechanism of compo- 
unding or juxtaposition of two or more stems having independent 
meaning too is fairly operative in it. In this type of constructions 
the compounded stems could be all nominals, nominal + 
adjectival, adjectival + nominal. 

Noun+noun = Noun - /snyo-siq / yoke, /ae-bo/ p arents, 
/bodu- idk /Wednesday, / phsdeS/ fifteen (5+ lo), / tra-sire/ 
three-fold, /tdndal- iak/Monday (<moon+day) /Eh3r-Ehu/ rain- 
water, / Zhu-bok/ flood=water-access), /zbraq -bu /bee (= honey 
fly), /suris-mole/ rain-bow (=Sun's-daughter) / Bis-zarmo/ 
headach/ = head-pain), /smul-Ehu/ perspiration (=silver-water), 
/kaq-thil/sole (=foot-bottom), /lag-thl/ palm (=hand-bottom), 
/lag-cha/ weapon, /mahe-b3laq / cattle (=buffalo-cow), /mig- 
iok/eye-lid, /migsma/ eye-brow, /nutoskhor/ nostril. (=nose- 
hole), /caq-khuq / arm-pit, /byo-phru /chiken (=hen-young), 
/phu-pus / fire place, / cho-doq / honey, 

Noun + Adj. = Noun: /plus-duspa/washerman (=clothes 
washer), /kru-sum/ triangular (= comer-three), /pheraq-tra/ two 
and a half (= half-three), /aye-seni/ aunt (=mother-younger), 
/hasa-kharalsugar (=grounded sweet), i l b u - m a  pepper 
(=chilly-black). 

Adj. + Noun = Noun: /bono-guli/thumb (=big-finger), / c ~ h  
-phet/ mid-night (= night-half), /duz-mi/ servant (=working man), 

Three Member Compounds: Besides, there are a few num- 
eral terms which are composed of 3 constituents, e.g. /pinaq - tra- 
bisu/ 50 (=tenless three scores), /pinaq -car -bisu/ 70 (=ten less 
four scores). 

Nominal Inflexion 
Unlike many Tibeto-Himalayan languages, in the speech of 

the Dokpas of Da. and Hanu there is a grammatical gender as well. 
Consequently, in it a noun is inflected for 2 numbers, 2 genders 
and 6 case categories. In some cases these grammatical markers are 
kept apart from one another and in others are fused tog~ther. Details 
of these inflexional categories may be presented as under. 

GENDER 

Gender Markers 
As pointed out above this language duly recognizes gender 
category for substantives (noun, pronoun and adjective) and 
verbal inflections by suffixal devices. Besides, under the 
influence of Ladakhi, as in Tibetan, the gender distinctio*~ i s  also 
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affected (i) by using separate terms for paired groups of males 
and females, (ii) by prefixing terms denotative of the sense of 
'male' and 'female' or 'father' and 'mother' or 'he' and 'she' to the 
epicines base of the substantive concerned. In borrowed items, 
however, the basic pattern of the language from which it has 
been loaned, is maintained. 

Moreover, gender distinction is practised for animate beings 
only, inanimate objects are all genderless. Various devices 
employed to distinguish the gender of these animate nouns may 
be explained as follows: 

Suffixation o f  Gender Markers: As in Tibetan in this too 
the suffixal pairs of /PO/ : /mo/ or /pa/: /ma/ are added to 
substantives to indicate its sex or gender. Of these the two /PO/ 
& /pa/ indicate the masculineness of the object and the other 
two, viz. /mo/& /ma/ stand to indicate its feminineness: 
/PO/ : /mo/ - /bya-po/ cock: /bya-mo/hen 

/rgal-po/ king : /rgdl-mo/ queen 
/pa/ : /ma/ - /pi-dis-pa/singer (m.) : /pi-dis-ma /singer (f.), 

/brur\-go-pa / dancer (m.): /bruq-go-ma /dancer 
(f.), /lum-khan-pa / singer (m): / lum-khh-ma / 
singer (f.) /bag-pol bridegroom : /bag-ma / bride, 
/caq-pa/ thief (m.) : /caq-mo/ thief (f.) 

Prefixation: There are a couple of terms recorded for our 
data in whch  the gender indicative terms, /pho/ : /mo/ have 
been prefixed to the object concerned, as in /pho-ryaq- mo/ 
widower : /mo-ryaq- mo/ widow. 

The gender indicative term /mo/ can be added to any 
epiceneous term when the sense of feminineness is to be 
particularised, e.g. /khi/ - /Swa/ dog (male or female) but 
/ khi-mo/ bitch, /dsb/ horse: /rgun-ma / mare. 

Moreover, in I.A. loans the device of modifving the stem 
final vowel is also maintained, as in /poto/ grand-son : /poti/ 
grand-daughter; /asp/ horse : /aspi/mare; /sazo/ sister's son : 
/sazoi/sister's daughter, etc. 

Distinct-Terms: This method of distinguishing gender of 
the nouns is particularly operative in the area of kin terms: e.g. 
/bo/ father - father-in law : /aye/ mother - mother-in law; 
/bye/ boy : /mole/ girl; /bayo/ brother : /sas/ sister; 
/dudo/ grand-father : /dede/ grand-mother; 
/bdro/ husband : /thiga/ wife; 
/myus/man : /thiga/ woman; /sins/ son :/ mole/ daughter; 
/sas/sister: / bay0 / sister's husband; 
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/rum/ wife's younger brother : /sas/ wife's younger sister., 
Besides, this method of distinguishing gender is attested with 

reference to domesticated animals as well, e.g./zo/bull, ox: /go/ 
cow; /l%/ he goat : /mier/ she goat; /3bs/ horse : /rgun-ma/ mare. 

The peculiar feature of gender distinction, as compared with 
the speeches of the T.H. group, is that in it, as in I.A. f t  is marked 
with attributive substantives as well, in which the stem final /o/ 
which stands for mascurline gender is replaced with /i/  when 
qualifying a noun of feminine class (for examples see Adj, p. 81). 

NUMBER 

Grammatical Status of Number 
In Brok-skad number is a grammatical category. Accordingly 

nominal, pronominal, adjectival and verbal stems are inflected 
for two numbers, viz. singular and plural. There the singular is 
not marked overtly. It is the absence of plural marker which 
distinguishes it from the plural. In nominal inflections the number 
markers, however, follow the nominal stem and precede the case 
markers, but in verbal conjugations these follow the tense aspect 
markers. (For examples see Verbal Conjugation). 

Pluralisation: In this speech pluralization of nominal stems is 
affected in two ways, (i) by means of suffixes, occurring in their 
respective phonetic environments, (ii) by adding a term denotative 
of the sense of plurality, as 'all', 'many', 'several', 'some' 'a few', etc. 
(for adjectival and verbal plurality see respective seckions). 

Suff ixal  Plurality: The phonetically and semantically 
conditioned suffixes employed to affect plurality are : /da/, 
/ i / ,  and /yo/. Their distribution may be presented as under: 
/da/ : It is appended to human-nouns indicative of kin terms : 
/bayo/ brother: /bayo-da /brothers; /bo/ father: /bo-da / fathers; 
/aye/ mother: /aye-da/mothers (these terms are also used for 
fathers in-law, mother-in-law etc.); /mumo/maternal uncle: 
/mumo-da/matemal uncles, etc. 

/yo/- It is appended to stems, ending in a vowel, other 
than kin terms, e.g. /yuso/ flower:/ puso-yo/ flowers; / athi/ 
eye : /athi-yo/ eyes; /kutti/foot : /kutti-yo/ feet, /sins/ child: 
/sina-yo/ children's, /zo/ bull, ox: /zo-yo/ oxen; but / s a d  
sister : /sasdq-yo/ sisters, 

/ i /  - It is affixed to stems, ending in a consonant, as in 
/Big/ head : /8i8-i/ heads; /bun/ village : /bun-i/ villages; 
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/got/ house : /goti/ houses; /sin/ river : /sin-i/ rivers; /hat/ 
hand : /hat-i/ hands, /pak/ goat : /pak-i/ goats, / kan-kdn/leg : 
/kan-kan-i/ legs, / kitap/ book : / kitapi /books. 

/e/ - /byo/ son : /bye/ (< byo-e) sons. 
Non-suffixal plurality: As indicated above the non-suffixal 

method of indicating plurality is to use a modifier indicative 
of the sense of plurality, such as /Eok/all, /sare/ all, /bode/ - 
/bade/ many, several, etc. This may be illustrated as under: 

sg. PI. 
sina boy/son sina C.ok/-bade sons 
myus man myus tok/-bade men 
hat hand hatiyo tok/hands (double markers) 
pene pice, rupee pene tok/-sare rupees 
ba brother ba sare brothers 
spirak one thing spira bade many things 

In some cases plurality is also affected, as in I.A., bv suffixing 
a vowel, as in /aps/ horse: /apsa/ horses; or by modifving the 
stem final vowel, as in /naro/ tree : /nare/ trees; /bid - by01 
boy: /bye/ boys, /go/ cow : /goa>gwa/cows, etc. 

In a colloquial speech, however, a plural marker is, usuallv 
left out and the plurality of the object in question is inferred from 
the plural form of the finite verb, e.g. 

/tira katuk pene haq/how many rupees have vou ? 
/pho bun-po-r myus katuk harlnu/ how many &en are there 

in that village? 
/sina manili khwan/ children are eating loaves of bread. 
/bunu-ra wa pun-lo/ water is filled in fields. 
/tyari gutthi kyan Ehere han/where have you put your 

clothes? 

CASE SYSTEM 

Grammatical Status 
Case is &grammatical category in it and is clearly analysable 

on morpho-syntactic basis. Besides expressing the relationship of a 
noun with the verb in general, a case, particularly the genitive 
case, expresses a relationship between two substanti~~es as well. 

The grammatical relations expressed by these cases are 
varied and numerous, such as subject, object, complement, means, 
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purpose, advantage, separation, origin, possession, material 
composition, place, etc. 

In Brok-skad, the commonly used device to express a case 
form is (i) either to suffix the case marker to the bare stem of the 
substantive in the singular and after the number suffix in the 
plural, as in /mole-yo-ya mani (:) li khwali/girls are eating loaves 
of bread (lit. by grls  loaves of bread are being eaten), or (ii) by 
means of postpositions which follow the genitive base of the 
noun or pronoun. In some cases these case markers are tied up 
with the number-gender markers and in some kept apart from 
them. Moreover, in this dialect these case markers do not register 
any distinction for the singular. or plural numbers, except in gen. 
case both having identical forms. Schematically, all the case 
markers of Brok-skad may be presented a s  under: 

Case Markers 

Nom. 
Acc. Dative 
Ergative! Agexltive 
Sociative 
Dative 
Instrumental 
Ablative 
genitive 
Locative 
Vocative 

4) 
-ra /-ar /-or/-r/-ze /-cie - di/-i/$ 
-sa/-ya/-i/-e 
cisuma 
ra / phyaci 
sa 
zono /-ee 
-s / -n /-u 
-ra / -ia / ii-de 
va / li 

From the above it may be evident that there are 3 categories 
of these case markers, viz. (1) zero, (2) suffixes, (3) post-positions. 
Suffixes could be both, mono-morphemic and poly-inorpl~emic, 
as in Ablative case. 

With reference to case markers and syntactic case relations, 
it may, however, be mentioned here that in Brok-skad, the case 
markers are more or less like Vibhaktis (case signs) in OIA. As 
such a case may not necessarily stand for the same relationship 
with the verb as overtly marked by a case sign, particularly when 
the verb is a transitive one in which the casal relationship is 
expressed differently. 

Case Relationship of Subject and Object of a Transitive Verb : 
The case relationship of the subject and the object of a 

transitive verb is well defined in it, i.e. in the past tense the 
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subject of all transitive verbs, other than those having two objects, 
is invariably placed in the ergative case form and the object in 
the direct case form, and in non-past tenses the subject, as usual, 
carries the ergative case markers and the object takes object 
markers, e.g./ so-ya kitapak slli-thet/he read a book. 

/sa-ya Suguk zbri-thet/she wrote a letter. 
/mdsa sina-ra skiyuqs/I see a child. 
/sinad manili khwal/the child is eating bread. 
But in the case of a verb, having more than one object, the 

subject, as usual, is placed in the ergative case, the indirect object 
in the accusative case and the direct object, real or logical, viz. a 
substantive or a verbal noun, in the direct case. 

/ayes sina-di dyut pyaydl/mother feeds milk to the child. 
/sene sinas ayes dyut pya1 /small children drink mother's 

milk. 
/SOS mara mhili  det/he gave me loaves of bread. 
/ram-i mohano-r spirak razis/Ram asked one thing to 

Mohan. 
Syntactic relationslup of all the cases and distribution of 

various case markers and their illustrations may be detailed as 
under. 

Nominative: Nominative case bereft of anv case marker is 
the subject or the doer of the action of an intransitive verb or of 
a verb substantive, e.g. 

/mo ekiki harp/ I an1 alone. 
/SO ekiki yal/ he is coming alone. 
/mo as mi gotiq-di byuqs/ I am going to my home today. 
/fia wa-r basuq/ fishes live in water. 
/Sadi siqthok-po-zi basuq/ monkey live on trees. 
/run aye-seni aner yeu/yesterday aunt came here. 
Accusative: Acc. /objective case is the case of object towards 

which the action of the subject is directed. Occurrence of this is 
confined to transitive verbs only. It could be a single object or a 
double one. In case of double objects, one of them is called' 'direct 
object' and the other 'indirect'. The former could be a noun or 
pronoun of any class, but the latter is invariably a noun or 
pronoun of animate class only. The general principle of marking 
these objects in this speech is that the animate object, when direct. 
takes the case markers, otherwise it is left unmarked. For 
instance-- 
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/sins-s manili khwal /child is eating loaves of bread. 
/byoi kitap silithall/ the boy read the book. 
/sina-s ayes dyut pyal/ children drink (suck) mother's milk. 
/ayes sina-di dyut dyal/ mother gives milk to children. 
There are as many as 4 allomorphs of the acc. case marker 

in this dialect. They are- /-ra/, /-di - -de/, /-i/ and /Q/, but 
their distribution is not very clear, usually occurring in free 
variation. This may be illustrated as under: 

/-ra/ is usually used with animate object or with indirect 
object when the verb has double objects, in a quick tempo of 
speech it is realized as /-r/ as well, e.g. 

/tus kisera landua hua/ to whom were you calling for? 
/mas3 sina-ra skiyuqs/I am seeing a child. 
/mole-ra dyut de / give milk to the girl. 
/rami mohanor spirak razit/Ram asked one thing to Mohan. 
/Sita-i ramo-r pun sunat /sita asked Ram the way. 
/sas mara kpak  det/he gave me a horse. 
/mas3 ti-ra amok dyuqs/I will give you a mango. 

d i  - Its use is attested with both types of objects, animate 
as well as inanimate, and direct and indirect, e.g. /ave sinadi 
dyut pyayal/mother is making the child drink milk; /mo as mi 
gotill- di byuqs/ I am going to my home today; /maso ten-di nd 
raza rayuqs/I shall not allow him speak. 

/-i/ - In our data its use is attested with vowel ending 
stems, as in 

/byoi mole-i rithyaq/a boy saw a girl. 
/molei byo bade-i rithyaq/ girls saw boys. 
/$/  - The zero allomorph is attested with inanimate objects. 
/byoi kitapo silithaq/the boy read the book. 
/mi@ homo got-po gibet / I built this house. 
/absar wa de/give water to the horse. 
/moi ek Swa rit/ I saw a dog. 
Like Hindi, in Brokskad too there are certain ~ ~ e r b s  with 

which the real or logical subject is placed in the acc. case and the 
object in the nominative case, e.g. 

/mdra ti pasand neS/ I do not like you (cf Hittdi-m~r)l~e tu 
pasand nahi hai. 
/mars pene rgoSya ne5/ I do not need monev (= rn:ljl~ep~se 
ndh" cahie) 
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/tera homo kitap pasand bet/he likes this book (use ydh 
kitap pdsdnd hai). 
/ tira muska katik iusuq/how many languages do you know? 
Ergative/Agentive Case: Ergative case which is identical 

with agentive case, is the case of the subject of transitive verb in 
the past tense as in Hindi, but like many other languages of the 
Himalayan group in this too the use of this case is attested with 
regard to non-past tenses as well. It has 3 allomorphs, viz. / -sd- 
s/, /-a/,/ -i/. The distribution of which is as under : 

/-sa/- which in a colloquial expression is realized as /-s/ 
as well, is employed to form the ergative case when the verb is 
in a non-past tense, as in /sinad - sinas manili khw,,l/ the child 
is eating bread; /ayes3 - ayes sinadi dyut pyayal/ mother is 
feeding milk to the child, / sod  guwgyo i u  chinal/he is cutting 
tree with axe, / sod  - sos sina-ra skiyal/he sees the child/he will 
see the child; / s ad  pho chinayal/she tears/will tear it. 

/SOS krumyal /he is doing/will do work (=working) 
/sene sinas ayes dyut pya1 /babies drink (suck) mother's 

milk. 
/-a/ - Its use is attested when the subject is a pronoun and 

the verb is in the past tense; with stems ending in a vowel it is 
realized with the front glide /y/:  

/soya pho phitat / he broke it/that. 
/saya pho chinit/she tore it/ that. 
lmiya b&qdet/ I ran; /baya baqdet/ we ran. 
/-i/ Normally, it is attested with proper noun subjects with 

verbs in the past-tense; but in dialectal variations its use has been 
attested with vowel ending stems as well: 

/Rami mohanor spirak razos/Ram asked one thing to 
Mohan. 
/sitai ramor pun sunat/Sita asked way to Ram. 
/byo-i kitap silithaq/the boy read the book. 
/mole-i byoi rithyaq /girl saw the boy. 
/rnya-i khun / I ate food. 
/myai papa khyaqs/ I have taken food. 
/soi ek kyono Swa rit/he saw a black dog. 
Instrumental : In Brok-skad instrumental case markers are 

identical with agentive markers, except /-a/, eg. 
/mas3 kalamas zbritiyuqs/ I write with pen 
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/bass kani-s konchenes/we hear with ears. 
/SOS qatarpo-s palas chinit/he cut the apple with the knife. 
Besides /-GI/ and /-i/, in our data /-gyo/ too has been 

attested as an instrumental marker, as in /sosa gutu-gyo 2" 
chinal/ he cuts down the tree with an axe. 

Sociative Case: The sociative case which expresses either 
casual or inherent association of a thing or person with some 
other things or persons is expressed with the help of the post- 
position /cisurn/ 'with': e.g. /so mo-cisum ut/he came with me. 

/so tisa bo-cisum byasu bet /he has to go with h s  father. 
/ti cisum ko hat/ who was with you? 
/SOS te-cisum krumit/he worked with him. 
Dative: In Brok-skad the dative marker, viz. /-ra/, which 

in a calloquial speech is reduced to /-r/ as well, is identical with 
acc. marker. Semantically, it refers to a destination with verbs of 
motion and to a recipient with others. It also differs from the acc. 
in respect of the case marker, i.e. in aecc. case its use is not necessary 
with the object, even if it is an animate noun, but in the case of 
dative it is a must, /sina-ra dyut de/give milk to the child. 

/ma- ra kitapok de/give me a book. 
/absya-r gas, wa de/give grass and water to the horse. 
/tyei dillim6 mara ye aret/what have you brought for me 

from Delhi? 
/myei tira goti-hi aret/I have brought clothes for you. 
/sas r h o  gotara byale/she is going to her home. 
/mo as mi gotindi - gotara byuqs/I am going to my home 

today. 
But besides the above, the sense of benefaction is also 

expressed with the postposition/phyaci/, denoting the sense of 
'for' or 'for the sake of', which follows the genitive base of the 
noun or pronoun: 

/sinas phyaci dyut de/give milk for the chld. 
/my0 phyaci manili are/bring loaves of bread for me. 
/tes phyaci papa tayar the /prepare meal for them. 
Ablative: The ablative case marker, denoting the 

relationship of separation of a thing or person from another thing 
or person or issue, expulsion and other kindred relations, is 
/no/, which in case of nominal stems is usually preceded by 
genitive or locative case markers, giving the phrasal sense of 
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'from near of', 'from within', 'from upon', etc., e.g. /tvei dillimo 
(< dill-ra-no) ye anet/what have you brought from De111i ? 

/md bunu-zo-no yuqs/ I am coming from the village. 
/iu-ii- no p h i  sijdl/leaves fall from the tree. 
/ruqarnd bar yal/rivulet comes from the hill. 
/ti kyano udo/ where are you coming from? 
/tera majbu:r bo ano go/he under compulsion went from 

here. 
Genitive: Genitive case expressing mutual relationship is 

formed by suffixing /-s/ and /-n/ to the nominal stems. Of 
these the former is suffixed to singular bases and the latter to 
plural bases. Moreover, this is the only case in which a distinction 
is made between the singular and plural case markers, e.g. 

/pho my6 mumo-s bun bet/that is my maternal uncle's 
village; 

/sene sina aye-s dyut pyal/babies drink (suck) mother's 
milk. 

/mole-yo-n - sina-n guluCha/girls' - boys' clothes. 
/go+ dyut/ cow's milk/, /5wa-s pici/ dog's tail, /cei-s i l l /  

birds nest, /sene bo-s got/ uncle's house, / te-s bayolhis brother, 
/te-n bo/their father, etc. But in calloquial speech the case marker 
is usually dropped, e.g./bavo sena/ brother's son (nephew), 
/bay0 molei/brother's daughter (niece), /aye sas/ mother's sister, 
etc. 

Besides, in certain expressions it has also been noted that a 
case marker /-u/ is used instead: 

/ 'sadi naqles-u zuqspo-za yunet/monkey rode on 
crocodile's back. 

/miIra duduzu phyaci muk manyo de/give me some money 
for a few days. 

/mo muzuku phyaci bunu-r byukuzni la /let me go to \village 
for a month. 

In pronominal inflections these case markers are en~ploved 
with 3rd person and demonstrative stems only, aa in /tes/i~is, 
/te-n/ their, /homo+/ of this, /ho-s/ whose? but /n~\:o/niy, 
/ tue / your. 

Possessive: The sense of y ossessiveness, besides with 
genetive case, is expressed by suffixing the acc. marker / ra/ 
with the possessor and the verb /ha/ 'to be' to denote possession. 
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/tira katuk pene han /how many rupees have (=possess) 
you? 

/mars bye du hane/I have two brothers, but 
/my6 sasqyo tra heni/I have three sisters. 
/tyera katuk paki hane/how many goats have (=possess) 

you? 
/ bono bayo-r sakyal bedc thospo han / elder brother has 

more than all fields. 
Moreover, besides the acc. marker /-ra/, its allomorph 
/di/ also is used to express the sense of possessiveness: 
/modi JbSik hdq/I have a horse (=I possess a horse). 
Locative: The domain of the locative case is to denote 

various time and space oriented relations pertaining to location 
and direction of the object in question. In this speech it becomes 
operative in respect of inanimate substantives or nominals 
denoting lower speices of animate objects only. In i t  there are 2 
allomorphs of the locative marker, viz. /-ra/ -/-r/ and / z5 - 
d. zi/. Of these the former is identical with acc. dat. marker. 
Distributionally, /ra/ is used to denote the sense of 'in', i.e. the 
sense of interior location or direction and /2a-ii/ to denote the 
sense of 'on' i.e. exterior location. 
h a / -  /pho bunpo-r myus katuk hdqnu/how many 

people are in the village. 
/fia wa-r basuq / fishes live i~ water. 
/my0 byo gotara haq/ my brother is in the 
house. 
/tyo hati-r ye hh/what  is in your hand ? 
/bunu-ra wa punlo/water has poured into the 
village. 
/md thyosu-r beko inihhs/I want to go to the 
field. 

/za/ - /zi/ - /pho pe- a basuq/ he is sitting on the ground. 
/mesu- za kitap hdq/ the book is on the table. 
/Sadi naqlesu zuqspo-za punet/ the monkey rode 
on the back of the crocodile. 
/hamzi bas/ sit down here at this place. 
/pho siqthok-po-i i i  ek cei la/there is a bird on 
the tree. 
/syalti- Ei seni cei la/there is a small bird on the 
roof. 
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Vocative: It is a case of address, having no relation with 
other constituents of the sentence. Its domain is confined to a 
third person only, particularly to draw his/her attention toward 
the speaker/addresser. Structurally, it is identical with 
nominative/direct case form, but is distinguished by the use of 
the vocative terms and intonation. In Brok-skad the address terms 
have two allomorphs, viz. /wa/ and /li/, the former being used 
with masculine addressee and the latter with feminine addressee, 
which precede the noun concerned. 

/wa Cheriq! tyo bio kyan h h  /O hering! where is your son? 
/wa sonam! ti kyano udo/O Sonam! where are you coming 
from? 
/li mole ti kyan bdsuq/O girl! where do you live? 
/li dolma aner i/O Dolma! come at this place. 

Postpositional Case Markers 

There are certain indeclinable terms like case suffixes which 
indicate the case relationship between different constituents of a 
sentence. But unlike case suffixes these stand apart from the 
substantive in question and normally, follow an inflected base of 
the noun/pronoun concerned. A couple of them attested for h s  
speech may be illustrated as under : /phyaci/: This is employed 
with indirect object of a trans. verb having double objects, to 
indicate that the benefit of the direct object goes to it, when used, 
instead of dative marker, it follows the substantive concerned 
with gen. case marker : 

/senas phyaEi dyut de/give milk for/to the child. 
/my0 phyaEi manili are/bring food for me. 
/mdra dud zu phyaCi mulik manyo de /give some money 
to me for a few days, /muzuku phyaCi/for a month. 
/cisurn/- It conveys the sense of the English preposition 

'with' and is used to express an association of one substantive 
with another. It follows the nominative base of the substantive 
with which association is intended. (For example see Sociafive 
case). 

/ti Eisum ko hua>hwa/who was with you? 
/mo tisum ko yuq /who will come with me? 
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MODELS OF NOMINAL DECLENSIONS 
A. Vowel endings: /sina/ son, child. 

Case Sg- PI. 
Nominative sina sina-Cok/ sina-yo 
Accusative sina- ze /-ra sina cos- ze/-ra 
Erga tive/ Agentive Sina-e /-sd sina-coge/ -cokse 
Socia tive sina-sum /-cisurn sina-coksum 
Instrumental (Caus.) sina-sa sina-coksd 
Dative sinande Sina-cokunde 
Benefactive sina-phyaci sina-cok-phyaci 
Ablative sina-Ee / -zono sino-cok-C.e 
Genitive 
Vocative 

Case 
Nom. 
Acc. 
Erg. Ag. 
soc. 
Dat. 
Ben. 
Abl. 
Gen. 
voc. 

Case 
Nom. 
Acc. 

sina-s sina-n 
va sina! 
/bio>byo/boy 
sg- PI. 
bio be 
bio-ze / -ra ben- ze 
bioe>byoye be ye 
bio-sum /-cisurn 
bio-re/ -ra 
bio phyaci 
bio-Ee / -zono 
bio-s 
va bio! 

/naro/ tree 
ss. 
naro 
naro-ra /-ze 

Erg. / Ag. naro-i 
Dat. naro-ra 

be-sum / -cisum 
be-re/-ra 
be phyaci 
be-te/-zono 
bes/ben 

PI. 
nare/narodd 
nare-ra 
nare-i 
nare-ra 

Abl. 
Gen. 
Lae. 

naro-zono nare-zono 
naro-s nare-s 
naro-ze/-zi nare-ze/-zi 

/mole/girl 
Case Sg. PI. 
Nom. mole m ole-y o 
Acc. mole-ze/-ra mole-yo-ze / -ra 
Erg. Age. mole-i mole-ivoi 
SOC. mole sum / -cisurn molevo-cisum 
Da t mole-re mnlp-\rn-i-n 
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Ben. 
Abl. 
Gen. 

Case 
Nom. 
Acc. 
Erg. 
soc. 
Dat. 
Abl. 
Gen. 

Case 
Nom. 
Acc. 
Erg. Age. 
Dat. 
Abl. 
Gen. 
Lac. 

Case 
Nom. 
Acc. 
Ag. 
Dat. 
Abl. 
Gen. 

mole-phyaci mole- yo-phy aci 
mole-i.e mole-yo-Ee 
mole-s moleyo-s. 

B. Consonant ending: /myus/ man 

sg. P1. 

myusure myus cok-zure 
myuze myus coge 
myus-cisum myus-cok-cisum 
m yuzinde myuscokunde 

muzu (cmyus-u) . myus-cokun. 
b p s /  horse 

sg- PI. 
aps apSa 
apia-ze apSa coku ze 

/hat/ hand 
sg. 
hat 
hat-ra 
hat-so 
ha ti-re 
ha ti-zono 
hati-re 

3pBa coge 
apia-cogende 
apia-cokunse 
apSa-cokun 
apSa-cokun- ze 

PI. 
hati-yo/hatyo cok 
ha tyo-ra 
ha ty o-coksd 
ha tyo-coksi-re 
hatyo coksi-zono 

PRONOUN 

Grammatical Status 

Pronouns which substitute nouns, can, like nouns, function 
as subject, object or complement in a syntactic construction. 
Morphologically, these too, are inflected for 2 numbers, 2 genders 
(3rd person/demo. only) and 6 cases. There the personal pronouns 
of the 1st and 2nd person are not Inflected for locative case, but 
others are. Historically, pronominal stems of Brok-skad, except 
2nd person pl., belong to OIA sources. 
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Classification: Semantically, all pronominal stems are 
divisible into 6 classes, viz. (1) Personal, (2) Demonstrative, (3) 
Interrogative, (4) Indefinitive, (5) Reflexive, (6) Relative. Of these 
the pronouns of personal, demonstrative and reflexive classes 
are inflected for both the numbers but not others. simild;ly, 
inflection for genders is confined to the pronouns of 3rd person 
and demonstrative class only. 

Declension: Declension of all the above mentioned classes 
of pronominal stems may be explained as follows: 

Personal Pronouns: Personal pronouns stand for nouns of 
'the person speaking', 'the person spoken to', and 'the person 
spoken of', representing the Ist, the 2nd and the 3rd persons 
respectively. In Brok-skad these are clearly distinguishable from 
their distinctive stems both in the singular and plural numbers. 
For instance, 

Person Sg- P1 . 
1st person mo - ma - mi ba -. 
2nd person ti - tu cl - Co 
3rd person so (m.) sa (f.) te 

Inflection 

As pointed out above pronouns in this speech are inflected 
for number, gender and case categories, with clear distinction, 
which may be explained in the following way. 

Number: In case of number distinction Brok-skad like OIA 
attests the phenomenon of suppletivism, according to which the 
stem of the singular number is replaced in the plural number 
(see above). Plurality, besides the replacement of the stem, is also 
marked with the plural marker attribute /Eok/ which in some 
cases is further strenkthened with the plural suffix /-n/ to which 
are suffixed respective case markers. (For examples see Modal 
Conjugations). 

Gender: In respect of gender distinction, too, it follows the 
OIA pattern, according to which the pronouns of the first and 
second persons are epecineous, but the stems of the 3rd person, 
as well as demo., demonstrate a clear distinction at least in the 
singular number. 

Case: In respect of case inflection pronominal stems of 
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Brok-skad follow the same pattern as we have discussed above 
in the context of nominal stems. 

AJlomorphemic Variations: As show11 above p r o n ~ m i n ~ ~ l  
stems of the 1st and 2nd person exhibit a few allomol-yhemic 
variations as well. Morphophonemic distribution of these 
allomorphs has been attested as follows: Out of the 3 allomorphs 
(see above) of the 1st person, /mi/ occurs with erg. case marker 
a /ma/ with its allomorph case marker a and /mo/ 
else-where, but the distribution of the 2nd person pronominal 
stems, both in the sg. as well as pl. is not clear. For, their 
occurrences are attested in free variation, even in idiolectal 
expressions. (see Modal Declensions for complete ~leclensional 
patterns of all the personal pronominal stems noted above.) A 
few examples of their syntactic uses mav be illustrated as under: 

1st. sg. -/mo ekiki hdqs/ I am alone. 
/my0 sasnyd tra 11ene / I have three sisters. 
/m3i ek kyono Swa rit/ I saw a black dog. 
/soya mara skit/ he saw me. 
1st pl. - /ba cokse asi krumpo becokse chen;fs/ 

we ourselves will do our work. 
/ba ane yaklaq yenes/ we come here dailv. 

2d. sg. - /ti kyan basuq/where do thou li~re? 
/ tisa tera skiyal/you see him. 
/tyo byo kyan haq/ where is your son? 
/tus kisera lendya hua/ to wl~om were vou 
calling for? 
/tisa ye dethed, tuga dyuqs/you \vhate\*er ask, 
I shall give to you. 
/tis ti krumpo tis krumlyou yourself do vour 
work. 
/tyari gutchi kyan hdn/where are vour clothes? 
/ Z i  as kyan byalen/ where are j7ou going 
today ? 
/%a tera skiya:len/ you are looking at him. 
/Ehisak is go, to md ga sumvuqs/had you come, 
I would have accompanied you. 
/<hi sokse Ehi krumpo chis krumya/ 
you yourselves do your work. 

2nd pl. - 
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3rd sg. - /so toqei bdsuq/he lives at this very place. 
/sos dyal, mdsa khyuas/he gives, 1'eat. 
/soi rdzit/he said, /soi nd khat/he did not eat. 
/sose tisa krumpo swdqse krum/ 
he himself should do his work. 
/soya khazaCok ueut / he collected all fruits. 
/sa dso gotara yali/she comes to our house. 

3rd p1.- /te hoyo ratya isi bet/both of them will come 
here tomorrow. 
/lesaksa zini udo Ehyan /they may do whatever 
they like. 
/te sak toqh basen/they live at this very place. 
/teya tesa krum krumit/they did their work. 

Demonstrative Pronouns. The domain of demo. pron. or 
determinants is to point out to a relatively 'remote' or 'proximate' 
object from the standpoint of the speaker. In this speech like 
many NIA and T.H. speeches demo. stems are not identical with 
3rd pers. pron. There are distinct stems for demo. pron. They are 
(Prox.) - /homo/ (m.): /hamo/(f. ) (sg) 'this': /heme/ (pl.) 'these'; 
(Remote)- /pho (m.): /pha/ (f.) 'that' (sg.); /phe/ tilose (yl.). In 
syntactic strings their uses may be illustrated as under: 

/homo mi got bet/ this is my house. 
/pho mo mumos bun bet/ that is my maternal uncles 
village. 
/ham0 mole iigi la/ this girl is tall. 
/pha thiga go la/ that woman is fat. 
/ham - zaqspo-r ye l~aq/what is (there) in this pot? 
/heme bye/moleyo bun t0qC.i basen/these boys - girls live 
in this very village. 
/phe aspa zige lan/those horses are tall. 
/phe moleyo thali lan/those girls are beautiful. 
Interrogative Pronouns: Pronouns of this class are used with 

reference to an enquiry about some one or some thing. In this the 
pronominal stems belonging to this category are /ye/ what ? 

/ko - ki/ who, which? These may be illustrated as follows: 
/ham zaqspo-r ye haq/what is (there) in this pot? 
/mai ekora suqat /to whom did I tell? 
/tus kisera landya hwa/to whom were you calling for? 
/ti cisum ko hwa (chua)/ who was with you? 
/mo cisum ko yuq/who will come with me? 
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/ti ye-ra gotiq-di byuq/what for you are going home? 
/ti ye rgusya la/what do you want? 
In this context it may also be mentioned that the pronominal 

stems /ye/ and /ko/ also serve as a base for deriving stems for 
interrogative adjectives and adverbs, e.g. / kyaq /, / kvane/ where? 
/ h e /  when?, /kaw/ which?, /kise/ which one ; /ko/ who?; 
/yeta/how?, /yera/ why < /ye/ what? 

Indefinitive Pronouns: Pronouns of this class refer to an 
unspecified or approximate number of persons or things, or 
unspecified quantity of a thing. In Brok-skad this sense is 
expressed either with the help of interrogative stems or with 
numeral for 'one'. Consequently, the term for 'some one' is 
/ekuzina/ 'one person'; for 'any body is /keser/ 'anv one'; for 
'every body' is /myus tok/  'all men'; /ko utto/ any one, 
/ghmako/every one, /yede/ whatever, etc. According to the 
traditional grammars some of these are classified as distributive 
pron. as well. Some of these may be illustrated as under: 

/eko zino dyal, ekozino khfir(s/some one gi\,es, some one 
eats. 
/keser ga homo krumpo krumis sunisu la/any hodv can 
do this work. 
/myus ekige ekikur gule asten/every body had a stick each. 
/myusko utthan, ko sut/some are awakened, some slept. 
/tisa yedo thed, tu ga dyuqs/whatever you ask for, I shall 
give. 
/mara puso-kek de/give me some flowers. 

Reflexive Pronouns: Reflexive pronouns substitute a 
pronoun or refer to a noun in the 3rd person, which as a rule, is 
the logical subject of the sentence. Brokskad like manv T.H. 
tongues has full series of reflexive pronouns, parallel to pronouns 
these are inflected for both the numbers, e.g. 

1st person - /mo/ > /mi/; /ba/ > /asi/ 
2nd person - /ti/ > /tis/; /?hi/ > /?his/ 
3rd person - /so/ > tis/ - /r3q / 
From the above it is evident that reflexive stems are obtained 

from their respective personal pronominal stems. Their svntactic 
uses may be illustrated as follows: 

/mo mi gotiq-di byuqs/ I am going to my home. 
/mai mi krumpo mis krumyos/I, myself do my work. 
/ba-cokse asi krumpo be-cokse che-rids/ we ourselves will 
do our work. 
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/tisa ti krumpo tis h u m /  thou thyself do thy work. 
/chi-cokse Ehi krumpo Ehis krumyan/you yourselves do 
your work. 
/so tisa bo Eisum byasu bet/ he has to go with h s  father. 

/sos rdqo gutchi raq dwal/he, himself washes his clothes. 
/sosa tisa krumpo swhse krum/he, hmself should do his work. 
/tesa tesa krumpo tes krumyan/ they, themselves should do their 
work. 

Relative Pronouns. Like many languages of the Himalayan 
group it has no separate stems for relative pronouns. Usually, 
the purpose of correspondingrelative conjunction is served by a 
pause juncture, i.e. though th'e principal clause has the pronominal 
antecedent, yet the subordinate/complementary clause has no 
corresponding relative term, e.g. 

/tisa ye thethed, dyuqs/you whatever will ask, I shall give 
(that). 
/ham mihilpo-r ko utthoga, byas/in this world who (=who 
soever) will come (he) will go. 

Distributive Pronouns : Pronouns standing for distribution 
of objects are not many. The only one attested in our data is 
/cokon/ 'every one', as in /eokondi ame-kik thaptd bet/every one 
will get a mango. 

MODELS OF PRONOMINAL DECLENSIONS 

A. Personal Pronouns 

(i) /mo/ I (First person) 

Case Sg. PI. 

Nominative mo ba /ba-Zok 
Accusative mo-ze/ma-ra ba-cokuze 
Agentive/Erg. mai/miya /miss/ maso basa/ba cogye 
Dative mara/myo phyaci bacokunde 
Ablative mo-zono bakunzone 
Socia tive mi-cisum /-sum ba-cisum / -sum 
Genitive my(' bacogun/aso (Refl.) 

(ii) /ti/ thou/ you (second person) 
Nom. ti ci/chi/ chi-cok 
Acc. ti-ze/ ti-ra chi-cokun-ze 
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Erg. Ag. ti-e/ ti-sa chi-coge /cisa/cosd 
SOC. ti-cisum / -sum chi-sum / -cisurn 
Dat. ti-ra / tyue phyati chicoku phyati 
Abl. tyu-zono chi-cokun-zone 
Genitive ty O chi-cokun 

(iii) /SO/ he (third person masc.) 
Nom. 
Acc. 
Erg. /Ag. 
soc. 
Dat. 
Abl. 
Gen. 

Nom. 
Acc. 
Erg. Ag. 
soc. 

SO te/te cok/te sak 
tera / teri tecokunde / ten-di 
soi/ sosa tesd/ te-coge 
so-sum /-cisurn te-sum /-cisurn 
tes phyaci tecokun phyaci 
te-zono te-cokun zono 
tes te-cokun 

(iv) /sa/ she (3rd person fem.) 
sa te/te sak 
sara tendi 
sasd / s a p  tesa / teya 
sa-sum te-sum 

(Rest as in masc.) 
B. (v) /homo/ this (rnasc.): /hamo/ this (fern.) (Demo.) 
Nom. homo/ ham0 heme/hem-cok 
Acc. homo-ra / hamo-ra heme/ hem-cok 
Erg. Ag. homo-i /hamoi hem-cogi-e 
Dat. homo-s phyaci/hamo- heme-n cokun 
Abl. homo-Ze/ hamo-t.e heme-n-te 
Gen. homo-s / hamos heme-cokun 
LOC. homo-riyaq hemcondevaq 

(vi) /pho/ that (masc.) /pha/ that (fern.) (Demo.) 
Nom. pho/pha phe 

C. (vii) /ko/ who (Interro. sg. only) 
Case PI. 
Nom. ko x 
Acc. kisere x 
Erg. Ag. ko-e x 
Dat. kisere/ kophyaci x 
Abl. kise-zon (czono) 
Gen. kise 
Lac. ko-re / yere 

D. (viii) /ho/ who (Relative, sg. only) 
Nom. ho x 
Acc. horu x 
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Erg. Ag. 
Dat. 
Abl. 
Gen. 
Lac. 

E. (ix) 
sg. 
1st person 
2nd pers. 
3rd pers. 

hoe x 
horu x 
ho-zono x 
ho-s x 
hor / hore 

/mi : ba/, /ti : chi/, /so : tis : tes) (Reflexive) 

PI. 
mi > mis; ba > dsi 
ti > tis; chi > c h s  
so/sa > tis te > tes 
so/sa r h o  (Tib.) 

NUMERAL SYSTEM 

Murdock (1945: 124) is perhaps right when he states that 
the numeral system in any language is perhaps the one which is 
comparatively more constant than other systems and can also be 
more exactly compared with languages of the same family or of 
different families. Moreover, number names, by common consent 
are the oldest and the best defined words of a language, as 
mathematics is undisputably the oldest of the sciences. 

Sources of Numerals in Brok-skad: An analysis of 
numerals in it clearly shows that the main source of these 
numerals is Indo-Aryan. Although counting of numerals higher 
than twenty as in A.A. is based on vigecimal system, yet the 
basic units are all the same as in I.A. system (see below). 

Classification: Syntactically, numerals share the position of 
qualifiers and are, therefore, a sub-category of adjectives. Formal 
classes of this class of words are- (1) Cardinals, (2) Ordinals, (3) 
Aggregatives, (4) Fractionals, (5) Multiplicatives, a i d  (6) Approxi- 
mative~. The structure and function of all these mav be presented 
as under: 

Cardinals 

As in other languages in this too the function of this class 
of numerals is to count objects, animate or inanimate. Moreover, 
in this the cardinal numerals have two fold function, (1) that of 
an attribute and (2) that of a substantive. With regard to their 
function as qualifiers it mav be mentioned that in it these are 
used both, attributively and predicatively (see Adj.). However, 
the numeral for 'one' is not generally used as ;I nominal qualifier. 
It, whenever used, indicates the sense of the indefinite article. 
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Formation of Cardinal Numerals: As in I.A. in i t  too, 
cardinal numbers from 1-10 are prirnary/basic ones, and all higher 
than this, except for 100, are secondary/compounded. Because 
the counting of numerals higher than 20 is based on this unit, 
therefore, first of all a structural analysis of numerals from 1 to 
20 is desirable. In Brok-skad these are : /ek/ one, /du/  two, 
/tra/ three, /:or/ four, /purls/ five, /@/ six, /sat/ seven, /;)st/ 
eight, /nu/ nine, /da8/ ten, /kodeS/ eleven, /budeS/ tweleve, 
/trodeS/ thirteen, /cudeS / fourteen, /p~hdeS/ fifteen, / sobeg / 
sixteen, /sdtuqs/ seventeen, /dstur(s/ eighteen, /kunjd/ 
nineteen, /bi8a/ twenty. 

From the above it is evident that forms of numerals trom 1 
to 10 are basic units and onwards they are formed by combining 
these very units with morphophonemic changes. Notable morpho- 
phonemic changes taking place in basic unit from 1-9 as  the first 
components and 10 as second component in numeral terms from 
11-20 are as under: (first components): /ek/+ /ko/, /du/+ /bu/ 
, /tra/+ /tro/, /?or/-+ /Cu/, /purls/+ / p & ~ / ,  / s i /+  / S O / ,  

/sat/+ /sat/, /Jst/+ /ast/ (no change), /nu/ + / k /  , / d u / +  
/bi/. There the second component /daS/ undergoes the following 
morphophonemic changes. The morpheme /daS/ is replaced with 
/beg/ when combined with /so-/,  'and' by /uqs/ when 
combined with allomorphs of 'seven, eight and nine', and with 
/deS/ when combined with allomorphs of the remaining 
numerals. Historically, /kodeS/ has its source in (Skt.) ekid(1.4a. 
/budei/ in dviidaga and /kunj/ in ekon vimiati. As in OIA-- in 
it too in these combinations the first component, standing for the 
smaller unit precedes the unit standing for higher number, e.g. 
/pa-ndeS/ < pazicadaja, /sobeg/ < /sodagal, etc. 

Formation of Higher Numerals: Although i t  draws its 
numerals upto twenty from the I.A. stock, but follows the vigeci- 
ma1 system beyond this. Consequently, numerals above tiventy 
are formed by combining the terms from one to nineteen to the 
term for twenty or its multiples, viz. 40, 60, 80. e.g. /biSi r k /  21, 
/biSidu/ 22, /bi8i nu/ 29, /big daS/ 30, /biSi kodeS/ 31, /biSi 
pdndeS/ 35, /biSi kunja/ 39, /dubiSu/ 40 (2 x 20), /du bi5i daS/ 
50 (2 x 20, lo), /tr3 bi8i/60 (3 x 20), tra biSi da6/ 70 (3 x 20, lo) ,  
/cor biSu/$O (4 x 20), /corbiSi da6/90, /corbisi kunja /99, etc. but 
the term for 'hundred', contrarv to an expected term like *purls 
biSQ is attested as /5yo/, again an I.A. term. 
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But the speakers of Brok-skad, may be under the influence 
of Ladakhi also follow an alternate system of forming decades 
30, 50, 70 and 90. According to which the term /pinaq/ 'half' is 
prefixed to the next decade term, a multiple of twenty e.g. 30 is 
/pinaq du biSu/ denoting the sense of 'half less to two twenties', 
or 'half biSi less to two bisis. Similarly, 50 is /pinaq tra biSu/, 70 
/pinaq cor biSu/, 90 /pinaq puqs biSu/. 

Formation of Numerals above Hundred: Numerals for 
hundred series are formed by combining the terms for 1-9 as first 
cohponents and the term /Syo/ 100 as the second component, 
as in /ek ;yo/ 100, /du Syo/200, / tra Syo/300, /nu iyo/900, etc. 

Numerals above the series of any specific hundred figures 
are obtained by adding the specific figures to the Specific term 
for hundred, e.g. /du Byo du biBi daS/250, etc. 

Numeral terms higher than hundred are seldom used by 
the common folk. In case of necessity either the Tibetan terms 
/stoq/ thousand, /thi/ ten thousand and /bum/ lac, or the NIA 
terms /hdzar/ 1,000, / daS hazar / 10,000, and /la kh/ 1,00,000 are 
used, as in /tra stoq /3,000 /purl; l a b /  5,00,000, etc. 

Ordinals 

The use of ordinals to indicate the order of sub-stantives, is 
not common among the speakers. In case of necessity either tl~e 
Ladakhi terms/ta~l-po/first, /iiis-pa/ -/ok-po/second, /sum- 
pa/ 3rd, or the NIA terms like /du-sir/ second, / tra-sir/ 3rd, etc. 
are used. Besides the above, terms for third, fourth, etc. can also 
be obtained by suffixing the formative particle /pa/  to the 
numeral in requirement, as in /&-pa/ third, /cor-pa/ fourth, / 
puqs-pa/ 5th, /ast-pa/ 8th, etc. 

Aggregatives: This class of numerals denotes the number 
of persons or things together or collectively. There the term for 
'both' is /hoyo/, for 'all the three' is /chaq- pe/. Further terms 
of this class of numerals can be obtained by suffixing the format~ve 
particle /-pe/ to the number in question, as in /purls-pe/ all the 
five, etc. These may be illustrated as under: /ci hoyasa krum 
krumye/both of you are doing work (-working). 

/te hoyo ratya isu bet/both of them will come here 
tomorrow. 
/te hoyosa dyut pit/both of them drank milk. 
/te chaq-pe tra phatireu kuttd dus/all of the three threshed 
together. 
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/te puqs-pe ratya ane isu bet/they, all the five will come 
here-tomorrow . 
Multiplicatives: This class of numerals denotes multiplicity 

of things in terms of 'times' or 'folds'. In this tongue these are 
obtained by prefixing the NIA term /phera/ 'turns', 'times', to 
numeral intended, as in / phere-ek/once, / phera du / twice, 
/phera-tra/ thrice, etc., and by prefixing the numeral in question 
to the term /skill/ 'fold' as in /du skill/ double, /tra skal/tripple 
etc. 

/modyo ti-ra bun dusk31 bede la/your land is double than 
that of mine. 
Fractionals: Indication of the fraction or part of a whole is 

not uncohmon in it. So the commonly used fractionah in it are- 
/paw/ 1/4, /phet/ 1/2, /pawtra / 3/4, /pinaqtra/ -/pheraq-trd/ 
2.1/2 =half to three), /pinaqZor/ 3.1/2, /pinaq puqs/4. 1/2, etc. 

Approximatives: The sense of approximation of the number 
of objects is expressed by prefixing the term /poze/ 'about' to 
the object, the approximation of which is in question, as in /hoze 
hotm poze myus pon-sak asten/ at that time there lvere about 
5 4  persons. 

/ma-ra duduzu phyace pene daS-bS de/give me some 10- 
20 rupees for a few days. 

ADJECTIVES 

Grammatical Status 
As in other languages in this too adjectives belong to that 

class of words which serve as attributes to substantives or intensify 
the meaning of another attribute. But, as compared with other 
Hunalayan tongues, a speckl feature of adj. of this tongue is 
that, like OIA or NIA, in it adj. are inflected for both the numbers 
and genders, though confined to the adjectival stems ending in 
vowels only. Moreover, in respect of gender lnflectjon it differs, 
as in OIA, from nominal declension. It seems that it has inherited 
this characteristics from the OIA sources in which it is so 
prominent. 

Classification: Besides the traditional classification, 
adjectives in it can, morphologically, be divided into two classes, 
(1) distinguishing, (2) describing. 

Distinguishing. This comprises two categories of pronouns, 
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viz. possessive and demo. gen. case forms of nouns, which serve 
as attributes to nominal substantives: 

Examples of the possessive pronominal adj. art.-- 
/my0 got/ my house : /hJmo myo got bet / this is my house. 
/tyo bio/your son: /tyo bio kyan harl/ where is vour son? 
/mun~os bun /maternal uncle's village; /gos dvu t / c o t ~ l ' s  
milk, etc. /5was pici /dog's tail, /ceis ul/ bird's nest. 
Examples of the demo. adj. are 
/pho dbs/ that horse, /ham dbs/ this horse, /pha aspi/ that 
mare, /heme aspa/ these horses, /phe 3spiyo/ those mares, 
etc. 

Adjectives belonging to this class are termed as distin- 
guishing because these adj. basically distinguish a person or thing 
from another person or thing of the same class or categorv, . , e.g. 
in an utterance like/myo abs/ the attribute/ mvo/mv' distin- 
guishes the particular horse from other horws. Similarlj~, a 
statement like /pho dbs/ that horse, /ham dbs/ this horse, etc. 
distinguish the particular horse from other horses. 

A few illustrations of this class of adjectives 'Ire: 
/mdra homo kitap p3s3nd bet / I like this book. 
/heme Sole thole lan/these stories are nice onel;. 
/pho myuspe go la/that man is fat. 

1 
I /phe myuspe zige lan/those men are tall. 

/pha mole khimet la/that girl is lean. 
/heme tes l~ene/these are his horses. 

Describing Adjectives : Adjectives which either denote a 
quality such as good, bad, black, white etc., or some cluni~titv, 
such as plenty, enough, much, little, etc, or size, such as long, 
short, high, low, etc. or number, such as some, few, lnnny, three, 
four, five, etc. distribution, such as each, every, etc., a state or 
condition such as sad, jolly, cold, hot, etc. are to be termed as 
describing ones, because all these categories of attributes sitnplv 
describe the quantity, quality, number, or condition of the noun 
head qualified by them. 

Stem Formation: Adjectival stems in it are both r'ldical as 
well as derived. Radical stems are all monomol-yhemic, but 
derived are, naturally, poly-morphemic. Some of these commonl!~ 
attested in Brokskad are - 
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Radical: /bono/ big, elder, /seno/ small, younger, / thalo/ 
beautiful, handsome, /zigo/ tall, long, wide, /noro/ good, 
/ kyono/black, /lodo/ red, / So/white, /qilo/ blue, green, /chum/ 
bad, dirty, /;uko/dry, /tito/bitter, /to/ cold, /tat01 hot, warm, 
/curku/false, /go/ fat, thick, / h a /  happy, /suro/hard, / p r o /  
heavy, /thurbo/ high, /skyos/ kind, / kolo/ lame, /zaro / old, 
/bede/ plenty, enough, many, much,/ traq /right (side), / pdcol/ 
ripe, /stan/slow, /qarmo/sweet, /kek/ some (countable), /ki/ 
some (non-countable) /ape/ a little, a few. 

Derived: In this speech majority of attributes belong to the 
radical class. But there are some which are formed either by 
affixing certain formatives to nominal stems or by reduplicating 
the radical stems. Some of these are as under: 

(i) /can/ - /phoso-can/ proud, < /phoso/ pride, /nelpa-can/ 
poor < /nelpa/ poverty, /ha-can/angry < /kha/ anger, 

(ii) /to/ - /thurku-to/ lier < /thurku/a lie, 
(iii) /la/ - /Chum-la/ naughty < /Ehu@/ bad, 
(iv) /pa/ - /ast-pa/ eighth < /&it/ eight. 
(v) /met/ - /set-met/weak, /thal-met/ cruel. 
(vi) Reduplication- / gir-gir/ round, /mul-mu1 /luke warm, 

/ tak-tak /tight, /zab-zab/hard, /Eoki.ok/ active, /ziq- zaq / 
noisy, /khor-khor/ zig zag, etc. 
Uses of some of these may be illustrated as p d e r :  
/lodo puso/ red flower, /kyono Swa/black dog, /thulo 

ruq / beautiful hill, /pacol khazas/ripe fruit, / kolo myus/lame 
man, /tat0 wa/ hot water, /go Sugu/white paper, /bono ba/ 
elder father, /sen0 ba / younger father /uncle, /zaro myus / old 
man, /;aqpo sina /clever boy, /qilo p h i  /green leaf, /zigo byo/ 
tall boy, etc. 

Agreement with Noun Head: In this speech attributes 
belong to the variable class and are fully in agreement with the 
number and gender of the noun qualified by them. This may be 
explained as under: 

All attributes ending in a vowel are clearly marked for the 
number and gender of the noun qualified by them. Consequently 
the masculine stem final /o/ is replaced by /i/ for the feminine, 
and by /e/ for the plural. In feminine gender, however, the plural 
marker is identical with the singular marker, its plurality being 
inferred from the plural form of the noun itself. This feature of 
this tongue may be illustrated as follows: 

/nor0 byo/good boy : /nori mole/good girl : /nore bye/ 
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good boys : /non mole-yo/good girls; /zigo/tall (m) : /zigi/ tall 
(f.) : /zige/ tall (pl.). Similarly, /kyono/black (m) : /kyoni/ (I.): 
/kyone / (pl.)/bono bayo/elder brother : /boni sas/ elder sister: 
/bone bayoda/elder brothers, /sen0 bayo/younger brother : 
/seni sas/younger sister : /sene bayoda/younger brothers: 
/seni sas da/younger sisters, etc. 

Numeral Adjectives: As in other speeches in Brok-skad too, 
numerals of all categories are used as attributes to a noun head: 
/my0 bay0 du banes/ I have two brothers: /my0 sasqyo tra 
hene/ I have three sisters etc. 

Interrogative Adjective: These are identical with interro. 
pron., but are differentiable from the syntactic position and 
semantic connotation, e.g. /pho ko karibet/which basket was 
that? 

/pho kise bio bet/ which boy was that? 
Distributive /cokondi amekik thape bet/everyone will get 

a mango 
/myus ekige hat-ra eki-kur gule asten/everyone had a stick 

in hand. 
Placement of Adjectives: Normally, adj. of distinguishing 

and describing class precede the noun head qualified by them, 
but attributes of numeral class, like Tibetan/Ladakhi, follow it. 
These may be illustrated as under: 

/pho abs myo la/that horse is mine. 
/mai ek kyono Swarit/I saw a black dog. 
/pho kise bio bet/whols son is that? 
/heme goti du bet/tl~ese are two houses (lit. houses two) 
/myus ekige/every man; /bay0 dui/two brothers; 
/sasqyo tra/three sisters. /poza goti tra lan/there are three 
houses there, but - /mars tra sina, du bye uqa ek mole/ 
I have three children: two sons and one daughter. 
In a noun phrase containing more than one modifier, the 

order of different classes of adjectives is, more or less, fixed. 
Normally, a numeral qualifier precedes a qualitative or quanti- 
tative modifier; /mai ek kyono 6wa rit/I saw a black dog; /pho 
siqthokpo-zi ek seni cei la/there is a small bird on the tree. But 
in case of two adjectives of the same class qualifying a noun 
head, the one denoting the size or quantity precedes the one 
denoting quality, as in /syaltiii seni lwedi cei la/there is a small 
red bird on the roof; /mai ek bono kyono 6wa rit/I saw a big 
black dog. 
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But, may be under the influence of Ladakhi, in some cases 
predicative use of an attribute too is attested, e.g./p&i pbar 
khazas moro bede hdnes/there are more sweet fruits on the other 
side (lit. fruits sweet more). 

Degrees of Comparison: As in many IA and TB languages 
in it too the comparison of degrees of an attribute is not affected 
by means of suffixes as in OIA or English, but by placing a 
particle /dyo/ 'than' after the noun with which the comparison 
is made. In case of comparison in two objects, i.e, in comparative 
degree, both the nouns, the one which is being compared and 
that which is the model of comparison on are placed in the direct 
case, and the attribute follows the particle /dyo/. 

/my0 got tyo got-dyo bono hh /my house is bigger than 
yours. 
/kha thospo i a  thospo dyo bono la/ the lower field is bigger 
than that the upper one. 
/pho mo-dyo sene bet/he is younger to me. 
/my0 mole bio-dyo sene bet/my daughter is younger to 
my son. 
/ham0 mole phamole-dyo thonrno hilq/ 
this girl is taller than that girl. 
/modyo ti-ra bun dusk31 bede la/your land is double than 
that of mine. 
/mars ti dyo ho riqzdn na/to me heart is not dearer than 
you. 
In case of comparison among more than two objects of the 

same kind, i.e., in the superlative degree, the particle of 
comparison, viz. /silk-dyo/ or /tok-dyo/meaning 'all than' is 
placed after the object of comparison, as in the case of comparative 
degree which is followed by the attribute in question, e.g. /harau 
thospo sek-dyo bono la/the medial field is the biggest of all, 
/am Eok-dyo qarmo khazasla/mango is the sweetest fruit; /drus 
sak-dyo to la/ Dras is the coldest place of all. 

But some times, as in Hindi, the sense of the superlative 
degree is also expressed by reduplicating the attribute with the 
comparative particle /dye/, as in / bono-dyo-bono/biggest (cf. 
Hindi- b*e se bdra); /sene-dyo-seno/ smallest (=Hindi-chote se 
tho$) /prune-dyo-pruno siqthok/the oldest tree, etc. 

Intensification: The quality or the quantity of an adj. of 
describing class can further be intensified with the use of an 
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intensifier. In this speech this phenomenon is attested in 2 ways, 
(1) by using the intensificative term for 'very' 'extremely' etc., (2) 
by reduplicating the attribute itself, as in (1) /mai ek bede kyono 
6wa rit/or/ mai bono kyono Swa rit/ (2) /mai ek kyono-kyono 
Swa rit/I saw a very black (lit. black-black) dog. 

Adj. used as a Noun 

In a sentence with a verb of incom-plete predication an adj. 
is usedas a complementary noun as well, e.g. /so zigo-k la/he 
is tall; /sa zigik la/she is tall, /my0 got sen0 haq/my house is 
small. 

/pho myuspo go la/that man is fat. 
/n&qles-po t s h  mo asto/the crocodile was happy (RS). 
Concordance: Brokskad like OIA attests full concordance 

between the noun head and its attributes and determiners: 
(i) Noun and Attribute /norobyo/good boy, /nore bye/ 

good boys; /nori mole/good girl,/nori moleyo/good girls (as in 
singular), /lodo puso/red flower, /lode puse/red flowers; /sen0 
ba yo/ younger brother, /sene bayoda / younger brothers, /seni 
sas / younger sister. Similarly /bono/big, elder : /boni/ (f . )  
/bone/ (pl.); /zigo byo/ tall boy, /zigi mole/ tall girl, /zige bye/ 
tall boys, etc. 

(ii) Noun and Determiner: /homo bvo/this boy, /home 
bye/ these boys, /pho myu+/that man, /phi  thiga / that woman, 
/phe bye/those boys. 

VERBAL SYSTEM 

Verb: Definition Functionally, the class of words 
designated as verb on the basis of their morpho-syntactic functions 
is an essential component of the predicate, and occupies an 
important place in the syntactic structure of any linguistic 
communication. Every language, cultivated or rustic has its own 
verbal system which distinguishes it from other linguistic systems. 
Brokskad too has its own verbal system which distinguishes it 
from the neigh-bouring T.H. systems in many respects. AS 
compared with Tibetan (Ladakhi) system it is more elaborate 
and complicated. 

Verb Roots: Structurally, verb roots in it belong to three 
categories, viz. Primary/Radical, Secondary/derived, and 
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Compounded. Although majority of roots are radical ones, yet 
there are some which represent the other two categories as well. 
Some of these may be enumerated as follows: 

Primary Roots: Primary roots are obtained by detaching 
the Infinitive markers from them. These roots are basically mono- 
morphemic and can be both, vowel ending as well as consonant 
ending. For instance, /i-/ come, /bo-/go, /ski-/see, /pis-/ show, 
/suc-/dry, /ra-/say, /ro-/weep, /ra-/hear, /uth-/stand, rise, 
/d'o-/wash, /bid- /sow, /yeth-/call, /bith-/stop, /el-/draw, 
/phet-/ throw, / ka-/ripe, /sil-/read, /b&-/cut down, /bi-/be 
afraid, /khut-/ beat, thresh, /bun-/ be suspended, /pi-/drink, 
/phet/ break, /chin-/be broken, cut, /bai-/sit, dwell, /Sl-/ hide, 
/rith-/see, /so-/ sleep, /&a-/eat, /di-/give, /ras - raz-/ask, 
/ krum-/ work, /sum-/ be tired, /rgus-/ want, / tham-/be hungry, 
/haz - has/laugh, /nar-/fall, /zbri-/ write, /ut-/ come, /ar-/ 
bring. / thi-/ do, /bus-/become. 

Sources of Primary Roots : Verbal roots of Brok-skad 
mainly belong to three sources, viz. Old-Indo-Aryan, Tibetan and 
Indigenous. But of all these the number of roots belonging to the 
OIA source is the largest. Some of the commonly used roots 
belonging to this class are as under: 
/lay-/ to reap <d 1W-, /bu-/ to be, to becomv < dbhu-; 
d/bi-/ to be afraid < dbhi-, / b u t - /  to beat, to thresh < dkutt-/ 
/phet/ to break, to be broken < sphut-, /chin- /to tear, to throw 
< chhid-, /as-/ to be < das-, /uth-/ to get up, to rise < ud-stha-, 
/si-/ to sew< siv-, /gin-/ to hold, to take < grah-, /pi-/ to drink 
< dPi-, /khu-/ to eat c khad-, /bas-/to sit, to live, to dwell < 
dvas, /di - de/to give < dda-, /li-/ to lick < lih-, /bad- /to 
increase < vydh-, /su - so-/ to sleep < svap, /bug - baB/ to chirp 
< viir;, /ar-/ to bring < i+r i -  - li; /bisum/to rest < vi+ d~ram, 
/bun-/to lie < dbandh-, /pa?-/ to cook < dpac-, /ru-/ to weep 
< rud-, /kru-/to do < k-, /ya-/ to come < ( H )  + ya-, /pig-/to 
show < pa&, /suc-/ to dry c Gus; /do-/ to wash < dhav-, /bid-/ 
to sow < vap, /hdr-/ to carry, to take away < hr-, /mar-/to kill 
< mr-, /has-/to laugh< dhas, /bah-/to plough < iGh-. 

A few roots belonging to other sources are - /ha-/ to be. 
/tha-a-cha-/ to do, /ska- - rith-/to see, /b6 - bi/ to go, /r3s-/ 
to read, /baqd-/ to run, /bar-/ to cut, /ras-/ to say, /el-/ to draw, 
/gen-/ to ascend, /sun-/ to ask, /gip-/ to build, /hir-/ to cling; 
/ h - / t o  close, /mar-/ to cut, /red-/ to dance, /ilk-/ to dig, /nard 
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to fall, /nar-/to fell, /pir-/to fill, /thop-/to find, /up-/ to fly, 
/am-/to forget, /un-/to open, /ne-/ to press, /sil-/ to read, 
/kat-/ to remember, /kas-/ to rub,/ kan-/ to scratch, /sur-/ to 
shut, /cur-/ to suck, (also see above). 

Derived Roots: In this tongue the number of derived roots 
is very limited. Some of the roots belonging to this category are 
either denominatives, derived from the nominal and adjectival 
stems or causatives/transitive derived from primary roots. The 
few examples of denominative derived stems are--/krum-is/ to 
work < /krum/work, /tham-is/to be hungry < /tham/hunger. 

Compound-Stems: The number of compound stems is fairly 
large in it. The normal device of obtaining these stems is to 
compound verbal stems like /this/to do, /dis/ to give, /bus/ to 
become to nominal and adjectival stems of various categories. 
These bases may be illustrated as under: 

(a) Compounding: (1) Noun + Verb: /krum-this/to work, 
/zuli- this/ to sweep < /zuli/ broom,/spera -this/ to speak < 
/sped/ word, /gus-this/ to feed < /gus/ food, /goy-dis/ to 
sing < /goy/ song, / z3har-dis / to poison, / phrhcuthis / to peck < 
/ p h h u  /beak, /iq-bus /to smile c /iq /smile, /sus-bus /to 
swell < /sus/ swelling, /rgosi-bus /to like < /rgosi /desire, 
/pham-dis /to defeat c /phams/defeat, /thu-dis/ to spit < 
/thu/ spittle, /wa-&/to bathe< /wa/ water, /busumdis/ /to 
rest, /maph-dis /to forgive=to give forgiveness, /zama this /to 
collect-to do collection, /silk-bus /to doubt=to become doubtful, 
/pum nafl~is /to chase=to run after, /pun-pigayis /to guide=to 
show path, / tat0 this /to heat=to make hot, /zuh-tlus /to clean=to 
do brooming, /pheli-bus/ to forget=to be forgetful, /phraluks 
h s  /to try=to do efforts, /phyaridis /to stir, to move=td give 
turn, / tisaz dis / to thank=to give thanks. Similarly, /leyar-dis/ 
to prepare, /taqthis/ to fight, /ten& dis /to wait, / thuli-dis /to 
ascend, / ~ l d i s  /'to sneeze, /j&ab dis /to answer, /chal-dis/to 
promise. 

(ii) Adj.+Verb : /bede bus /to increase < /bede/more, 
plenty, / tsalo this /to decorate < / tsalo/beautiful, /zdar-dis /to 
sharpeq< /zdh  /sharp, ./nor0 bus / to get well < /nor0 /good, 
/apebus /to decrease < /ape/little, /aboni-dis /to love, to be 
nearer < /aboni /near, etc. 

(b) Reduplication: Besides the above, verbal stems are also 
obtained by reduplicating an onomatopoeic stems, e.g. / tus-tug- 
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this /to tremble, /laq-1% this/ to twinkle, /gur-gur-this/to stir, 
to knead, /si-si-this /to whistle, /hu-huq-this /to hum, /chiq- 
chiq-this /to swing, etc. 

(iii) Verb+Verb: Verbal compounds are also constructed by 
combining two or more verbal roots to express various types of 
idiomatic and aspectual statements. In syntactic constructions 
involving compound verb forms all grammatical categories are 
camed by the subsidiary which comes at the end of the grouping 
of verbal stems, e.g. /cheri-bus-go /finished, as in / hum krumis 
cheri-bus-go /doing work finish went, /is-go /came, has come 
< /is /to come + /go /went, as in /&i-sak is go to mo ga sum 
y q s  /(if) you all come, I shall also come with you. A few more 
examples of this class of verbal compounds are- 

/mai cheri-thit /I have done (=Hindi-kar cuka hii). 
/ mad ti marisu bet /I  shall kill you (=H. mar d;iliiga) 
/ maso tendi na raza rayuqs /I shall not allow lum to speak. 
/is bisu /can come, /nari-go /fell down, 

Classification of Verb Stems 

On the basis of case forms taken by them for their subject 
/object or of the syntactic distinction of having a second noun 
/pronoun, other than those serving as their subjects, as their 
legitimate objects, the verb-stems are classified as transitive and 
intransitive . 

The most distinguishing feature of transitive and intransitive 
verbs in it is that the subject of the transitive class of verbs is in- 
variably inflected and is placed in the ergative case, even in non- 
past tenses, whereas that of intransitive class of verbs remains 
uninflected and as such is always in the nominative/direct case, 
e.g. 

/mo byuqs /I am going; but /mad pyuqs / I  am drinking, 
/ti zazale /you (sg.) are walking; but / t id silchale /you 

are reading. 
/CO zazalen /you (pl.) are walking; but /cosa piyalen /you 

are drinking. 
/ba biyenes /we are going; but /bas silichales/we are 

reading. 
/so zazale / he is walking; but /sod skiyale /he is seeing. 
/ te byalen /they are going; but / tesa zbrichalen /they are 

writing. 
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Besides simple transitive and intransitive verbs, there may 
be a few verb roots which are called verbs of incomplete 
predication, i.e. requiring a predicative word, usually a noun or 
adjective for completing, the sense indicated by the verb form, as 
in- 

/my0 got sen0 la /my house is small. 
/my0 sasnyo tra hani / I  have three sisters. 
/mars moleyo du hdni/ I have two daughters. 
/so zigo-k la /he is tall. 
/sa zigi-k la /she is tall. 
In case of composite verbs, the verbs with /this /as a second 

component are transitive and those which are composed of 
/dis/, /bus, /is /could be both. 

Transitivization of Verb Roots 

Brok-skad, like NIA, has an inbuilt system of deriving 
transitive stems from intransitive stem or vice-versa by means of 
suffixes, the suffixes employed for this purpose are /-a/, /-ra/, 
e.g. /ro-/ to weep> /ro-a- /to make to weep, /bhi- /to fear > / 
bhi-ra- /to frighten, /suc- /to dry > /sucera /to make to dry, j 
uth-/ to rise, to stand > /uthera /to raise, /iiilj- /to hide oneself > 
/Xiljara /to conceal, /phit-/to break itself > /phita- /to break, 
/china -/<o tear itself> /chinara-/to tear, etc. 

But it may also be mentioned that this mechanism is 
operative with regard to non-past tense forms only, there being 
no difference in past tense forms, for instance, 

/pho phityal /it breaks (Intrans.) : / sod  pho phitayal /he 
breaks (Trans.) 
/pho chinjal /it tears (Intrans.) : /sosd pho chinjayal /he 
tears (Trans.) but /phitat /broke (itself or something) ; 
/chinit /tore (itself or something). 
Besides the above noted suffixal method, transitivization is 

also affected by means of periphrastic constructions or supple- 
tivism, e.g.- /cor the /make sit, /chiq chiq the /shake, /ya the/ 
send for (imp.); /phit- /to break itself > /chin- /to break, /bas/ 
to sit > /cher- /to make to sit, etc. 

VERBAL CONJUGATION 

A verb in it is conjugated for grammatical categories of 
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voice, mood, tense, aspect, person, number and gender. Their 
basic framework as attested in it may be explained as under: 

Voice : The forms of a verb indicating the relation of the 
subject to the action, etc. (denoted by verb) are called voices. 

Grammarians have recognized 3 voices, viz. Active, Passive 
and Impersonal, for IE and OIA languages. Brok-skad which 
belongs to Indo-Iranian branch of the IE has broadly inherited 
this feature of it. These may be explained as under: 

(i) Active: The verb form in this voice indicates that the 
subject does something or is becoming something. Thus, it is the 
grammatical as well as the logical subject (the doer) of the verb 
and the verb in its finite form agrees with it in respect of number, 
gender and person, as in /me ekiki haqs/ I am alone, / y l ~ o  
sinadi h u t y a l  /he beats the child, /pho bios krumval /he gets 
the work done from the child, / Aa wa-r bdsun /fishes live in 
water, /so ane la/ he is here, /te ane lan /they are here, / so  vale 
/he is coming; /sa yali /she is coming; /te valen/ they are 
coming. 

(ii) Passive: Grammatically, the passive voice represents thr7 t 
form of the verb in which the subject is not doer, but as acted 
upon. As such in this type of constuctions the grammatical subject 
is not the logical subject, i.e. the doer, but the logical object, the 
person or thing toward which /whom the action is directed. 
Consequently, the verb agrees in numbers, gender and person 
with the object. Syntactically, it is known as objectival construction. 

But as in many Tibeto-Himalayan languages in i t  too the 
sense of passivity is manifested in a different wav, i.e., though 
the subject of the transitive verb, the basis of passil-e formations, 
is placed in the ergative /agentive case, yet neither the \rerb 
takes any passive marker nor it agrees with tale object. In f x t ,  in 
these speeches the use of the subject of the transitive \rerb is 
sufficient to convev the sense of the passive voice. Consequently. 
there will be, structurally, no difference in the \verb form in 
utterances like 'I drink milk' and 'milk is drunk b;r me', 'I '~tr 
food' and 'food was eaten by me, e.g. 

/mas3 dyut pyuqs / I  drink milk /milk is drunk by me. 
/may3 papa khat / I  ate food /food was eaten bv me. 
/sosd pho phityal /it is broken by him /he has Groken it. 
/soya pho phitat /he broke it / i t  was broken by him. 
/miya ham krum nd krumit /this work rvas not done h!~ 
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me, or I did not do this work. 
/ tis3 ye dethed, tu ga dyuqs/whatever will be demanded 
by you, that I shall give you/ will be given to you bv me. 
(iii) Impersonal Voice: Contrary to other voices, the 

impersonal voice is restricted to intransitive verbs only and is 
always in the 3rd person signular number. In Brokskad it is 
expressed bv placing the subject, as in passive, in the ergative 
case which otherwise is in the nominative case, as in /mo byuqs 
/ I  go, I am going, but /masS bdqdiyuqs /I am running /running 
is being done by me; /mass go / I  went, but /miyd bdqdet /I 
ran, running was done by me; /bay3 baqdet /running was done 
by us /we ran, etc. 

In this speech this type of impersonal constniction, in which 
an intransitive verb takes ergative case for its subject, is limited 
to a couple of verb roots only. 

Moods: In verbal conjugation mood is an indicator of the 
manner of the action, whether it is a normal happening, an 
ordered action or an action dependent on some condition, etc. 
The 3 moods attested in Brokskad are--(l) indicative, 
(2) imperative, and (3) subjunctive. 

(i) Indicative: As is clear from its nomenclature it simply 
indicates the happening of any action in present, past, or future, 
e.g. /sinas manili khwal (< Khual) /the child is eating fooci. 

/bioi (>byoi) kitab silithaq /the boy read the book. 
/fia wa-r basuq /fishes live in water, etc. 
(ii) Imperative: In this the verb form stands for command, 

request, warning, prohibition, etc. There the subject is usually 
left out. In case of command it is invariably a 2nd person-(for 
examples see modal conjugation). 

(iii) Subjuncti\,e : It is that form of verb which represents 
the action as a desire, a hope, a possibilitv, a probability, a 
condition, a presumption, etc. (for details see modal conjugation). 

Tenses: In a verbal conjugation tenses are related to the 
temporal aspect of the happening of the action. In this respect, 
however, this speech attests a clear distinction between past and 
non-past tenses only. Their details will be worked nut in relevant 
sections of this analysis. (cf. /mo byuqs / I  am going / I  will go) 

Aspects: Similarly, from the point of aspects (i.e. denomi- 
nation of nature of action) too, a verb in it shows a clear distinction 
between perfect and non-perfect aspects only, there being no 
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formal distinction between progressive and non-progressive 
aspects in colloquial speech. Forms pertaining to both the aspects 
are freely used for one another, e.g. /sinas manili khwal /the child 
eats /is eating loaves of bread, /sos krumyal /he works /he is 
working; /soi n3 khat /he did not eat /he has not eaten; /sova 
suet /he slept /he was sleeping. 

Concordance: A verb in Brokskad fullv agrees with the 
person, number and gender of the subject as well as oi the object 
There the distinction of number is maintained in all the cases, 
but the distinction of person is attested between first and non- 
first persons and of gender in 3rd person onlv. This mav be 
illustrated as follows: 
Agreement with Subjects 

/mo bi-ur\-s /I am going; /ba bi-en-es /we are going. 
/ti bi-a1 (e) /thou art going ; /ci bi-al-en /vou arc going 
/so bi-al-(e) /he is going /te bi-al-en/ thev ar? going. 
/sa bi-al-i /she is going. 

Agreement with object 
/sins ~nanili khwal /boy eats /is eating bread. 
/sina bede manili khwan /bow eat breads. 
/mSra bio (>bye) ek h3q / I  hive a son. 
/marc7 mole-yo du h h i /  1 have tlvo d;lughtcrs. 
/tvo bavo kdhik hant. /how many brothers h , i \ .~  \.0117 

From the above it may be evident that althougl~ ,i \.t~l> ill 

it is expected to 11ave inflectiol~ for 12 forms (i.c. 3 pel-5on u 2 
nun~bcr x 2 genders) in all the tenses, vet in a n  ~ 7 ~ t ~ 1 i l l  i~sage a 
formal distix~ction is a~~ailabls for 5 forms onlv. (1st pert; 2+211d- 
pers. 2+3rd sg. I = 5). Moreover, in the past tense ~t 1 i c ~ 3  Lviomr 
impersol~al, as such there is onlv one form tor a11 persons <ind 
numbers. In forms having identical markers for ditterent persons 
their semant~c co~utotions are determined bv the subject of the 
\verb in question. 

Conjugational Sub-systems 

The verbal conjugation of Brok-skad attests the following 
types of sub-svstems operative in it. They are--(1 ) A ttirmative, 
(2) Negative, (3) Causative. Of these the range ot atfirmatilre sub- 
system is the widest. Under this all verb roots 'ire inflected for 
both, the tenses and moods. 
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Temporal Conjugation : All transitive and intrasitive verbs, 
including verb-substantives, are inflected for their temporal and 
non-temporal categories in it, but in a non-formal speech, as 
pointed out above, there is no strict adherence to their temporal 
and aspectual conjugations, viz., forms of indefinite and 
continuous tenses are indiscriminately used for one another. 

Mechanism of Temporate Conjugation: Under the 
affirmative sub-system various forms of the non-past temporal 
conjugation in the indicative mood are obtained by means of 
temporal suffixes, indicative of their respective persons-numbers 
and gender (in 3rd sg. only). As such the normal ordering of 
different elements of these formatives is attested as, conjugational 
base of the verb stem+tense marker+person-number markers. But 
the conjugational forms in the past tense take only tense markers 
and are quite indifferent with regard to the number-person and 
gender of the subject or object. 

Pronominalization: Although Brok-skad is not a pronomi- 
nalized language, yet partial pronominalization, at tested in the 
conjugation of present tense forms of first and non-first persons 
is an indicator that in past there was a fulfledged pronominal 
system operative in it, the personal terminations, / -s/ and /-es / 
of the first person and /-e /and /-en /in non-first persons are 
the remnants of it. 

VERB-SUBSTANTIVES 
Now before taking up the analysis of finite verb, we shall 

briefly analyse various forms and functions of verb substantives 
operative in this speech. There are at least 5 \w-b roots in 
it which serve the puypose of the verb substantive They are : 
/ha/, /la/, /bus-/, /as- /and /bet-/. Of these the first 4 are 
declinable, but the last one is indeclinable. Semantically, the stem 
/haq/ conveys the sense of 'to have' besides the sense of 'to be'. 
Similarly, the stem /bus- /too, conveys the sense of 'to become' 
and of 'to be', the stem /la/ more or less, is used to indicate the 
sense of existence with certainty, /bus-/, /bet / and /as-/ too are 
used to convey the sense of existence in general. Their uses can 
be illustrated as under: 
Non-past Tenses: 
/ha/- /mo-di abs-ik haq/ I have a horse. 

/mars mole-yo du bani/ I have two daughters. 
/tvo bvo kvan hdn /where is vour son? 
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/my0 byo gote-ra h h / m y  son is in the house. 
/tyo bay0 katuk hane/how many brothers have you? 
/mo ekiki h h s /  I am all alone. 
/ham zanspo-r ye haq / what is (there) in that pot? 
/my0 sasqyo tra hani /I have three sisters. 
In periphrastic constructions it is used as an auxiliary as 

well, as in/mas mi seno bo-r Bugu zbrisu bar\/ I have to write 
a letter to my uncle. 
/la/-It primarily denotes the sense of an established fact: 

/home abs-ik la /this is a horse, /so ane la/ he is here. 
/pho myus go la/ that man is fat, /te ane lan /they are 
here. 
/homo thuspo bono la/ this field is big one. 
/soi razit mo thomyo la /he said, I am hungry. 

/bus-/-The remnant of the OIA, root dbhu- to become. to exist, 
is also used to convey its original sense, as in/ko sina-s sili-the- 
to, ho pas busu/the child who will read, will succeed (will pass). 

/ko-sa krum krumito tera khu busu /whoso will work, he 
will eat, /busuq/becomes, /busu bet /would have become, 
/bum /would have been, etc. 

/as-/- It is also a remnant of the OIA root v'as-to be', but 
has survived in past tense forms only, as in /paripho sini-k asto/ 
there was a river there, /so ts2qmo asto /he was happy, /te ane 
bay3 asten/they lived here, /paripho khazas bede asten /there 
were many fruits on the otherside. 

/bet/. It may have some affinity with Kashrniri copulative 
verb /asum/ to be, to become. It is indiclinable and is 
indicrirninately used for all tenses and numbers. 

/homo got-ik bet /this is a house; /heme myo got-i bet/ 
these are my houses; /paripho myo mumos bun bet /there is my 
maternal uncle's village, /pho myo byo bet /he is my son; /pha 
myo mole bet /she is my daughter (Present). 

(Past)-/mi&& buk-buk bet/ the pitcher went to pieces. 
/phau mara skei bugaks bet/she was in tears on seeing me. 
/so gei ka tuk dis bet /how many days have passed 
gone. 
/SO tisa bo cisum byasu bet /he has to go with h s  father. 
(Fut.)- /te hoyo ratya isi bet /both of them will come 
tomorrow. 
Past Tense: Out of the 5 stems of the verb-substantives 
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given above, it is only /ha-/ which attests inflection for past tense. 
These are- /hat /was, /hua/ was, were, as in 

/ti cisum ko hat/who was with you? 
/mas3 silich-a-hua-s /I was reading. 
/ t i d  silich-a hua /thou wert reading. 
/ sod  - s a d  silich-a hua / he - she was reading. 
/tus lusera landi hua /to whom were you calling forth? 
/wa-/ Besides the above, we also come across past tense 

forms of the verb substantive 'to be' with the stem /wa /which 
seems to be a remnant of some verb root which has lost its form 
in non-past tenses. These have been attested as under. 

/SO wa/ he was : /te cok wan /they were. 
/ti wa /thou wert : /chiZok wan /you were. 
/mo was /I was : /ba wanes (<*wayenes) we were. 

Model Conjugation of /ha/ 
non-past tense: 
Person 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
Past (All) 
/wa/ist 
2nd / 3rd 
/la/-(All) (Pres.) 
/as-/ (All) (Past) 

hall 
hall 
hot 

PI. 
h h e s  
haqe (m.)/ h3ni (f.)  
haqe (m.)/hdni (f.) 
hua 
w h e s  
wan 
lan 
asten 

AFFIRMATIVE SUB-SYSTEM 

Temporal Conjugation of Finiteverbs : As has been stated 
above, in it a finite verb is inflected for all the grammatical 
categories recognized for the speech in non-past tenses. 

Present Indefinite: In a non-formal speech the present tense 
of a finite verb in it, besides the indefinite indicative sense of an 
action taking place in the present time, also denotes all sorts of 
non-past occurrences, including future and actions of perpetual 
nature, e.g. /sos krumyal /he works, he is working, he is always 
working, he will work, work is being done by him, etc. 

Constituents of Present Indefinite. In it the sequence of 
the constituents of the present indefinite is: Root+tense marker+ 
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personal terminations. These may be tabulated as under: 
Person PI. 
1st R+uT\-s R+ aq/en-es 
2nd R+al-(e) R+al-en/ an 
3rd (m) R+al-(e) /uq R+al-en /an 
3rd (f.) R+al-i R+al-en 

These may be illustrated as follows: 
Intras. /bo-/>/bi-/to go 
/mo bi-uq-s(> byuqs) /I go, I am going, I will go 
/ba bi-en-es (> biyenes) /we go,-are going 
/ti bi-al-e (> biyale) /thou go, -art going 
/ci bi-al-en (>biyalen) /you are going 
/so bi-al-e (>biyale) /he is going 
/sa bi-al-i (>biyali) /she is going 
/te bi-al-en (> biyalen/they go, are going. 

Transitive /&a- /eat 
1st person- /m& khyuqs / I  eat : /bo cokse - bas3 khwanes/ 

we eat 
2nd /tis khwale /thou eatest : /mi cokse khwalen / 

you eat. 
3rd /sos - sas khwale - khwali /he - she eats /tek- 

khwalen /they eat, 
/rith-/see 
1st /mas rithuqs /I see : /bas3 rithhes/ we see. 
2nd /tis rithal /thou seest : /cui - cosa rithan /you see. 
3rd (m.) /sos rithal /he sees : /tesa rithan /they see. 
A few syntactical uses may be seen in the following 

utterances recorded from the mformants. 
/pho sinsdi khutya /he beats - is beating the child. 
/aye-s sina-di dyut pyayal /the mother is making the 

children drink milk. 
/sod gum-gyo iu chmal /he cuts - is cutting down the 

tree. 
/ iu  zino p h i  sijal /leaves fall from the tree. 
Lruq-mo bar yal (<i+al) rivulet flows from the mountain. 
/sinas manili khwal /the chld eats - is eating bread. 
/sina-s bede manili khwan /children are eating breads. 
/sod dyal (<di+al), mad pyuqs /he gives, I drink. 
The use of the formative /uq/in the 3rd person sg. number 

is attested in the following expressions. 
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/fia wa-r bdsuq/fishes live in water 
/SO t0nC.i basuq/ he lives here, /ti kyan basuq /where do 
you live?, but /tesak tonei bdsen /they all live here. 
/ciqa-r guru-ra chiriz goto tat0 busuq /iron becomes hot 
when put on fire 
/so yuqs /he is coming. /mo go oz buq/I shall also have 
to come. 
Past Indefinite: As the present indefinte, the past indefinite 

too, besides denoting the sense of an indefinite action in the past, 
denotes an action in progress, or of a perpetual nature in the 
past. Conjugationally, these forms are of invariable character and 
are obtained by suffixing the past formative markers, /-t/and 
/-et /to the verb stem. Distributionally, the allomorph /-t/is 
suffixed to stems ending in a vowel and the /et /to stems ending 
in a consonant, e.g. /kha-t /ate </kha-/eat, /pi-t /drank </pi-/ 
drink, /pra-t /spoke, /skit /saw, /su-t /slept, /u-t /came, /rdzi-t/ 
said, /ri-t /saw, /hat /was, but /phit-et /broke, /p~in,  et/ rode, 
/bad-et /ran, /silich > silith-et /read, /ar-et /brought. A few 
syntactic illustration may be as follows: 

/tyai m&a dilli-rno yet aret /what did you bring for me 
from Delhi. 
/mai tira gotthi aret/I have brought clothes for you. 
/ mai ekura sunet/to whom did I say? 
/run aye seni aner yeut /yesterday aunt come here. 
/ti cisum ko hat /who was with you?; 
/pho kise beo bet /who was that boy? 
/sitai ramo-r tha sunet/Sita asked Ram. 
/soi na khat/he did not eat; /soi rdzit /he said. 
/miya bhdet  / I  ran; /bay3 bdqdet /we ran. 
/maiek kyono Swa rit / I  saw a black dog. 
But, besides the forms of indefinite past, the forms of the 

present perfect too are freely used to denote the sense of the 
simple past, e.g. 

/mai mi rar ane-r yethaq/I asked my younger brother to 
come here. 
/rami mohanor kek spiro razos /Ram asked one thing to 
Mohan. 
/mohani ramo-r bede spira rayoqs /Mohan asked many 
thingsf&m Ram. 
/byoi?ri&) silithaq /a boy read a book (csilith-a-hdq). 

* 
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/moleyo-i be bedei rithyaq /girls saw boys (<ri@i-a-hh). 
Suppletivism in Past Formations: There are certain verb 

roots in which the basic stem is replaced by some other stem in 
the past tense formations, e.g. /bo- /to go > /go /went; / h b /  
to be > /wa-/was; /chb/to do > /the-t /did, /ya-/to come 
/u-t/came. 

Future Indefinite: The normal function of the future tense 
forms is to indicate some thing about an action or state that has 
yet to take place or has to come into being. But in this speech it 
is not a distinct conjugational category. Its function is served by 
the present tense forms itself, e.g. 

/than& bas, ti-r ga dyuqs /wait a little, I will give to you 
as well. 
/mo ale-r'ma na byuqs /I shall never go there. 
/ti hamccks katik run bayuqs /for how long will you be 
weeping like this. 
/maso ten-di nil raza rayuqs /I shall not allow him speak. 
/mo as gote-ra byuqs /I will go - am going home to day. 
/te puqspe ratya ane isu bet /they all the five will come 
here tomorrow. 
/ba cokse aso krumpo becokse chenes / 
we ourselves will do our work. 
/mo byuqs /I go, I am going, I will go. 
/mass siliehyuqs / I  read, I am reading, I will read. 
/ba beyenes /we go, we are going, we will go. 
/ba silichyenes /we read, we are reading, we will read. 

ASPECTS 
It is a temporal category denoting the state of action with 

reference to its perfection, non-perfection, inception, simultaneity, 
or perpetualness, etc. In Brok-skad these have been attested as 
follows : 

Progressive Aspect: (Present) It refers to an action in 
progress, may be in the present or in the past. As stated above, 
in a non-formal speech it is in non-past tenses expressed with 
their indicative tense forms itself, as in /mas3 silehyuqs /I read, 
I am reading, /ba biyenes /we go, we are going, we will be going. 

/ sod  - tusa sili <ha-le /he - you (m.) are reading /read. 
/case -, tesa silicha-len /you - they are reading /read. 
/ E o s ~  piya-len /you drink - you are drinking, etc. 
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/mass bhdiyaqs /I am running, /bas3 bhdiyenes /we are 
running. 
But formally, the progressive forms for the first person only 

may be obtained with the help of the formative element /a /and 
the verb substantive /haq/ which are appended to the 
conjugative base of the verb in question and are followed by 
personal terminations and the forms for non-first persons are 
identical with their indefinite counterparts: 

/mad ski-a-hh-s /I am seeing, /mad pi-a-ha-s /I  am 
drinking. /-silich-a-hh-s /-am reading, /ba bi-a-h3q-s / we are 
going, /bas3 silich-a-hh-s /we are reading, etc. 

(for non-first person forms see above). 
But expressions like /tesak to-r krumyan (c krumi-a-hdq) 

suggest that the practice of obtaining these forms for non-first 
pers. too was vogue in the past, but, synchronically, has given 
place to simple indefinite forms. 

Progressive Aspect (Past): As in present progressive the 
past progressive /continuous form to are abtained by oppending 
the formative element /a + hu + a/to the conjugational base of 
the past. There the first person, as in the present progressive, 
takes the pronominal suffix /+/as well, as in /mas3 silich-a-hua- 
s / I  was reading. 

/ tisa silich-a-hu-a /you were reading. 
/sod - sad  silieh-a-hu-a /he - she was reading. 
/tus kisera lhdya-hwa (<hua) /to whom were you calling 
forth? 
/ ted  wa pyahua /they were drinking water. 
The progressive aspect, traditionally termed as 'perfect 

continuous' is expressed as under: 
Present Perfect Continuous: These forms too, like those of 

the progressive forms of the present time, are obtained by 
appending /a+ha/ to the verbal base, e.g. 

/SO bede haz-a-hh/he has been laughing for long. 
/tesak betya-han /they have been quarreling for long. 
/ tesak goribo to-r krumyaq / they have been working in the 
cold for long. 
Past Perfect Continuous: The forms of this aspect of the 

verb are obtained by appending the formative suffix /-a /to the 
participle base of the verb in question followed by the auxiliary/ 
bet/ as in /soi kaya bet, tes khwai bet /he had been cooking, 
they had been eating. 
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Perfective Aspect 
Present Perfect: In Brok-skad it is a distinct conjugational 

category, though in a non-formal speech non-perfect forms too, 
are used for it, as in /soi na khat /he did not eat, he has not 
eaten. But grammatically, it is expressed with the help of some 
auxiliary or helping verb in the past, as in /mo as bede sumi dos / 
I have become very tired today; /bunu-ra wa pun lo /water is 
filled in the village, /mai yarto cheri thit /I have alreadv finlshed 
it, /miyd solo-k zbri thet /I have written a story, I wrote a storv. 
But often it is expressed with present continuous forms as weh, 
e.g. 

/mai mi krumo krumyaq /I have done my work. 
/m3i papa khyaqs /I have finished my food. 
/soya Solok zbrithi-a-haq /he has written a storv. 
/tes dya hall /they have given. 
Besides, it is also expressed with simple past tense toms of 

a verb, as in /tesak sut /they all have slept (have gone to sltup), 
/soi na khat /he did not eat, he has not eaten. 

Past Perfect: The use of past perfect is neither common, nor 
very clear. Sometimes it is expressed with simple past tense forms 
and sometime with the formative suffix /-aw / : /run myo aye 
seni ane yeu /yesterday my aunt had come here. 

/soya baqdi-aw /he had run. 
/miya ham0 yarto thi-aw/he had done it betorehand. 

Habitual Aspect 
The verbal aspect of doing some action as a habit or 

occurrence of actions of universal character is expressed with the 
help of certain helping verbs in their present or past tense forms. 
In this speech these have been attested as under: 

. /fia wa-r b3suq /fishes live in water. 
/SOS to zormoya krumyal /he works even when he is ill. 
/ciqar guru-ra chiniz go to tat0 busuq /iron become hot 
when put in fire. 
/SOS yaktaq khwa be yal /he is alwavs eating. 
/mo tendi yaktaq isi l$e dos / I  use to come daily- to their 
place. 
/mas3 aps-po sini-di dusta hdrisu bedo (RS) 
I used to take the horse to the river for bathing. 
/sadi-sa qanles-po-ra khazds arya dya asto / having brought 
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fruits the monkey used to give (them) to the crocodile. 

Periphrastic/Compound Constructions 
Besides simple conjugational forms, various temporal and 

aspectual categories are expressed with compounded verb stems 
as well. In this type of conjugation the main verb takes participial 
formatives and all temporal or aspectual markers are carried by 
the subsidiary of helping verb. Some of these mav be illustrated 
as under: 

/ham krumpo takthaq cheri the/finish this work quickly. 
/mai ydrto cheri thit /I have already finished it. 
/so uthe bei nari go /he fell down while standing. 
/so tisa bo Eisum besu bet /he has to go with his father. 
/mas3 tendi raza rayuqs / I  shall not allow him to speak. 
/mas thalo krum krumyo zinila / I  want to do some good 
work. 
/mo tendi yaktaq isi be dos / I  used to come to their place 
daily. 
/tyari gutchi kyan chere hdn /where have you put your 
clothes. 
/tus kisera ldndya hua /to whom were you calling forth? 
/ sod  papa khusu baq /he may be eating. 
/tes khus charibo baq /they might have eaten. 
/ti pho-r metkhdmet byas rgusya la /he must have gone 
there. 
/mas skyal aris suni suq /I know doing swin~ming. 
/so dogdis eko ini lasin /he wanted to come here day- 
before-yesterday. 
/In6 muzuku phyaci bunu-r byu kuzni la /let lne go my 
village for a month. 
/te hoyo ratya isi bet /both of them will come tomorrow. 
/dsu bede ya ut /wind went on increasing. 
/SO twakbo bi-as (> byaz) buq/he went awav quietly. 
/so twakbo bias buq /he went away suddeniy. 

MODEL CONJUGATIONS 

A : Transitive Verbs 
Verb Root / kha- /to eat 
I'resen t tense 
Person Sg. PI. 
3rd (m) ( S O S ~ )  khwale (tes) khwalen 
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3rd (f.) (sad) khwali (tes) khwalen 
2nd (tisa) khwale (coi /cosd) khwalen 
1st (mass) khuw (bad) khwanes 

Past tense 
3rd (m.f.) (soy /say) khat (tey) khat 
2nd (tue /tiy) khat (coi /coy) khat 
1st (mia/miy) kha t (bays) khat 

Future tense 
3rd (sose) b u r l  (tese) khwan 
2nd (tuse) khuq (Chose) khwen 
1st ( m w  khuqs (base) khwan 
Imp. (W kha (cose) khwan- 

Verb Root /pi- /to drink 
Present tense 
3rd (m.) (sosa) pya1 /piyale pyan /piyalen 
(f-) (sasa) pyali /piyali pyan /piyalen 
2nd (tusa/ tisa) pyale /piyale pyan /piyalen 
1st (rnasa) P Y U ~ S  /piyuqs pyenes / piyenes 
Past tense 
3rd (soi /soy) pit (tei / tey) pit 
2nd (tue/tiy) pit (coi /thoy) pit 
1st (mai /miy) pit (baye) pit 

Future tense : Sg. PI- 
3rd 60s) PyUq (tes) pyan /piyen 
2nd (tuis/tis) pyun (Cod) pyan /piyen 
1st (mas) pyurls (bas3 penes 
Imp. pi (sg.1 napi (Neg.) 

Verb Root /chd - /- / tha - /to do. 
3rd (m.) chal(e) /this Chin /chdlen 
3rd (f.) chale/ this c h i n  /chillen 
2nd chale/ this ~ h k  /chalen 
1st. chaqs /this chanes 

Past tense (Replaced by / tha/) (subject forms as in transitive verbs) 
3rd (soi /soy) thet &ye) thet 

(Verb forms identical for all persons and numbers) 
Future tense 

3rd (SOS) chuq /this (tes) chen 
2nd (tus/ tis) chuq / this (iois)chen 
1st (mas) chuqs /this (base) chenes. 
Imp. the nathe (Neg.) 
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Verb Root /rith- /to see (subject forms as in trans.) 
3rd (m.) rithal rithan / ri thalen 
3rd (f.) riwali riman /rithalen 
2nd rithal (e) rithan /rithalen 
1st riwuqs rifianes 

Past tense (subject forms as in trans.) 
rit rit 

(for all persons and numbers) 
Future tense 

3rd rithoq rithan /rithan 
2nd rithoq rithan /rithan 
1st rithoqs rithanes. 

Imp. (Replaced) skey na skey (Neg.) 
B. Intransitive 
Verb Root /i- /ya- /to come (Present tense) 

3rd (m.f.) (so /sa) yale /yali (te) yan /yalen 
2nd (ti) yale /yali (ci) yan /yalen 
1st (mo) yuqs (ba) yenes 
Past tense : (/ut/for all persons and numbers) 
Future tense 
3rd rUq Yen 
2nd Yuq Yen 
1st yUqs yenes 
Imp. Ye Yen 

Verb Root / bi - bo- / to go 
Present tense 
3rd (m.) (so) biyal (e) /byale (te) biyalen /byalen 
(f-)  (sa) biyali /byali biyalen /by alen 
2nd (tu / ti) biyale /byale (ci) biyalen / byalen 
1st (mo) biyuqs /byuqs (ba) biyenes 
Past tense 3rd (SO) go (te) gya &an 

2nd (ti) go (ci)-gya /gyan 
1st (mo) gos (ba) w e s  
Future tense 3rd (so) byuq (te) ben /byane 

2nd (tu /ti) byuq (a) be, /byane 
1st (mo) byuqs (ba) byenes 

Imp. 2nd bo , (Neg) nil bo 

CAUSATIVE SUB-SYSTEM 

Mechanism of Causativization 
Since causing something to be done' is an action which must 
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be directed towards some body. Therefore, all causative verbs, 
derived or otherwise, become essentially transitive. Like NIA 
languages this too, besides different sets of verb roots, has an inbuilt 
mechanism or deriving causative roots from the primary roots. 
However, there is no scope for deriving second causative from the 
first one, as we find in Hindi. In it, it is obtained by suffixing the 
formative element/ ra-/'to say' to the verb stem which is followed 
by tense-person markers. In case of consonant ending stems a 
Linking vowel /- &/is prefixed to it; e.g. /ras -/ to read > /ras-ra-/ 
to make to read, /bhi - bi-/ to be afraid > /bhi-ra /to frighten, /suci- 
/to dry > /suci-ra -/to make to dry; /uth -/to stand, to rise > /uth- 
&a /to make to stand, to raise, / sod  tendi thuksi thdryale /he makes 
them bum (something); /sow tendi baddryale /he make them run. 

In case of intransitive verbs, this causative formative is 
identical with transitive formative (see transitivization). 

Besides the above mentioned formative element /ra/it, like 
NIA., also employs the causative formative /a-/, as in/ro -/to 
weep > /ro- a >rows -/to make to weep, /pi-/ to drink > / pi-a > pi- 
ya-/to make to drink, /&-/ to eat > /mu-a- / to feed. 

/ayes sina-di dyut pyayal /mother makes children drink 
milk. 
/pho bios krumpo krumyal /he makes the child do work. 
/pha sina-di rowali /she makes the child weep. 
/ayes sina-di mhil i  khwal /mother feed children with bread. 
In some cases different sets of verb roots too are employed for 

this purpose: 
/ski -/to see >/pisa-/to show, /kon- /to listen > /ras- /to 

narrate, etc. 

NEGATIVE SUB-SYSTEM 

Grammatical Status : As compared with affirmative sub- 
system, the negative sub-system has certain features of its own 
which demand its distinct entity, particularly with reference to 
copulative sentences in which the negative particle carries the force 
of the copula and consequently it is elided. 

Negative Particles: There the negative particle /na/is 
realized in 3 different allomorphemic shapes, viz. /na/neB, /riyal/. 
The distribution is, normally, as follows : /na/in past tense or 
negating a statement, /ne5/ with simple negation or with progressive 
aspects, /nyal /with indicative mood. 
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/neS/-/as0 bun-po sen0 neS/our village is not small. 
/mas3 silicha neS/ I am not reading. 
otherwise /mid krum nd krumit / I  did not do work. 
/na/-/ hdmo myo got nd/ this (is) not my hous3. 
/my0 nui iheriq nd/my name (is) not Cheriny ; but 
/maso tendi nd raza rayuqs /I shall not allow him speak. 
/mo byuq-s /I am going, but /mo biya ne5/ 1 am not going 
/mas3 silith yuq-s / I  am reading : but /m 2s silicllanei / I am 
not reading. 
/nyal /< /nil+ a1 /-It is clear that /nyal /is a compressed form 

of the negative particle /na/ + the indefinite tense marker / -a1 / . As 
such it occurs with present indicative tense forms only, and is also 
followed by personal terminations, except the 1st sg. 

/ sod  krum krumis nyale /he does not work. 
/tisa krum krumis nyale /thou /you do not avork. 
/tesa krum krumis nyal-en /they do not work. 
/bas2 krum krumis nyal-e-nes /we do not work. 

INTERROGATIVE SUB-SYSTEM 

Grammatical Status : Like negative sub-system there is an 
interrogative sub-system too, which, conjugationally, is partially 
different from the affirmative system. Under this any affirmative 
form of a verb can be transformed into its interrogative form simply 
by suffixing an interrogative formative to the finite verb form, 
irrespective of the use of interrogative particles at the beginning of 
the sentence, which roughly conveys the sense of 'if', 'ivhether' etc. 
Moreover, this sort of syntactic peculiarities are attested with 
reference to statements in which short answers like 'ves', 'no' are 
expected. 

Interrogative Formative : The interrogative formative 
element in Brok-skad is /-a /suffixed to the verbal constituent of 
the sentence occurring at the end of it. For instance, /so ut /he came 
: but /SO ut-a /did he come (with rising tone) 

/soya khat /heate:but /solchat-a / didheeat? 
/ham0 tyo got bet-a /Is this your house? 
/tyo bun-po seno haq-a /Is your village small? 
Otherwise-/tvo byo kyan hdq /where is your sc.n? 
/tyo nu-r ye rdzisin /what he is called = what is his name? 
/ti kyano udo /where are you coming from? 
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/ti kyan basuq/ where do you live? 
/ tus kisera landya hua /to whom were you calling forth? 
/ti cisum ko hat /who was with you? etc. 

MOODS AND MODAL CONJUGATION 
Besides the temporal conjugation, there are some other 

categories of verbal conjugation in which there is onlv a partial 
inflection of the verbal stems in question. As such modal conjugation, 
in general, deals with the inflection of the verbal bases indicating 
the manner of action, i.e. whether it is happening, has happened, is 
expected to happen (all failing under the realm of indicative mood: 
see verbal conjugation), or is being ordered to be done or is 
dependent on fulfilling some condition in future. As such these 
forms are indicative of moods or mental states of the speaker with 
reference to a particular point of time only. There are varied mental 
states and attitudes which fall into the purview of order, polite 
command, seeking or giving permission, entreaty, desire, advice, 
obligation, compulsion, presumption, probability, necessity, 
capability, benediction, etc. 

As stated above, this language recognizes three moods, viz. 
Indicative, Imperative and Subjunctive, with further divisions and 
sub-divisions. The forms and functions of the indicative mood have 
already been dealt with at length in the foregoing pages. Now, in 
the following pages we shall discuss various forms and functions 
of the remaining two moods. 

Imperative Mood 
It is that form of verb which expresses an action as an order / 

polite command /request /warning or prohibition. Thus it  has two 
aspects, (1) positive and (2) negative, the former being termed as 
simple and the latter as prohibitive. Naturally, in this type of 
expressions the subject is invariably in the second person and is 
usually left out in a colloquial speech. Moreover, by its very nature 
the Imperative can not refer to past events. Consequently, its use is 
restricted to the present and future times only, usually termed as 
direct and indirect imperatives. But in the absence of future tense 
as a distinct category in this speech, its scope is confined to the 
present only. 

In it, imperative forms could be simple or compounded, and 
are obtained by suffixing the imperative formative /-e /to the verb 
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root in the former case and to the subsidiary verb root in the latter 
case, as in /ar-e /bring, /tha-e / + /the /do, /di-e /+ /de /give, 
/ya-e / + /ye /come, /uth-e /stand, /eth-e /call,/khut-e /beat, 
etc. Syntactically their uses may be illustrated as under. 

(a) Simple - /m&a wa ar-e /bring water for me. 
/mars qul puqj de /give me five rupees. 
/pho khar :her-e /keep it down. 
/ti tis bayo-ra ane eth-e /you call your brother here. 
/my0 gote-ra ye /come to my house. 
/hem zaqs-po tomoii chire /leave this pot at this verv place. 
/ti myo iuqspo-ia pune /you ride on my back. 
(b) Compounded-/ham krumpo tokthaq cheri the /finis11 this 
work quickly. 
(c) Bare stem :But besides the suffixal formations, imperative 

form are also, usually, obtained as bare stem; as in /the /do, /ras/ 
speak, /so /sleep, /kha /eat, /pi/ drink, /bo/go,/krum/work, 
/bas/ wait, stay, sit, etc. 

/twagpo ye ham-ii bas /having come here, sit down. 
/ thanig bas, ti-r ga dyuqs /wait a little, I shall give to vou as 
well. 
/tis ti krumpo tis krum /you yourself do your work. 
/manili kha, dyut pi /eat loaves of bread, drink milk. 
(d) Prohibitive Imperative: This form of impera ti\.e comes 

into operation when some one is prohibited from executins the 
action in question. As in negative sub-system, it is atiected b\. 
prefixing the negative particle /na/ to the imperative ~ C ~ T I I I  oi the 
verb in question, with necessary morphophonemic adjustnicnts; if 
any. 

/teii n3 khute /don't beat him. 
/homo ena nd are /don't bring this here. 
/me-r ni3 uthe /don't stand here. 

nd ras /don't speak loudly. 
/ratya ane-r ye na amsyo /don't forget to come here 
tomorrow. 

Subjunctive Mood 

As compared with other moods, the subjunctive mood has a 
wider range and involves a variety of mental states and attitudes ni 
the speaker, such as a wish, hope, requirement, probability. 
presumption, necessity, advice, suggestion, obligation, benediction 
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condition, etc. In short, it represents "the action or state as a 
conception of the mind rather than a reality". Broadly, a11 these 
aspects of verbal conjugation can be grouped as (i) Optative, (ii) 
Potential, (iii) Contingent, though the area of one often overlaps 
with the area of the other. Their forms and functions attested in this 
speech may be presented as under: 
(i) 0ptative:The operational jurisdiction of this mood is a polite/ 

indirect command (desirability), a request or entrea tv, a wish, 
almost always with an implied reference to future. 
In case of polite command or advice it is expressed with 

compounded verb stems, in which the imperative formative is 
taken by the helping verb and the root of the main verb does not 
take any gramma tical marker. 

/mo su-de /let me sleep, /tera bo-de /let him go. 
/mo muzuku phyaci mi bunu-r byukuzmi la / 
(Please) let me go to my village for a month. 
The sense of seeking permission for oneself, conveving the 

sense of 'may' or 'should' is expressed by appending the formative 
elements, /d+o - u /to the verb root, e.g. /chao /may, -should I do?, 
/swau : /may, should I sleep?,/rwau : /may, should I weep?, 
/khwau : /may I eat? /pya u /  may I drink?, / b y h  /mav I go? etc. 

In tlus context it may also be mentioned that the torrna tives 
/ U  /- /O /in the above forms is identical with interrogative formative 
in it, cf. /ti kyano udo < ut-o /where are you coming from? 
(Suggestive)- /so ane-r is rgusya nyal /he should not come here. 
(ii) Potential: The potential mood expressing probability or 

presumption of the occurrence of an action with reference to 
present, past and future is usually expressed by appending 
present /future tense forms of the verb-substantive /ba-/ to 
the participial base of the main verb. 
/ratya bayos *iga eria nesa /elder brother's wiie may come 
here tomorrow. 
/ sod  thawaq papa khusu baq/he may be eating a t  this time. 
/thawaq to khus charibo baq /they may have eaten by now. 
/ti te-ra razi (Crasi) baq /he may have told you. 

(iii) Contingent: The contingent aspect of the subjunctive mood, 
also termed as conditional mood, primarilv expresses a 
condition, which with reference to past events, is contrary to 
fact and a wish, which with reference to a futurc event may 
not be fulfilled. In this type of expressions there are invariably 
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two clauses, one subordinate clause or 'if' clause and the other 
principal clause or 'then' clause. The verb of the subordinate 
clause, which is usually a compound form, is invariably in the 
past tense, but the verb in the principal clause may be in the 
past or non-past form, though in principle it also should be in 
the past tense itself: 
/krum krumis charibus go-to papa khun /(when) the work 
was finished (then) food was eaten. 
/thisak isgo-to mega sum yuqs /had you come, I too would 
have gone (go) with you. 
/SO ga ut-to busu hua /had he come, nice it would have been 
(lit. good was). 
/ tisa mehanat sosh  to ti pas busu bet /had you worked hard, 
you would have succeeded (in exams.). 
/ti ut-to mo ga os-buq /if you come, I shall also have to come. 

MISCELLANEOUS ASPECTS OF MODAL CONJUGATION 

Besides the above, there are some more aspects of modal 
communication. For the expression of these the normally adopted 
device is to employ helping verbs of particular semantic como- 
tations. Some of these may be explained as follows: 

Desiderative : The desiderative aspect of a statement 
involving expression of a wish or desire, but without any 
condition, is expressed by appending respective tense-person 
forms of the verb meaning 'want' or 'desire' to the present 
participle base of the main verb: 
/so dogdis eko2 lasin /he wanted to come here day-before- 
yesterday. 
/mo thawa~ thyosu-r bekoiini h h s .  / I  just now, want to go 
to the field. 
/mass thalo krum krumik zini la /I want to do some virtuous 
(good) deed. 
Obligative: In this type of expression the sense of doing an 

action under an obligation or compulsions is conveyed with the 
help of past and non-past tense forms of the aux. /hb/appended 
to the infinitive base of the main verb: 

/mas3 mi sen0 bo-r Sugu zbrizisu h h  /I have to write a letter 
to my uncle. 

/SO tisa ba tisum byasu bet /he has to go with his father. 
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/SO majbiir bo aner-no go /being helpless, he had to go from 
here (he went). 
Suggestive : The suggestive sense implying polite command 

or suggestion for doing some action in future is expressed with the 
verbal form /rgoSya /'is desirable' followed by the verb sub- 
stantive as an auxiliary, e.g. /so krum ays-ta byas rgoSya bet /he 
should go to find work. 

/ti pho-r metkhamet byas rgoSya la /you should have gone 
there. 
/SO ane-r is rgoSya nyal /he should not come here. 
/tisa silithis rgogya bet /you should study. 
/ t i d  ti krum krumis rgoSya bet /you should do your work. 
Abilitative: Ability or inability on the part of a doer in the 

performance of an action is expressed with the verb stem /su-/ 
'can', appended to the verb indicative of the action in question. 

/SO is bi-su nyal /he can not come. 
/ti zazis suni-su nyal /you will not be able to go on foot. 
/mo cual i$ bisu nyal / I  can not come quickly. 
/ham Sugu ti-risu nyal /you will not be able to read this letter. 
/ keserga homo krumpo krumis Gunisu la /any body can do 
this work. 
/ keserga homo krumpo krumis sunisu hua /anybody could 
do this work. 
Inceptual Aspects: In it the verbal aspect of indicating 

inception of an action is expressed with the help of the aux. /bet / 
,=Hind. dag- 

/pha mara skei bugaks bet /she started weeping (was in 
tears) on seeing me. 

/pho myo ZiSum ini bet /he started coming with me. 
Simultaneity of Actions: When two actions take place 

simultaneously the verb of the primary action takes the usual finite 
verb form and that of the secondary action non-finite (participial) 
form. 

/pha mara skei bugaks bet /she started weeping, as soon as 
she saw me. 
/so uthe bei nari go /he fell down, while standing. 
/michei hati-rno nakha-zo gochuq-to buk-buk bet/ 
The pitcher went to pieces as soon as it fell from the hand. 
/ti nuf-a, ba biyenes /as soon as you come, we shall go. 
Intensive Continuative : Intensivity, indicative of the state of 
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continuous occurrence of an action in a given time is ~~suallv 
expressed by appending respective tense form of the verb sub- 
stantive to the present participle base of the verb concerncd, e.g. 

/soi kaya bet, so khwai bet /he continued looking, he 
continued eating 
/so rat pokok uthe bet /he remained awakened for the whole 
night. 
/ti hamcoks katik rua bayuq/for how long will you weep like 
this. 
/SO bede hasa (>haza) bet /he continued laughing for a long. 
/tesak bitya bet /they continued quarreling. 

NON-FINITE VERB FORMS 

Besides the regular finite verb forms which are the essential 
constituents of the predicate and regularly take the tense, number- 
person-gender suffixes, there are some other verb forms as well 
which are derived from the primary verbal stems, but are not 
inflected for the above mentioned grammatical categories. 
Consequently, these cannot serve as a predicate in a syntactic 
structure independently as a finite verb serves. In a grammatical 
terminology these have variously been termed as. Infinitives, Verbal 
nouns /Gerunds, Participles, etc. with their further sub-divisions. 
In Brokskad their forms and functions have been attested as 
f o ~ w s :  

Infinitive: Infinitives which simply express the action of a 
verb without predicating it of any'subject or object are obtained by 
suffixing the infinitive formatives to the verb roots, conditioned 
by their phonetic environments. In this dialect these are attested as 
/-s /, /-is /, /-c /, /-ini/, etc. Distributionally, /-s /is appended to 
verb stems ending in a vowel, and /-is /to stems ending in a 
consonant. It is also attested as /-su/when followed by the verb 
substantive to complete the sentence. Some of the i~~finiti ires obtained 
for this dialect are--(vowel ending)- /bu-s /to become < /bu- /, 
/this /to do < /the -/, /di-s/to give < /di-/, /i-s/to come < 
/i-/, /khus-s /to eat < /khu -/. 

(Consonant ending) - /uth-is /to get up  < /uth-/, / a l - -~s  / to 
get, to bring < /ar -/, /bahis /to plough < /bah -/, /bir-is /to boil 
< /bir-/, /bal-is /to chirp < /bas/, /bec-is /to send < /bet-/.  
/bech-is /to buy < /beth-/, ;/pat-is /to ripen < /pdc - / ,  /'pir-is/ 
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to fill < /pir -/, /puz-is /to grind < /puz- /, /krum- is /to work < 
/krum -/, etc. 
/SU /- /bya su /to go, /zbrizisu /to write, / kai-su /to cook, 
/ko/ -/e-ko /to come, /be-ko /to go, /khu-ko /to eat, / 
krum-iko ;/to do. Some of the syntactic uses of the above mav be 
illustrated as under. 

/ h m  krurn-is cheribu-s go /work doing finished has become. 
/ratya ane-r ye na amsyo /don't forget to come here 
tomorrow. 
/mas skyal ar-is Sunisuq (sunisu-haq)/ I know to swim 
(=swimming). 
/SO dogdis ekozini lasin /he wanted to come here yesterday. 
/mo thawa~rl thyosu-r bekozini h a s  /I want to go to the field 
just now. 
/so tisa ba Eisum byHsu bet /he has to go with his father. 
/lnad mi sen0 bo-r Sugu zbrizisu / I  have to write a letter 
to my uncle. 
/ek dis ~(anles-po-s eiga (thiga) Gadi-s ho khuko zinial / one 
day crocodile's wife wanted to eat monkey's heart. 
/mas thalo krum krumi-ko iini la /I want to do some good 
(virtuous) deed. 
/kheer kaisu bras rgoSyela /rice is needed to cook (prepare) 
kheer. 
Verbal Noun : An infinitive can also be used as a noun, which 

though formly is identical with it, yet functionally, is quite different 
from it. For, it has the force of the logical object of a verb, whereas 
an infinitive simply expresses an action of the verb without 
predicating it of any subject or object. But, on the other hand, 
although, like a noun, it can take postpositions and has a semantic 
correlation with acc.-dative and locative cases, yet is different from 
it. A noun, may be derived from a verb, can only function as a 
subject or object of a verb, whereas a verbal noun, in spite of 
functioning as a noun, retains its verbal character as well, and can, 
therefore, take an object or complement for itself in the same 
manner as a finite verb or a verb of incomplete predication does, 
particularly with verbs denoting the sense of obligation, necessity, 
requirement, compulson, etc. In Brokskad the use of an infinitive 
with a case marker or without it or as bare stem, suffixes appended 
to their infinitive bases. The formative suffixes are attested as /ta- 
te/ and /-u /, but their distribution is not clear, at these the /te - b 
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/seem to be local variations of the same formative, e.g. ;/krumiste 
/for doing, /skiste /for seeing, /suste /for sleeping, / khuste/ for 
eating/, piste /for drinking /byaste /for going, /yaste/for 
coming, /ayasta /to find, / krumista /to work, /sib thista /to read, 
/kais-u-r /for cooking, /zbrizisu /to write, /byasu /to go, etc. 
Their syntactic uses may be illustrated as under: 

/SO h m  ays-ta byas rgojya bet /he should go to find a work 
(job) 
/mo ti Eisum krum krumis-ta byuqs /I will go with you to 
work. 
/silkhis-u kitab rgoSya la /book is needed to read. 
/ kheer kaisu-r bras rgoiya la /rice is needed to cook (prepare) 
kheer, (rice cooked in milk) 
/SO tisa ba Eisum byasu bet /he has to go with his father. 
/mas3 skyal aris sunisuq/I know to do (lit. to bring) 
swimming. 
/mass mi seno-bo-r Sugu zbrizisu haq/I have to write a letter 
to my uncle (father's younger brother); /soya twaqpo susta 
go/he went to bed immediately. 
/mas thalo krum krumiko zini la /I want to do a good (virtuous) 
deed. 
Nominalisation of the verb, referring to the action, is also 

attested with the nominal formative /-PO /appended to the infinitive 
base of the verb: 

/rat-de khus-po fhalo na/it is not good to eat in the night. 
lzazis-po *a10 krum bet /walking is a good exercise. 
/dyut pi: s-po seha t phyaci rgyalba bet / drinkingmilk is good 
for health. 
/cwal to-ii sus-po thalo neS /it is not good to sleep in the 
morning or sleeping is not good in the morning. 

PARTICIPLES 

Participles, also called verbal adjectives, have a dual character. 
Syntactically, in an utterance, when these occupy the position of an 
adjective and modify the meaning of the nominal head concerned 
like an adjective, then functionally they assume the character of an 
adjective, but when, on account of retaining their verbal properties, 
these modify the meaning of a verb in an utterance, and also form 
the part of the predicate then their function is of an adverb and as 
such assume the adverbial character. 
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There are two categories of participles, designated as (i) 
present participle and (ii) past /perfect participle. However, tlus 
speech does not recognize the future participle as a distinct category. 
Besides, there are conjunctive participles as well, which are 
absolutive in heir  character, it does not have the modifying feature, 
a special characteristic of the other categories of participles. The 
general charactcristics and the mechanism of their formations may 
be explained and illustrated as under: 

Present Participle: When used as an adjective it denotes a 
situation in which the action under reference has already started, 
but is in a state of continuity at the point of time referred to by the 
finiteverb form in question. For instance, /mid tera byarit / I  saw 
him going. Here the participle /bya/'going' implies that he was 
already in the process of going or we may say he had already moved 
from the starting point when he was seen by t l~e  speaker. Like an 
adj. it also agrees with number and gender of the noun qualified by 
it. 

But while h~nctioi~ing as an adverb it indicates a state of two 
actions taking place concurrently. For instance, / so  uthe bei nnri 
go/he fell down while still standing (on his legs). In its adverL7ial 
connotation it alsd conveys the sense of ari action having been done 
repeatedly, as in /mara krumya bei gur hwa /doing work 
(uninterruptedly) I am tired. 

Formation: From the above examples it nlav be evident that 
in Brok-skad it is obtained by appending the formative suffix /-a / 
to the verb root. However, in case of the verb stern ending in a 
consonant it also takes a linking vowel /i- /before it. e.g. /knlm- / 
'to work' > /krumya /working, /rith-- /to see > /rithya /seeing, 
/'so /to sleep > /sua >/ swa /sleeping, /ro- /to weep > /rwa / 
weeping, / khu- /to eat > / khwa /eating, /pi- /to drink > /pva / 
drinking, /bi -bo /to go > /bya / going, etc., as in lbya myus / 
moviig man, /haza (hasa) bio /laughing boy, / I  rvn mole / 
weeping girl, /swa Gwa /sleeping dog, etc. 

It is also expressed with the helping verb /ha- /, /su -/as in 
/nari by3 h h u  myus /felling man, /zazisu (;a& /moving train, 
/bazi hdqu byo /sitting boy : /bazi 113ne bye /sitting boys. /b&i 
hdiumole/ sitting girl : /bazi hdne nioleyo /sitting girls. 

Past Pal-ticiple /Perfect Participle : Like present yarticiylc, 
the past participle also acts as a modifier of a subst~ntioe or an 
action word, but, contrary to the present participle, it denotes a 
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completed state of action in question and is passive bv nature. AS 
such it is also termed as perfect participle or passive participle. In 
Brokskad it is obtained by suffixing / e  - i /to the past tense base of 
the verb concerned or by appending past tense forms of the 
sub-stantive to the verb stem, e.g. 

/ tes ge-i banci bet /it is late enough having gone him. 
/so ge-i katuk dis bet /how many days have passed him 
gone? 
/rithaqs mole /(already) seen girl, /sotall myus /slept man, 
/ veli2ohane khazek cok /all the fallen fruits, cdpthe-cie kitay / 
printed books. 
Its adjectival forms are obtained by suffixing /to/, /do/, 

/su /etc. to the past tense base of the verb, as in /doye-to gulutcha / 
washed clothes, /pusi-to puso/ blossomed flower, /silitl~e-to 
zbritl~e-to myus /educated (=who knows reading and writing) 
man, /Ehinjido gulus /torn cloth; /Chh~jide gulu tcha /torn clothes. 

Conjunctive Participle: In a context of two actions taking 
place in anun-interrupted sequential order, the verb of the preceding 
action is placed in the conjunctive participle form and of the 
succeeding action in the finite verb form. Thus the primary function 
of this class of participles is to denote that the action indicated bv i t  
has either been already performed before the action indicated-by 
the finite verb form or still continues in the state completed earlier. 
It is called conjunctive because, syntactically, it coruwcts one clause 
with another. But, it being a non-finite verb form, the sense of the 
clause containing it remains incomplete until the clause containing 
the finite verb is also there. The distinguishing feature of this 
participle, as compared with other classes of participles, is that it 
neither possesses the characteristics of a modifier, nor indicates any 
temporal aspect of the action in question. As such it acquires a 
virtual value of an indeclinable and is consequently termed as 
absolutive as well by some grammarians. 

In Brok-Skad it is obtained by suffixing /to - i - e /to the verb 
stem, as in /skye-to /having seen, /so-to /having slept, /m-to / 
having wept, / khya-to /having eaten, /pi-ye /having cd drunk, /gi- 
ye /having gone, /ye < i-e. /having come, 

/twag bo ye ham i i  bas /having come here sit down. 
/pha mara skei bugaks bet /she having seen me became in 
tears. 
/te chaqpe phatireu khutt dus /all of them l~aving being 
together beat me. 
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/krum krumi go /having done work went. 
/tera majbur bo ano go /having become helpless he went 
from here. 

INDECLINABLES 

There are certain classes of words which do not undergo any 
change for any grarnma tical ca tegory. On the basis of their syntactic 
functions these indeclinables have been designated as adverbs, 
particles, conjunctions and interjections, etc. Various forms and 
functions of these as attested in tlus speech may be presented as 
follows: 

A. ADVERB 

Semantically adverbs belong to that class of words which 
modify the sense of a verb or restrict the scope of it to a place, time 
and manner of the action in question. Syntactically, it is an integral 
part of the V.P. and is placed immediately before the finite verb 
modified by it or before another adverb. Semantically, these are 
classified as (i) spatial or adverb of place and direction, (ii) temporal 
or adv. of time, (iii) modal or adverb of manner, and (iv) intensifiers 
or adverb of degree. 

Formation: Adverbs are both, basic as well as derived, 
though to analyse the immediate constituents of the derived category 
of adv. is not easy. In this speech many of the derived adv. like 
adjectives have their roots in non-personal pronouns, particularly 
in demonstrative and interrogative pronominal stems. Besides, 
some adjectival and radical adverbial stems too have served as a 
base for the derived class of adv. As such on the basis of their 
sources these can be designated as pronominal and non-pronominal 
as well. Some of the adv. be lonpg  to the pronominal class are-/ 
yera /why? < /ye /what?; /kere /when? < /ko /who?; /kyane / 
where < / ko/, / yere /when? < /ye /what ?; etc. 

Foms and functions of various categories of adverbs can be 
presented as follows: 

Adverb of Place or Direction: Commonly used adv. of place 
are- /kyan /where ?, /aboni /near, /kher /below, /ane /here, 
/pari /there, / i a  /on, /zigindi /over, /yatir /in front of, /putur / 
behind, /hunar /above, /dur /far, /ganonsd /every where, /hun 
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stod /up, above, /girgiri /around, /gemin /under, below, /zya / 
up, /zyamin /below, etc. 

Their syntactic uses may be illustrated as under: 
/pho gots yatir Gintokek h a  /there is a tree in front of that 
house. 
/aboni myo gote sinik la /there is a river near my house. 
/ti kyano udo (< ut-o) /where are you coming from? 
/ tyari guti-hi kyan chere han /where have you put the clothes? 
/kher bais /sit down; /ane ye /come here. 
/tyo bio kyan ha/where is your son? 
/ham zaqspo-r chire /put this pot at this very place. 
/kitapo mesuia la /the book is on the table. 
/Gwa-ek mesu gamin uthyale /a dog is sitting under the table. 
/my0 bun sinidyo dur h h s  ;/my village is for away from the 
river. 
Adverb of Time: Some of the temporal adverbs attested in our 

data are as follows: /kere /when?. whenever, /zdqtaq /-/ yaktar( / 
daily, always, ; /as /today, / rdtya /tomorrow, /run /yesterday, 
/thawaq - thapa /just now, /hozanto /when, /gorib0 /for a long 
time, /yarto /already, /mo thdwaq thyosu-r bekozini h h s  / I  want 
to go to the field just now. 

/run aye seni ane yeu /yesterday aunt had come here (=came) 
/tesak goribo to-r krumyaq /they are working in the cold for 
long. 
/phoratpocokuthe h h  / he remained awakened for the whole 
night. 
/my& yarto cheri thit /I have already finished it. 
/mo tendi yaktaq isi bedos /I used to visit (cone) their place 
daily. 
/soya twaqpo susta go /he went to bed (=to sleep) 
immediately. 
/ti ispo-dyo yarbo mo ut/ I came (before) early than you 
came. 
/ba sat dis iuknaw bunu-r biyenes /we shall go to village 
after a week (7 days). 
/SO kere ut/ when did he come. 
Adverb of Manner: Some of the commonly used adverbs of 

manner in Brok-skad are--/cuk-po/quietly, /gyospa /hastly, 
hurriedly, / s t h  / - / sitan/ slowly, /suqul /suddenly, /sokthe / 
quickly, /yeta/ how ?, ldnui /loudly, /hyagbo /quickly, suddenly, 
etc. 
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Besides the above, adv. of manner are also iorm'd bv 
reduplicating the basic stem, as in /sums-sumS/suddenlv, /si t h -  
sitan /slowly, gradually, /sokthe-sokthe /quickly, / kn u thrttothe / 
any how, etc. e.g. 

/sith-sitan ras /speak slowly. 
/dnui na ras /do  not speak loudly. 
/twagbo ye hamii bas /having come quicklv, sit down here. 
/so twagbo byas burl /he had to go suddeniv. 
/mo cual is binu nyal / I  can not come hurriedly. 
Adverb of Degree: The number of adverbial intensifiers is 

very small in it. The only adverb of this class attested in our data is 
/bede/more, much, identical with adjectival intensifier. 

/-SO bede haza - hasa haq/he laughed a lot. 
/capthe-de sokbi silithis-ta bede lcama h3ne / 
printed books are more easy (easier) to read. 

Syntactic Order of Adverbs : As stated above, the place of an 
adverb ina syntactic string is immediatelv before the finite verb (see 
above p. 115). But when there are more adverbs in a single wntactic 
string then the order of their occurrence is, more or less, fixed. For 
instance, if there are two adv. belong to spatial and temporal 
categories then their sequential order is temporal + spatial, i.e. the 
adv. of time precedes the adv. of place, e.g. /so run ane veut /he 
came here yesterday. And in case of occurrence of inore than one 
adv. belonging to the same class, then the ad\.. indicating 
specification of place or time precedes the non-speci;'icative one, 
e.g. ;/SO run beldaq ane ye ut /  he came here vesterdav ei.enii~g. 
Here the 'specific' term for yesterday precedes the general term for 
'evening'. But in case of occurrence of adverbs belonging to the 
categories of manner, place, and time there the adv. o i  manner 
precedes the adv. of place, but is followed bv the adv. of time, e.g. 

/soya sitan bene go /he went away quietly. 
/soy;) sokthe-sokthe ane yeut /he came here quickly. 
/soya run sokthe ane baqdet /he ran away quicklv from here 
yesterday. 
Overlapping with Adj.; There are some adv., particularly 

intensifiers, which formly overlap with adj. For exainple, /bede 
nor0 byo /'a very good bov'. Here the intensifier ; /brde / ' \ .~r!~' is 
an adjective, because it intensifies the adj. 'good' ~711icl1 in its turn 
modifies the noun head 'boy', but in /bede soktl~e /'\rer!r q~~ickly '  
it is an adv. which intensifies the meaning of /sokthe /qujckly. 
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B. PARTICLES 

Besides the adverbs, there are other types of indc.c1inables 
which in the grammatical parlance are termed as 'particles'. Whicll 
on the basis of their functions and syntactic positions ;ire classified 
as connectives, emphatics, negatives and interjections. These mav 
be presented as follows. 

Connectives 
The primary function of this class of words is to conjoin two 

or more elements of the same nature, may be cvords, clauses or 
sentences. There are two sub-categories of them, termed as co- 
ordinative and subordinative. 

Coordinatives: This class of particles conjoins two or more 
mutually independent elements of the same nature, mav be words; 
clauses or sentences. Semantically, these h x ~ e  been grouped as- 
Additive, Alternative, Contrastive, Conditional and Correlative bv 
traditional grammarians. Their forms and functions in Brok-skad 
may be presented as follows: 

(i) Additive :The additive particle in it are: /gd/and / u i l a  / 
which are placed in between the two elements /units joined by 
them. But in this context it may also be mentioned that in a11 
informal speech it is, usually, left out and its function is served b\r 
a pause (open juncture), as in 

/ 3bsya-r gas t wa de /give grass (and) water to the horse. 
/soi kaya bet t tes3 khwai bet /he was cooking (and) they 

were eating. 
/sosa dyal t mas3 pyuqs /he gives (and) I drink. 0t the two 

additives noted above /gd /joins two nominal elements, as in 
/ram 83 syam /Ram and Shyam. 
/by0 ga mole /boy and girl; /ti g2 mo /you and I, etc. 
But /uqa /is employed to join two clauses or sentences : 
/mo byuqs u:qa kitapik ariyuqs / I  shall go and bring n book. 
/soyo horn modyo prat u:qa molera det /he took it  &om rnc 
and gave to the girl. 
/mo consar go u:qa golik beSit / 
I went to the fair and bought a cow. 
/ba byenes u:qa aspa ariyenes/ 
We shall go and bring horses. 
(ii) Alternative : Basically, uncultivated speecl~eh do not 
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favour construction of coordinative clauses conjoined by a1 ternative 
particles like "either. . . or .  . ." and 'neither. . . nor . . . etc. There in 
this case all types of alternate actions are expressed independently 
either in affirmative or in negative as the case may be. There too in 
the former case use of the connective 'or' may take place between 
the two statements, but not in the latter case. Consequently, in 
utterances like 'either you come or bring your brother', the natural 
way of rendering would be 'you come or bring your brother' etc., as 
in /ti ye ya tyo bay0 are/ 

But in case of necessity the alternative conjuncts 'ya . . . ya . . . 
or 'na . . . na . .' can be employed. 

/ya ti aneye, ya gotindi bo /either you come here or go home. 
/ya ti bo, ya sa byale /either you go or she will go. 
/na soya ut, nil tes bay0 /neither he came nor his brother. 
/sina du ya tra gotindi byalen /two or three boys are going 
home. 
(iii) Contrastive: In this speech there is no native conjunction 

like the English term 'but' to express the contrast between the 
statements in two successive coordinative sentences. There the 
purpose of this particle is served by an open juncture (pause), 
occurring at the end of the preceding affirmative /declarative 
sentence, e.g. 

/say3 ut t mo gotha nil bet /she came (but) I was not at home. 
/mai pa pa khyaqs t soi na khat / I  have eaten food, (but) he 
did not eat. 
Subordinatives :Subordinative conjunctions join twoor more 

clauses/sentences, of which one is dependent on the other (principal) 
clause /sentence. TCus could be objectival, conditional or correla tive. 
All these may be presented as follows: 

(i) Objectival: In this type of compound sentences the 
dependent clause functions as an object /complement to the finite 
verb of the principal clause and both of them are conjoined with a 
subordinative conjunction, equivalent to Eng. conjunct 'that', but in 
this speech there does not occur any term to conjoin the two 
sentences. Both of them are expressed independently without any 
conjunct conjoining them. However, these are interrupted with a 
pause juncture in between them. For instance, 

/sei razit t md +yamyd la /he said, I am hungry. 
/byoi razit t mo as mi gotiqdi byuqs /the boy said, 1 am going 
to my home today. 
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(ii) Conditional: In conditional clause constructions, the 
principal as well as the subordinate sentences are marked with the 
particles 'if' and 'then'. In this type of syntactic constructions the 
'then' clause which is the principal clause follows the 'if' clause 
which is the subordinate clause. In this dialect there is no term for 
'if, but the form for 'then', viz. /to /, as in Hindi, occurs at the end 
of the subordinate clause and is followed by an open juncture. This 
may be illustrated as under: 

/fhisak iz (< is) go to+ mo ga sum yuqs / 
(If) you had come, then I too would have accompanied you. 
/SO ga ut-to+tok busu hua /(If) he had come, then so nice it 
would have become. 
/mo adapik bet-to t ratya mo yuqs /(If) I am well, I shall come 
tomorrow. 
/sosa mehnat 5ahiI-q to t so pas busu bet/ 
If he works hard, he will success (will pass the exam.). 
/SO mo cisum hua to thali bus /(If) he were with me, it would 
be good. 
/gadi goribo ut-to t bay3 noni busu /(If) the train comes late, 
then we can catch it. 
(iii) Correlative: Correlative conjunctions conjoining the 

subordinate clause with the principal clause are 'when' and 'then'. 
In this too the speech under consideration attests only a conjunct, 
viz. /to /'then' which takes place at the beginning of the subordinate 
sentence, e.g. 

I/krum krumis charibus go to papa khun / 
(when) the work was finished then food was eaten. 
Some other temporal conjunctions employed with subordinate 

constructions have been noted as under! 
/kere /'at the same time', as in 
/mo kere gotiq-dyo nahatoga mi f isum guluk fhiriyuqs / 
I always take a stick with me when I go to my house. 
/mastar kere is malak soya <iklapi(:)k fha asto /when the 
teacher came in he was talking. 
/yarbo /'before1, as in 
/ti ispo-dyo yarbo mo ut / I  came before you came. 
/ti-dyo yarbo the soya krumit /he did the work before you 
did. 
/-a /'as soon as'. The sense of 'as soon as' is expressed by 

suffixing /-a /to the verbal base of the action taking place first, e.g. 
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/ram nuf-a mo yuqs /as soon as Ram comes, I shall go. 
/ti nuf-a ba kargilurno biyenes / 
we shall leave Kargil as soon as you come. 

Emphatic Particles 

Emphasis, besides non-verbal devices like stress, pitch, etc., is 
indicated with the help of emphatic particles as well. In this speech, 
the emphatic particle has been attested as /ga/, e.g. 

khisak is go tom0 ga sum yuqs /If you come, I shall toocome 
with you. 
/thin@ bais t ti-r ga dyuqs /wait a little, I shall give to you as 
well. 
/ tisa ye dethet t tu ga dyuqs /whatever you ask for I wiU give 

to you. 

Negative Particles 

Brok-skad has 3 negative particles, viz. /na/, /nei /and / 
nyal/ Distributionally /nd /is used to negate the presence of any 
object or action in general. It is also used to prohibit the execution 
of an action. Its position in an utterance is immediately before the 
linguistic element negated by it. For instance, 

/mas3 tendi naraza rayuqs /I shall not allow h m  speak. 
/soya krum nil krumit /he did not do the work. 
/dnuz naras /do not speak loudly, /mai narit /I did not see. 
/guru yarii na bo /don't go near the fire. 
/na the /don't do, /nil skey /don't see, /na so /don't sleep, 
/na kha /don't eat, etc. 
Elision of Copular : The use of negative particle leads to the 

elision of the copulative verb 'to be' in a non-formal speech, e.g. 
/ham0 myo got na/this (is) not my house. 
/my0 nu gulam rahim nd/my name (is) not Gulam Ralum. 
/neS/-It is a condensed form of negative particle + verb 

substantive, which is equal to 'is not, are not, have not, etc.' 
Moreover, its placement is invariably at the end of the utterance, 
e.g. / aso bun-po seno ne5 /our village is not small. 

/my0 sas tsali (thali) neS /my sister is not beautiful. 
/my0 biya neS /I am not going. 
/mas3 silichd neS /I am not reading. 
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/nyal /--Although /neS /and /nyal /both occur at the end of 
the syntactic string, yet they have different areas of operation and 
structurally too both have distinct characteristics, i.e. while the 
former is invariable, and consequently devoid of any person, 
number markers, and implies the sense of the verb of existence, 
whereas /nyal /takes person-number markers for the 2nd-3rd 
persons and is not used with the person. Its area of operation too is 
wider, i.e. is used with all verbs capable of being used as finite 
verbs, e.g. 

/SO ane-r rgusya nyal /he should not have come here. 
/mo cual isbinu nyal /I can not come quickly. 
/ti& krum krumis nyale /you do not work. 
/ sod  krum krumis nyale /he does not work. 
/ s ad  krum krumis nyali /she does not work. 
/ tesa krum krumis nyalen /they do not work. 
/SO rithes nyal /he does not see. 
There are no Interrogative particles in it. There is only a suffix 

which becomes operative at the syntactic level only (see Interro. 
Sub.) No inte jections too could be recorded for these data. 

SYNTAX 
With regard to morpho-syntactic feature of Brok-skad it may 

be said that in a way various aspects of it have already been taken 
care of in connection with the analysis of various categories of its 
constituents. Therefore, in this section only a formal presentation of 
the syntactic features of it will be done. In brief the nature and 
structure of various types of sentences may be presented as 
follows . 

Types of Sentences 
Traditional grammarians, normally, recognize three types of 

syntactic compositions, viz. simple, compound and complex. But 
the language under consideration favours simple and short 
sentences only, even ideas of a complex nature are expressed by 
splitting them into distinct simple sentences. With regard to other 
types of sentences too it may be mentioned that the mechanism of 
combining them by means of connectors is not favoured. Usually, 
the purpose of various categories of conjuncts is served by a mode 
of open juncture (pause). 

Types of Simple Sentences: Semantically and structurally 
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too, a simple sentence can be designated as an affirmative, 
interrogative, imperative, negative, etc. And an affirmative sentence 
can further be classified as active, passive, impersonal, causative, 
etc. As pointed out above, all the aspects of a simple sentence 
correlated with the morpho-syntactic character of the verb, have 
already been dealt with in respect of various verbal systems and 
modal formations. Here, reproduction of all of them will be a mere 
repetition of those facts which have already been explained earlier. 
These may, therefore, be seen there itself. 

Moreover, morphologically, a simple sentence could be 
subjectival or objectival as well. Obviously, in the former type the 
agreement, in respect of person-number-gender categories, is 
attested between the subject and the verb, and in the latter case it 
takes place between the verb and the object. In Brok-skad syntactic 
structures of both the types are attested. (See Agreement, p. 91). 

Besides this language, like many T.H. languages of the 
Himalayan regions makes a structural distinction between the use 
of transitive and intransitive verbs. Accordingly in sentences with 
transitive verb the subject is invariably in the ergative case, whereas 
with intransitive verbs in the nominative case (for examples see 
Nom.-& Erg. cases p. 61,63). 

Components o f  a Simple Sentence : The essential 
components of a simple sentence are phrasal units called 'noun 
phrase' and 'verb phrase,' constituting as subject and predicate of it, 
respectively, as in /mo gota-ra b iyu~s  /I am going home. 

Noun Phrase :Constituents of a noun phrase could be a single 
noun /pronoun or both or a noun head plus one or more modifiers, 
preceding or following it. For instance, 

/my0 sasqyo tra hani / I  have three sisters. 
/ham0 mi got bet /this is my house. 
/fia wa-r basuq /fishes live in water. 
/byoi molei rithyaq /a boy saw a girl. 
Extension of  Noun Phrase : A noun phrase is extendable in 

the form of case markers and various types of qualifiers of the noun 
head, as in /ram-i mohano-r spira-k razos /Ram asked Mohan one 
thing (about something). Also /lodo puso /red flower, /homo got/ 
this house, /pha mole /that girl, / tes boy0 /his brother, /ten bo / 
their father, /my0 dbs /my horse, etc. 

/mai (ek bono kyono) Swa rit / I  saw a (big black) dog. 
Verb Phrase: Verb is a part of the predicate of the sentence 
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and as such occupies an important place in it. Positionally, in 
Brok-skad, it comes at the fag end of the sentence and carries all the 
grammatical categories of the subject in subjectival constructions 
and of the object in objectival constructions, as in /mass Suguku 
zbrithi yuqs /I have to write a letter. 

A simple verb phrase or VP. contains either a simple finite / 
copulative verb form with all morphological markers or a main 
verb plus one or more auxiliaries /helping verbs. In case of a simple 
finite verb the VP can stand by itself, but in case of a transitive or a 
verb of incomplete predication it may need an object /complement 
to complete the sense of the utterance. 

/mas ti-ra dyuqs /I shall give to you. 
/mai ek Swa rit /I saw a dog; /mo gotara bivuqs / I  am going 
home. 
/my0 bayo-da tra han /I have three brothers. 
However, the components of a composite verb phrase are--a 

principal verb stem+one or more full verb stem+aux. /helping 
verb+object /complement, further extendable by modifiers. 
Syntactically, the place of an aux. or helping verb is at the end of the 
VP and it is the real bearer of all the morphological markers of the 
VP concerned. Thus owing to its affiliation with the SOV group, the 
normal order of the placement of different constituents of a sentence 
is-subject (NP.)+object+verb (VP). Moreover, in case of double 
objects the indirect object precedes the direct object. 

/ayes sina-di dyut pyayal /mother feeds the child with milk. 
/siqthok- po-ii ek seni cei la/(there) is a small bird on the tree. 
/sene sinas ayes dyut pyalen /young babies suck (drink) 
mother's milk. 
/so tisa ba clsum byasu bet /he has to go with his father. 

NON-SIMPLE SENTENCES 
In traditional terminology non-simple sentences are termed 

as c3mpound and complex sentences. 
Compound sentences are combinations of two or more 

independent simple sentences, joined together by coordinative 
conjunctions. But, as pointed out earlier, the use of these conjuncts 
is not favoured in a non-formal speech. There its purpose is, 
normally, served by a pause juncture, as in /soi kaya bet t tes khwai 
bet / he continued cooking (and) they continued eating. 

(for more examples see co-ordinative conjunctions) 
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Complex sentences too are a combination of more than one 
clause /sentence, but in this, one of the constituent clause /sentence 
is subordinate or dependent on the other. There the number of 
dependent clauses could be more than one as well. The clause of 
which other clause /clauses are subordinate is called the principal 
clause. This clause may or may not have other phrases, except the 
subject and the verb. The following type of complex sentences have 
been noted for this speech. 

(i) Complemental: In this type of complex sentences the 
subordinate clause functions as a complement or complementary 
object of the principal clause. Both the clauses are joined by a 
conjunction which in this speech is usually left out and a pause 
juncture takes place instead, e.g. 

/soi razit t m6 fhamy6 la /he said, I am hungry. 
/soi razos t ti kyan basuq /he asked, where do you live? 
(for more examples see : Particles : subordinative conjunctions) 
(ii) Correlative :In this type of complex sentences the relative 

clause, which is introduced by a relative pronoun, functions as a 
subject or a complement of the principal clause. Positionally, it 
precedes the principal clause. Both the clauses are conjoined by 
relative pronouns, e.g. 

/ham mihilpo-r ko uttoga t byas /whosoever comes in this 
world+will go (=goes) 
/so kere ut t mi3 gia huaw /when he came, I h.id gone. 
/parpo baqdis t zo myo hem bet /the one who is running, (he) 
is my friend. 
/run bandeto m6-dyo sen0 bet /the one who ran yesterday 
(he) was younger to me. 
/kosa krum krumito t tera khus busu /who does work, he 
will get food. 
/so sinas3 silith-to t ho sina pas busu /he who studies will 
pass. (lit. which boy studies that boy will get through). 
(iii) Conditional: In this type of complex sentences the 

constituent clauses are bound together with condition markers like 
'if', 'when' and 'then' (expressed or understood). In this the clause 
containing the sense of 'if', 'when' etc. is the subordinate clause and 
the clause with 'then' is the principal clause. Positionally, the 
subordinate clause precedes the principal clause. 

But in this type of clause constructions this speech sometimes 
instead of contructing two clauses with conjuncts expressing 
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condition, prefers to construct it as a single sentence with the use of 
the conjunctive participle. For this type of syntactic construction a 
logcal reason may be that in this the action denoted by the verb of 
the principal clause takes place only if the action denoted by the 
verb of the subordinate clause takes place first, which is a domain 
of the conjunctive participle as well. For instance, a statement like 
'if you come, I will also accompany you' can be rendered as 'an your 
coming, I will also accompany you' as well. Some of the examples 
of the conditional construction in it may be illustrated as under: 

/krum krumis chkibus go-to pdpa khun / 
(when) the work was finished, then food was eaten. 
/Zhisak isgo-to m6 ga sum yuqs / 
(if) you come, then I shall also go with you. 
/so ga ut-to tok busu hua /(if) he had come, then nice it would 

have been. 
Interrogative: At a syntactic level, this speech, besides the use 

of interrogative terms belonging to pronominal /adverbial class of 
words, uses an interrogative suffix as well which is affixed to the 
finite verb form concerned, e.g. 

/so ut-a /did he come? (with an interro. intonation with a). 
/so khat-a /did he eat? ; / tiya are-t-a /did he bring; 
/homo tyo got bet-a /is this your house? 
/teso bun-po sen0 h h  -a /is their village small? 
Otherwise-/tyo byo kyan hi3q/where is your son? 
/tera kaluk pene hi3q/how much money have you? 
/tyo nu-r ye razisin /what you are called? =what is your 
name? 
/ti kyano udo /where are you coming from? 
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and as such occupies an important place in it. Positionally, in 
Brok-skad, it comes at the fag end of the sentence and carries all the 
grammatical categories of the subject in subjectival constructions 
and of the object in objectival constructions, as in /mad Suguku 
zbrithi yuqs /I have to write a letter. 

A simple verb phrase or VP. contains either a simple finite / 
copulative verb form with all morphological markers or a main 
verb plus one or more auxiliaries /helping verbs. In case of a simple 
finite verb the VP can stand by itself, but in case of a transitive or a 
verb of incomplete predication it may need an object /complement 
to complete the sense of the utterance. 

/mas ti-ra dyuqs /I shall give to you. 
/mai ek 5wa rit / I  saw a dog; /mo gotara bivuqs /I am going 
home. 
/my0 bayo-da tra hdn /I have three brothers. 
However, the components of a composite verb phrase are--a 

principal verb stem+one or more full verb stem+aux. /helping 
verb+object /complement, further extendable by modifiers. 
Syntactically, the place of an aux. or helping verb is at the end of the 
VP and it is the real bearer of all the morphological markers of the 
VP concerned. Thus owing to its affiliation with the SOV group, the 
normal order of the placement of different constituents of a sentence 
is-subject (NP.)+object+verb (VP). Moreover, in case of double 
objects the indirect object precedes the direct object. 

/ayes sina-di dyut pyayal /mother feeds the child with milk. 
/siq thok- po-ii ek seni cei la/(there) is a small bird on the tree. 
/sene sinas ayes dyut pyalen /young babies suck (drink) 
mother's milk. 
/so tisa ba cisum byasu bet /he has to go with his father. 

NON-SIMPLE SENTENCES 
In traditional terminology non-simple sentences are termed 

as c~mpound and complex sentences. 
Compound sentences are combinations of two or more 

independent simple sentences, joined together by coordinati~~e 
conjunctions. But, as pointed out earlier, the use of these conjuncts 
is not favoured in a non-formal speech. There its purpose is, 
normally, served by a pause juncture, as in /soi kdya bet t tes khwai 
bet / he continued cooking (and) they continued eating. 

(for more examples see co-ordinative conjunctions) 
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Complex sentences too are a combination of more than one 
clause /sentence, but in this, one of theconstituent clause /sentence 
is subordinate or dependent on the other. There the number of 
dependent clauses could be more than one as well. The clause of 
which other clause /clauses are subordinate is called the principal 
clause. This clause may or may not have other phrases, except the 
subject and the verb. The following type of complex sentences have 
been noted for tlus speech. 

(i) Complemental: In this type of complex sentences the 
subordinate clause functions as a complement or complementary 
object of the principal clause. Both the clauses are joined by a 
conjunction which in this speech is usually left out and a pause 
juncture takes place instead, e.g. 

/soi razit t m8 fiamy6 la /he said, I am hungry. 
/soi razos t ti kyan basuq /he asked, where do you live? 
(for more examples see : Particles : subordinative conjunctions) 
(ii) Correlative : In this type of complex sentences the relative 

clause, which is introduced by a relative pronoun, functions as a 
subject or a complement of the principal clause. Positionally, it 
precedes the principal clause. Both the clauses are conjoined by 
relative pronouns, e.g. 

/ham mihilpo-r ko uttoga t byas /whosoever comes in this 
world+will go (=goes) 
/SO kere ut t mid gia huaw /when he came, I h,id gone. 
/parpo baqdis t zo myo hem bet /the one who is running, (he) 
is my friend. 
/run bandeto mii-dyo sen0 bet /the one who ran yesterday 
(he) was younger to me. 
/kosa krum krumito t tera khus busu /who does work, he 
will get food. 
/SO sinas3 silith-to t ho sina pas busu /he who studies will 
pass. (lit. which boy studies that boy will get through). 
(iii) Conditional: In this type of complex sentences the 

constituent clauses are bound together with condition markers like 
'if, 'when' and 'then' (expressed or understood). In this the clause 
containing the sense of 'if', 'when' etc. is the subordinate clause and 
the clause with 'then' is the principal clause. Positionally, the 
subordinate clause precedes the principal clause. 

But in this type of clause constructions this speech sometimes 
instead of contructing two clauses with conjuncts expressing 
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condition, prefers to construct it as a single sentence with the use of 
the conjunctive participle. For this type of syntactic construction a 
logical reason may be that in this the action denoted by the verb of 
the principal clause takes place only if the action denoted by the 
verb of the subordinate clause takes place first, which is a domain 
of the conjunctive participle as well. For instance, a statement like 
'if you come, I will also accompany you' can be rendered as 'an your 
coming, I will also accompany you' as well. Some of the examples 
of the conditional construction in it may be illustrated as under: 

/krum krumis chhibus go-to papa khun / 
(when) the work was finished, then food was eaten. 
/thisak isgo-to m6 ga sum yuqs / 
(if) you come, then I shall also go with you. 
/so ga ut-to tok busu hua /(if) he had come, then nice it would 

have been. 
Interr0gative:At a syntactic level, this speech, besides the use 

of interrogative terms belonging to pronominal /adverbial class of 
words, uses an interrogative suffix as well wluch is affixed to the 
finite verb form concerned, e.g. 

/so ut-a /did he come? (with an interro. intonation with a). 
/so khat-a /did he eat? ; / tiya are-t-a /did he bring; 
/homo tyo got bet-a /is this your house? 
/ teso bun-po sen0 h h  -a /is their village small? 
Otherwise-/tyo byo kyan h&q/where is your son? 
/ tera kaluk pene h&q /how much money have you? 
/tyo nu-r ye razisin /what you are called? =what is your 
name? 
/ti kyano udo /where are you coming from? 
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Preliminary Note: On Arrangement, Signs, Symbols and 
Abbreviations. 

(i) Lexical items have been arranged in the alphabetical order 
recognized for the Indo-Aryan system. 

(ii) Entries of nominal items have been made in their nominative 
singular forms and of verbal items in their infinitive forms, i.e., 
root+infinitive forma tives. 

(iii) Various signs, symbols and abbreviatives be read as under: 
-(hyphen) : disjoining different components of the word 
--(dash) : representing the root /stem /first component under 
reference 
$verb root. (for others see, Transcription & Phonetic Symbols. 
p . xvii). 

(iv) Linguistic abbreviations used here be interpreted as follows: 
(A) Abbreviations for languages (B) Abbreviations for grammatical 
terms 

A 
I.A. 
OIA 
Tib. 
P.A. 
PIA. 
NIA. 
Pb. 
B./Bal 
Ld. 
Nep. 
P. /Pur 
Shi. 
Hi. 
CEP. 

Kum. 
Kash. 

Indo-Aryan 
Old Indo-Aryan 
Tibetan 
Perso- Arabic 
Proto-Indo- Aryan 
New Indo-Aryan 
Panjabi 
Balti 
Ladakhi 
Nepali 
Purik/Purki 
Shina 
Hindi 
Centro-Eastern 
Pahari 
Kumauni 
Kashmiri 

a. : Adjective 
adv. : Adverb 
cogn.: Cognate 
cf. : Compare 
conj. : Conjunctive 
fem / f. : Feminine 
f.s. : Formative suffix 
fig. : Figurative 
inter. : Inte jection 
M. : Muslim Variant 
m. /masc. Masculine 
n. : Noun 
neg. : Negative 
num. : Numerical 
PP. I Post-position, Past 

Participle 
part. Participle 
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pron. Pronoun 
PI. Plural 
Sg. Singular 

var. Variant 
v. i. Verb-in transitive 
v. t. Verb transitive 

(A) BROK-SKAD-ENGLISH 

(With ~ t ~ r n o l o ~ i c a l  Notes) 

a 
as, n. monkey (var. Sadi) 

ast, num. eight OIA asta- 
pa, num. eighth 

astuq, num. eighteen 
aso, pron. our (gen.)=asmiTkam 
aspi, n. mare < asp+i=*as'vi 

( 0 1 4  
akal, n. brain, mind.-c h. a. wise 
aka, n. dysentery 
&us, v.t. 1. to scrape, 2. to dig 
akpo, see okpo 
akhus, n. foundation 
aikhado - akhus, n. beggar 
akhon, n. preceptor 
aga - agacan, a. lazy 
3gan - gan, curd, butter milk 
acar, n. pickle (I.A.) 
atti - athi, n. bone <OIA aslhi 
a&i, n. eye <OIA akshi, -rgalms, 

n. eye ball. 
a*o, n. walnut < OIA akshota 
3ris - aris, v. t. to get < OIA iS+ra- 
ddap, n. recovery 
aditi, n. Sunday < OIA Zditya 
dpas, v.t. to feed < OIA Jag-to eat 
aps - abs, n. horse OIA aSva., -i 

(fern.) 
aspi, n. mare < OIA as'va+i 
dpas, n. home, <OIA ivisa 
aboni, adv. near, close, -this 

v.i, to love (lit. to do love), 
-bus, id. (lit. to be in love). 
-dis, id. (lit. to give love), 

amci, n. physician< Tib.' amci 
amsis, v.t. to forget 
ara, n. a saw < OIA-ara 
a r ~  - aru, adv. inside < OIA 

antare 
antarh -antare-su 
alis. - alizis, v.t. to fry 
illisis, v.t. to drag 
aluq. n. ear-ring for males 

A 
ais, v.t. to try 
ae - aye, n. mother, mother-in- 

law < Sryii, -bo, n. 
parents, -seni, n. 
mother's sister (lit. 
mother-vounger), 
younger aun t,-boni 
mother's elder sister, 
elder aunt. 

amga,  n. skeleton 
apik, a. a few 
apeki, a. adv. little, a little. 
aris, v. t. 1. to bring, 2. to take, 3. 

to fetch, 4. to buy < 
i7+ drz- 

aro, n. snow,ice, var. azo 
aru -am, see 3ru 
alu, n. potato (I.A.) 
aw. n. she goat < OIA '7r.i sheep 
d. wolf, leopard, tiger < da5-to 

eat(?) var. Sllqkhu 
ago, n. tears <OIA asru id. 
as-&, adv. today < 1.A B j  < OIA 

adrm 
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m, pp. in, inside. 
azo, n. rain,-yis to rain, var. osa 

I 
ikta, n. cock 
iq, n. a smile, -bus v.i. to smile 
i: dis, to aUow < di : to come 

(lit. to come+to give) 
imandar, honest (NIA) 
ilaj, n. treatment, cure,-this to 

treat, to cure 
is - es to come, < 0IAd ya-(?) 
iSara, pointing, -this, to 

indicate, point out 

u 
uq, conj. part. and, again 
ucu, n. spring of water,Tib. chu 

OIA. utsa, cf. Shi. uts 
ucus, v.t. to pick up < OIA- 

ucca+Inf. 
urn, n. a jump, -s, v.i. 1. to jump 

2. to swim. <*ut- tap 
cf. rb.t a p- 

uthis, v.i. 1. to stand /stand up, 
to get up, 2. to rise < 
OIA ut-stha > uttha- 

uthyayis (Caus.) to raise < ut- 
stha+a (Caus.) 

unis, v.t. 1. to feed, 2 to grow, 3. 
to tame, to nourish, 
4. to open, 5. to unite 
< ut-naya 

unjuk, n 1. face, 2. cheek 
upisv.i. ; 1. to fly < ut+ pat, 2. 

to blow as wind. 
u:ma, n. flour 
umur, n. age < umrd (NIA) 
umed, n. hope < ummid (NIA) 
uri, n. nail 

ul, n. I. wing, feather, 2. nest 
ular, n. plait of hair, pigtails 

ularis, v.t. to knit, to 
tie, var. bunis, id. 

ulo, n. summer, spring season- 
<OIA usmila 

usu, n. credit,-dis v. t. to lend- 
uskuru,n. butterfly, var. phyama 

lapse 
u:zu, n. mouth- 

E 
e : inter. attention drawing 

sound,-thisv.i. tocall 
ek, num. one ();ek) <OIA eka,- 

this to add, to unite, 
to collect, to join, to 
C O M ~ C ~  

ekik. pron. someone 
ekiki, a. 1. alone, 2. single<OIA 

e W  
ebe, v.i. to go <OIA a va ga ta u, - 

tog, adv. some how 
erur, a. enough 
e r y h  [eryiis], v. t . to accept 
es - is, see above-is 

0 
okpo -&PO, num. second, next, 

another 
oti - o ~ ,  n. lip <OIA o s . ~ a + i  
one, a. open 
ono, n. pillow 
opeke, a. a little 
orgo, v.i. to bum, to kindle 
&, n. air, wind <OIA asu life 

breath 
osa, see azo 
ospin, n. cream of milk 

urpo, n. haste, -this vb. to hurry. 
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K 
kaks-po a. difficult. 
kaca, n. trousers, var. ki:t 
kaqku, n. claw. < kanku an 

instrument to extract 
splinters /thorns 
from the body. 

katakik, a. how much < kiyatka 
cf. kum. kdtik, id. 

katdgai, a. a few < katipaya+i 
kdtuk, a. how many, how much 

< kiyatka, id. 
kana, n. & a. one eyed, <. kina, 

var. Swe 
kdni, n. ear < kamika, -puri n. 

ear wax < karna- 
y urisah 

kdnis, v.t. to scratch <* kan-cf. 
kum. kan-to itch 

kiln, n, leg < Tib. kaq-pa, id. 
kdn-kdn, n. calf of leg, leg. 
kanirbyas, n. earthworm 
kamiz, n. shirt (NIA) 
kdmbal, n.  blanket < kambala 
kari, n. 1. basket, 2. jug, -sina-, 

cradle (lit. baby's 
basket) 

ka rja, n. loan (NIA), var. gyusi 
kdld, n. arm, cf. N1 A. kal5i. wrist 
kdlak-this, v.t. to do white wash 
kalgi, n. shoulder, cf. 8. galgi 
kalam, n. pen (NIA) 
kayis, v. t. to cook, -pa, 11. a cook,- 

su got, n. kitchen 
ksap. n. armour 
kazisn(< kasis) to rub, to sharpen 
kaki - kake, n. 1. elder sister, 2. 

elder sister-in-law 
kagos, n. partridge 
kaq, n. foot, <Tib. kan-pa 

< rkaq >-hi1 n. sole 
of the foot cTib. thil 
<mthil> bottom, 
Sups, n. socks <Tib. 
subs seath. 

kaca, 11. first floor of the house 
katis, v.t to spin < kiit (NIA) c 

Karta - 
ka-this, v.i. to remcmber <*ka 

remembrance(?) 
kanu:n, n. law (NIA) 
karan, n. cause < kirannm. 
kaw, pron. which? <IOA ka- 
kaw -kau, n. bangle 
kaw-thellethe, adv. any how 
ki:t, n. trousers, var. kdca 
kitab, n. book (NIA) 
kirnet - khimet, a lean and thin- 
kir-kir, a round < Tib. kjir-kyir, 

id. 
kiSti, n. boat,-pa, n. boa t-man 
kispa, n. palmist, var. hdthiras 
ku -ko, 1. a -crow < kika, 2. wall 
kucur, n. boil, var. pikyok 
kutar - katdr, n. knife < kartara 
kuti -kutti, foot, leg,-s bono 

guli, toe 
kuflis, v.t. to beat, to thresh < 

OIA KuHa-ku.m -s, 
n. beating < kutta to 
beat 

kut-tlus, v.t. to build, var. gpas 
m o ,  11. knee,-tiq-zis, \ .i. to kneel. 

cf. CEP. khuto leg, 
foot. 

kufh, 11. wood < OIA kZs.97a 
kun, n. 1. corpse 2. life breath, 

var. mora 
kuno, n. thorn <OIA kantaka. cf. 

kum. ksno, - h s ,  v. t. 
to prick 
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kunili, n. mouse, var, mu: zi < 
mu : sika 

kuni:li, n. pigeon 
kunj, Rum. nineteen < ekon 

vimda- 
kunjok - konjok, n. god,-sum, n. 

goddess < Tib. 
koncog, var. Iha 

kupas, n. cotton, < ki?pisa (OM) 
kur, n. cave 
kurkum, n. saffron < OIA 

kumkuma 
kurce, n. bed of a garden or field 
kusun, a. triangular=ku+sum 
kek, pron, some < OIA kiyatka 
kedpa, n. a mound 
h a t  (M), n. hell < g a y h a  t (PA) 
kere, pron. whosoever 
kere, adv. when?, -beto when 

ever 
kesera, pron. (acc.) whom? 
ko, pron. who? < Kah, id,-ga , 

pron. any (=ko 
who+@ also), -utto, 
pron. anyone 

kogenei (= kegs-n&) a. none (lit. 
any one not) 

bqo,  n. comb < karika (OIA), 
-this v.t. to comb- 

konye, lama incharge of the 
village 

kodes, num. eleven < OIA 
ekiidah 

kon-this, v.t. to listen, to hear 
konna-this, v.t. to forbid 
konjok, see kunjok 
kor, n. mine,-por, n. mineral 
kolo, a. lame 
kogis, n. effort (NIA) 
kosundo, a. 1. active, 2. clever, 

3. proud, 4. brave 5. 
healthy, var. k m d i ,  
strength 

.kosa, a. several 
kyabyasis, v.i. to visit 
kyhlo, n. ram. var. qilok 
kyaner, adv. where? 
kyukyaq - kyukyh, n. peas, var. 

gambu, decuq 
kyok-this, v.i. to bend 
kyono, a, black cOIA k e a  
krad-pa, n. half boot < Tib [tad- 

pa]< <krad-pa> 
had-pa, n, old man, cTib. <rgad- 

Pa' 
krdsu, n. spoon (big) 
krami-this, v.t. to sprinkle 
kri, n. 1. worm <OIA krmi, 2. 

bed bug 
kriqzis (<-sis), v.t. & i to stick, 

var. 1.-are 
kriw-this, v.i. to shout, to cry 
kru, n. comer < kona (?) 
krum, n. work <OIA Karma, 

-this to work 
krubi, a. square (lit. comer-four) 

c Tib. kug-zbi < bzi 
h. n. chest, breast 
h a ,  n. crane (bird) 
Wchem, a bright 
ksik-ksik-mo, n. creeper 

KH 
kh&ar, n mule 
khijbuka, a. reverse 
khan. n. place, a place to keep / 

house. some thing 
<OIA khanda(?) 

khanci, n. prison, -do, n. 
prisoner,-ris -khaq- 
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cis v.t. to imprison, 
to tie up, to confine. 

khapdt, n. window, var. barban 
khabar, n. news, information 

(NIA),-this, v. t. to 
inform 

khamcu, n. beak (of bird),- this - 
dis, v.t. to peck 

khar - xar, n. ass, donkey <OIA 
khara 

khad  - kharo n. iron-smith, 
blacksmith 

khdreti, n. plant 
kharoti, n. basket, var. kari 
kharwa - kharba, n. bronze, bell 

metal < Tib. Kharwa 
< mkharba > 

kharma [garma], n. female 
blacksmith 

khaL n. threshing floor c OIA 
khala, id. 

khalma, n. kidney <Tib. khalma 
<mkhalrna> 

khas, n. 1. heat, 2. fever 
k h d ~ t h i ~ ,  v.t. to roast, var. gipcr 

this 
khatuq-bais, n. to fast, to abstain 

from food 
khaha-dis, v.t. to plug 
khdhyun, adv. in the middle, 

centre 
kha, adv. below, down, pit, ditch, 

low 
kha-xa, n. anger <Tib. khro-ba, 

i d . , - can  - - u t ,  a .  
angry, -yis, v.1. to be 
angry 

khan, n. quarry <OIA khani, id. 
khara, n sugar, c Tib. kara/ 

khara 

khalip -khalip, n. lid 
khali-pe, n. fallow land 
khi -khyi, n. dog < Tib. khyi,-ma, 

n. bitch, var. Swa 
<gwa, id. 

khyipsyh, n. jackal 
khimet, a. thin, weak, var. thospa 
khimces, n. neighbour 
khuqs. n. manure 
khuto, n. breath 
khutis, v.t. to ring (bell, etc.) 
khun -khuno, n. elbow cOIA 

kona cf. Kum. 
kuhuno, id. 

khunu, n. nostril, var. nuto-s 
khor 

khumsis, v.i. to shrink cf. Kum. 
gumcino 

khus, v.t. to eat < OIA. khZ- 
khetis, v.t. to bury 
kheni-bus, v.t. to predict 
khel, n. a play <OIA khela 
kho, n. cap. cf. khopdri, skull, 

head 
khok - khoks, n. cough,-bus v-t 

to cough 
khotebus, v.i. to hit, to hurt 
khon. n. enmity, var, mirgakhan 
khopa, n. coconut, cf. Pb. khopa, 

id. 
khor, n. rela tion, circle 
khorma - xorma, n. date fruit 
khorpo, n. area 
khormo, n. 1. skull, 2. brain, 

mind 
kholo, a. short 
khosecis, v. t. to embrace 
khosoniq hyal, n. manners 
khosta, n. meal ckhus - to eat . 
khyurdum, (part.) like 
khyogapa, n. intellect. 
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G 
gd, part. also, too 
g h ,  n. store 
@?-ma, a. 1. all, 2. every, 

3. whole, total,-ko. a. 
everyone,-kyane, 
adv. everywhere,-bet, 
v.t. & i to complete 

@to, n. hut 
gan, see agan 
gdbddl, n. barking of dog, etc. 
gdmis, n. wealth 
gamuni, adv. down, below,-yis 

v.i. to alight, to come 
down 

gamloge-bus, v. t. to vomit, var. 
ehais 

ga ji, n. ashes, charcoal 
galat, a. wrong, incurrect (NIA) 
galti, n. mistake,-this v.t. to 

commit mistake, to 
offend. 

gas -gas, n. grass < ghas (NIA) 
gaqsrip, n. necklace, var. skichya 
gan (P.), n. stoneslab, var. thonbo 
ganduru, n. throat 
garno, n. interest 
gambu, n. peas, var. kyukyan 
ginido, p.p. accused <01A gh-ta 
ginis, v.t. to catch, to hold, to 

pounce, < OIA. ph 
id. cf. Pb. +- 

gind, n. giant <zind (P.A) 
gipa-this, v. t. to roast, var. khdso 

this 
gim, n. liver, var. Ehinma, 

lom&in 
girgir, a. round, <Tib. kyir-kylr 
girgiri, adv. around 
girim/s, n, a sneeze,-si this -bus 

v.i. tosneeze,var. thit 
this 

@#, n. alluminium (NIA) 
guna, guilt, crime < gunah (PA), 

<an, a. guilty 
gunchaq, n. juice=gun+chaq 

beer 
guw, n. axe 
guthi, - gowri, n. ring < OIA 

angusthi 
gur, n. fire 
gu:ri, n. mirror 
gum, a. heavy <OIA guru, id. 
gurun, n. feast 
guluc -@us - gulcha, clothes 

gulcha-sis, to sew 
clothes 

guluband,n. muffler, scarf (NIA) 
gull, n. finger <OIA ariguli, id. 
gu* n. thumb < OIA angustha, 

id. 
guw n. testicles 
gum, n. wheat <OIA godhuma 
gurgur, thunder, var. lok&dr80 

-this to stir 
gulu - gule, n. stick, whip 
genis, v. t. to count <OIA. J'ana 
gemin, pp. under 
gero, n. circle< ghera (NIA) 
go, n. cow< OIA-go, id. 
go -gaw a. fat 
goi, n. song <ga-, -disv. t. to sing, 

-, -,pa, n. singer, var. 
lumkhan 

got -gofi, n. < OIA gostha, 
1. house, 2. home, 3. 
room, chamber 

gothi, n. knot < granthi, id. 
gofiul, n. testicles, see gufiul 
got, n. loss, <Tib. god, gut, var. 

nuksan (NIA) 
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goti, n. regret,-bus, v.i. to regret 
gon, n. smell <OIA gandha, id., 

-thisv.t. tosmel1,var. 
Snumi 

gono, n. wheat, barley, corn 
<OIA godhiima, id. 
Pb. gdnddm 

gondiq, n. cuckoo 
gonchum - gonthutu, n. smell 
gonpa, n. Buddhist temple <Tib. 

gompa, var. chod- 
khdrl 

goqgo, n. stone pestle (bdtta) 
gop, n. hollow 
gom-can, a. idle 
gori, a. late 
goso - gozo, n. excreta of animal 

<go p urisa =gomaya . 
gow, a. rough, course, var. 

phataro 
graps, n. conspiracy 
gri, n. neck <OIA grivc7 
griqsi, n. eagle <gydhra (?) 
g&i, n. musk 
grim-sis v. t. to twist 
greti, n. movement, <OIA gati, 

-bus, v.i. to slip, 
-busula, a. slippery 

groq-pa, n. household 
gron, n. invitation,-dis, v.t. to 

invite 
gyap - gyab, n. canal, water 

channel 
p s i ,  n. loan. 
p s i s ,  v. t. to take loan, to lend 
gyokiska, adv. soon. 

rl 
qarrno,a. sweet, Ld. qarma < Tib. 

qarwa < dqar-ba > 

qilo, a. blue < OIA nila 
qilok, n. ram, var. kydrlo 
qil-zis, v.i. to hide,-zaris, v.t. to 

hide, var. phaq-this 
qin-dis, v. t. to weed. 
qi-s,n. thirst, -dis, v.i. to be thirstv 
qilo, a. thirsty 
qis-bu-ris,v. t to awaken 
qulcha, n. perspiration, Tib. 

<rqul> 

C 
cakthur, 11. chain, < Tib. Cags 

< lcags>, n .  iron 
+ thur(?) 

caq-pa, n. thief 
cakma,n. bamboo < OIA kichaka 

id + ma, part. 
cdksar, n. tin < Tib. cags + sdr 
cagma, n. tree, var. sinthok 
caq-khu, n. arm-pit < Tib. 

caq khan 
chgi, n. mosquito 
cdqgu, n. rheumatism 
caq-bus, v.i. to have a jdrk, 

-can this, v. t. to jolt 
cami, n. chutney (NIA) var. bdiS 
cdndlu, 11. trousers (yZyj.7"7i) 
canda, n. pocket 
candral, n .  Mondav <OIA 

ca J I  dra vira 
cdpyal, v.t. to clip 
can-phet, n. mid-night, (lit. half- 

moon, half-nigh t)  
camand, n. cheese 
camo, a .  & adv. easy 
can, n. worm, glow worm, bed 

bug 
caris, v.i. to graze <OIA c-a~.- 
carpa, n. cot <NIA ciryai 
cdlak-can, a.  clever, NIA cd5k + 
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ca& -cazdr, n. shawl, sheet, bed 
sheet, bed cover 
<NIA. cidar 

ca, n. tea 
&, n. lightning cOIA cancala, cf. 

Kum. c21, id. 
taks, n. sieve,filter c Tib. cags 

iron. 
caq, n. north cTib.iaq <byaq> 
ca-qs, n. niche 
caqra, n. courtyard 
ciqar, n. iron 
cidis, n. day after tomorrow 
ciris, v.t. 1. to keep, 2. to continue 
cirtha-ciris, v.t. to arrange 
Ei-Sak,pron. every thing 
cispa, n. a kiss,-are [cispare] to 

kiss, -dis, to give a 
kiss 

Wo-bai-this, v.i. to be silent 
cuksu, a. urban 
cukuro, a. sour, citrous, cOIA 

cukra, id. 
cukur, n. a metal pot for water, 

viz. lot2 
cuq-this, v.t. to chew, var. cepis 
Zum -&uw, a. bad, dirty, rotten, 

cunning,-la, a. miser, 
-this, v. t. to accuse 

Euto, a. deaf, dumb 
cude5, num. fourteen OIA 

ca turdas'a 
cup, a. quiet (NIA),-la, adv. 

quietly 
cupis - curis, v.t. to suck 
curat, n. a pinch,-this to pinch 
Eurku - curkuto, a. false 
curasis, v.t. to dig 
Eurut, n. waterfall <Tib. fhu-, 

water 

Eulbags, n .  .wave cTib. chu- 
water 

cust, a. smart (NIA) 
cei, n. bird <OIA cataki, cf. Ld. 

ceri, Tib, ciu,Kum. 
can. 

cepis, v.t. to chew, cf. Kum. cap- 
Eok, a. 311 
Eok<ok, a. active, smart 
Eok-sis, v. t. to resemble 
coga, n. full moon day. 
coq, n. onion <Ld. Tib. Coq 
Eodis, n. 4th day from to day 

cOIA. caturtha 
divasa 

Eon, n. injury,-dis, v.t. to injure 
Eonu-this, v.i. to pretend 
Como,n. Buddhist nun cTib. tos- 

ma 
comewk, n. ankle 
comsi-bus, v.t. to be finished 
Co:r, num. four c catvzra, -phet, 

num. I. One fourth, 
2. a quarter, -bisu, 
num. eighty 

cor-la, n. thief <OIA. Caura + fa 
cor-aris, v.t. to steal dcur-to 

steal 
cori, n. theft cOIA cauryan-I > cori 
corok, n. suspicion 
Eose, n. floor of the house 
Eoskhon, n. prejudice 
cwalto, n. 1. breakfast, 

2. morning, dawn 

Ch 
chais, v.i. to vomit 
chaksa, part. until 
Ehdksa, n. 1. excreta (human), 2 

lava tory 
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chakphul. n. worship, -this v. t. 
to worship 

chagbu, n. bunch 
chh,  n. a local beer 
chdqchal, v.t. to bite 
chilqlis, v.t. to shake 
c h a e  - chqye, n. twines 
chat, a. enough 
chat-this, v.t. to promise< Tib. 

< Ead-pa,>-pa, n. 
penalty. 

chati, n. local blanket 
chab-this, v. i. to feel shy, to be 

ashamed 
chapun-this, v. t. to squeeze, var. 

srimzus 
chdri-this, v. t. to finish,-bus, v. t. 
chartu, to spend, to lack 11. rain 

water < Tib. Charpa 
rain + Ehu water 

chill, n. lamb < chsgala (OIA), - 
lo he goat 

Eha, n. maize, var, maka 
chags-pa, see cags 
chapo, n. drv apricot 
chamspur, adv. beside 
Zhar, num. see Eor 
Ehali, a. pure, var. thali < tsali> 
Ehigs, n. wrist 
chiq- chiq- bal, n. earthquake 
chide,n. a patch, -disv. t. to patch 
thin, n. rind 
chini, n. chisel c OIA dchid- 
chinis, v.t. 1. to cht, 2. to tear c 

OIA &hid- 
chin-ma, n. liver c tib. Einpa 

crncin-pa > , var; 
gim, lomEhin 

Ehim-Ehim, n. small box 
chiris, v.t. 1. to keep to place, 2. 

to spit 

chiriyoqs, v. t. to rear 
churl- pa, n. earning 
h u q -  me, n. lamp for worshp 

< Tib. id. 
&ud,  a. dry, < Tib. Ehu < m&u> 

water 
auci-dis, v.t. to dry < Ehu - 
au-chot n. hour < Tib. i-hu- 

water 
Chum. n. mistake, -la, n. 1. miser, 

2. rotten, -this, v.t. to 
speak ill of 

chun, a. n. vain, useless 
chunit, n. wound 
chutswa, n. moss 
chubji, n. witness 
Ehum. n. chin. var. kusko 
Ehumik, spring of water, stream, 

< Tib. Ehumig, id. 
chumbu, n. lap 
chu:r, n. mountain pass 
Ehulok - Ehuboq, n. flood < Tib. 

Chu-log 
chus, n. urine, -this, v.t. tourin- 

ate 
Ehe, n. soul < Tib. the life 
Ehei - Eheyi, n. lock 
theo, n. life span c Tib. ?he 
therthaks, n. hedge 
chesi-bus, v.i. to h~ ls t  
Eho - c"o, n. lake, pond, < Tib cho 

< mrho > \far. wari. 
choks, n. south 
Ehotu, a. dangerous 
choti-bus, v.t. to grasp 
hhod-khdq, n. temple; var. 

@"'Pa 
chodoq, n. hole 
chonu, a. innocent,- haryaq this, 

v.t. to waste 
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rholo, n. dice < Tib. Eholo id., 
-nutis, v.t. to gamble 

chologh, n. powder 
rhos, n. religion < Tib. Zhosid., 

-gyus, v.i. to swear, 
-thispa, a. n. sinner 

J 
jaga, n. place (NIA) 
jaj, n. judge (Eng.) 
jab - jab, a. humble 
jawan, a. & n. young, youngman 

(NIA) 
jawab, n. answer, reply, - this 

v.t. to answer 
jaket, n. a jerk 
jadu, n. charm, magic, - gar, n. 

magician,-this, v.t. to 
charm, to bewitch. 

jali, n. pilgrim, pilgrimage 
jas, v.i. to move < OIA d yZ- 
jitis, v.t. to know 
ju:n, n. moon < OIA jyotsni, 

-thup, n. moonless 
night (=moon+ dark- 
ness) ef. Kum. ju:n, 
id. 

j'urku - C'urku, n. a lie, -to lier, 
-dis to tell a lie 

jog, n. spirit (soul) 
jyut, a, living (opp. dead) 

N 
iidrrna, a sweet cf. Ld. id. 
iiagzt)r, n. ray (of light) 
fia, n. fish < Tib. iia, id,-drundre 

fishing net, - ndkha- 
lis, v.t. fishing 

iialba-ch, a. poor, cf. Ld. id. 
iiiro, m. sheep 

iiis, n. & v. slumber, to sleep < 
Tib. iiid < gnid > Ld. 
fii t, 

iiispa, n. sin < Tib. iiespa 
iiinna, n. chilly, cf. Ld. henna, 

var. marci < OIA 
n~ arica 

iiuqskdr, n. haircut, shaving 
iiuskh, n. mustard, Ld. fiuqskar 

< Tib. yuqskar 

T 
tdk-Vk, a. light (in weight) 
Wqka, n. pasture 
Pqna, n, noise, var. hisis 
tar, a. equal 
tito, a. bitter, sour < OIA tikta 
tidis, n. day before yesterday < 

tritiya divasa 
tibil, n. a metal pot (loti) 
tilbu - tiq, n. bell < Tib. dilbu 

< dril> 
tuidis, n. day after tomorrow 

< d vitiya -divasa 
tuz - bet, a. pregnant (animal) 
tenik, n. wait, -this to wait 
palupis, v.i. to shine 
penis, v.t. to send, var. becis .: 

NIA Jbhej- 
T" 

tha, n. nerve 
tham, n. dance, - bus to bloom 
thaspo, n. field (agri.) 
tha, a hungry, - m, n. hunger, 

-mis v.i. to be 
hungry, -thub-this, 
v. t. to extinguish 

thali, a pure, var. Zhali, - bus, v.t. 
to purify,-la sharp 

!halo (fem. thali), a. good, best, 
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nice, beautiful, clean, 
handsome, lovely, 
shining,-this - bus to 
clean, to decorate < 
Tib. thu-wa 

thar-por, n. opposition 
!hi, n. I .  throne < Tib. thi < khri >, 

2. ink cf. B. tsi 
thiga, n. wife, woman, family, 

female,-bet, married 
thiaayis, v.t. to drive away 
thik, a correct (NIA) 
thumska, n. ladder 
thub, n. dark, darkness < Tib. 

dib < sgrib > 
thul, n. egg < Tib. thul id, Ld. id. 
thus - thaspo, n. field (agri.) 
themkhan, n. dance, - pa, n. 

dancer, var. bruqgo- 
Pa 

thespa, n. love, var. zamat 
thonis, v.t. to thresh, threshing 
thwalo, n. truth 

P 
dani, n. tooth < OIA danta, Pb. 

ddndi 
dak, n. mail (NIA) 
,dam-phorok, v.t. to turn down 
dindiro, a. thick, var. phatoro 
dim, n. stem (of a tree) 
du, n. smoke < Tib. dud-pa 
duq- duq, n. a knock, -this, v.t. 

to knock, knocking 
dun, n. handle,-this, v.t. to hang 
dumba, n. garden. 
dumba, n. an iron pan for cook- 

ing 
dubet, n, scissors 
de, n. devil < Tib. de c dre> Var. 

bhu:t (OIA) 

del-del, a. lazy < NIA. dhla- 
dhila 

doko, n. 1. hip, 2. waist 
doks, n. rock 
drundre, n. net 

T 
takth, adv. ever, always 
takari, n. balances (NIA) 
th-this, v.t. to fight 
tanis, v.t. to destroy 
tanmo, n. amusement 
tabdk, n. metal plate (thiili) 
t h a k u  - tamaku tobacco, pi- 

to smoke 
talkhor, n. vagabond 
talsir, n. ashes, var. garzi 
tarayis, v.t. to cool 
tagipas, v.t. to fold 
tato, a. hot, warm < OIA tapta, - 

this, v.t. to heat 
tamaku, see tdmaku 
tar, n. wire (NIA) 
tasraqto, n. noon 
ti, pron. thou ( Znd, p. sg.) 
ti, adv. now, var. thapaq 
tia , adv. till, var. hosibuq 
tiq-ba, n. ankle, heel < Tib. tiq-pa 
ti:l, n. oil < OIA taila, id. 
tizit, n. injury 
tizis, v. i. to stumble 
tisaz, 11. thank, gratitude,-dis, v.t. 

to thank, to express 
gratitude 

tu, pron. ( 2nd. p.) thou, YOU 

< Warn 
tuqgara, n. ginger 
tuq, n. trumpet 
tuti, n. parrot c tota (NIA) 
tubaq, n. gun (P.A.) 
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tumi-this, v.t. to cover 
tura, n. spindle, var. phdq, -ris to 

uncover 
turi, n. star < OIA tZrik5 
tuspor, adv. during 
tus-tus-this, v. t. to shake, -bus to 

tremble 
tendi, pron. (gen.) their 
temsya, a peculiar 
t&- bus. - this to fold ( M A )  
to, n. 1. owl, 2. (adv.) then, 3. iron 

plate for baking 
bread 

tok, n. haste, - gyospa, adv. 
hastily,-pak, adv. at once 
tomo, a same 
trd- num. three- siro threefold < 

OIA tri 
traq, left (side), var. yon-pa,- 

khuq, n. bow, var. @q 
h u r l  

tra n. tourch, bus, v. i. to flee 
tydkpa-this, v.i. to endure 
twaktd, adv. early < OIA. 

twaritaka 
t h 

thaksa, n. loom 
thapaq, adv. now, - thaph, adv. 

just now 
thamo, n. battle, war < Tib. thab- 

mo 
tharayis, v.t. to persuade 
thali-bus, v.i. to overtake 
thalcir - thalcup, n. dust < Tib. 

thal-wa < thal-ba> 
thak-sis, v.t. to weave,-skdn n. 

weaver. 
thate, a. glad, var. p a  
thapq-thaj, a. altogether 
thali, metal plate (NIA) < OIA 

s thdi 

thiks, n. a drop 
thig-la, a. n. right, correct, 
thiqi-dis, v.t. to spread 
thit, n.a sneeze, < Tib. thid 

c phrid>, - this v.i. to 
sneeze, var. grimsi- 
this 

thil, n. bottom, lower part < Tib. 
thil, id. 

this, v.t. to do 
thu - thui, n. spittle, var. rgrl 

-this, v.i. to spit (ono.) 
thuks-brul (p.) snake, var. i un  
thumbu, n. spoon, var, khapi 
thumska, n. 1. pillar < OIA 

stambha cf. Kum. 
thum - thumi, 2. stair 
case 

t h w ,  n. colt c Tib. thurbu, id 
thuro, n. 1. jaw, 2. skin, var. zet 

th uro 
thuli-this, v.i. to ascend, to climb 
thda, n. bag ( M A )  
thok, n. 1. roof. 2 ceiling < Tib. 

thog, Ld. thok, var. 
sill ta 

thot, n. turban < Tib. thod, id. 
thon-bo, a. high, 
thon-bo, n. stone slab, var. gan 
thonmo, n. height < Tib. thon- 

po, var. iigo 
thopi-bus, v.t. to find 
thorok, n. leader 
thorgowa, n. reins, var. strdbs 
thosi-bus, v.t. to excel 
thosila- rayis, v.t. to exaggerate 
thospa, a. 1. thin, 2. weak, var. 

khimet 
thwa, n. hammer, var. malthor < 

Tib. tho-wa < tho-ba> 
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D 
dakcuq . n. beans, var. kyukyan 
dat, n. merry making 
daniya, n. coriander 
daman, n. drum < damama 
damsi-bus, v.t. to gather, to 

collect 
daya, n. mercy, compassion 

< days (OIA) 
darjan, n. dozen (Eng.) 
da ji-pa, n. tailor (NIA) 
dam, n. hunt,-this, v.t. to hunt 
das, num. ten cOIA daia 
dawat, n. inkpot (NIA) < diiwiit 
da, n. arrow < Tib. da,-khuq, 

n. bow, -khan, n. qui- 
ver 

da, n. jealousy < OIA ddah-, jdl, 
a. jealous, - cis v.i. to 
be jealous, to do jealo- 
usy, - sis - zis, v.t. to 
scorch 

da, p.p. at, 
da-drok, mountain pass 
daq-daq, n. a brass drum 
dar, n. door c OIA dvira 
dal , n. pulse (NIA) 
day& n. nurse, midwife, < dhPy 

< dh5tr 
di, n. beam, ray of light 
dilis, v.t. 1. to peel, to snatch, to 

strip off, 2 to hurt 
dis, v.t. to give, to pay < dda-2 di- 
du, num. two < OIA. dvi- siro, a 

two fold, - bigu, num. 
forty, - phera, twice 

duk - sduk, n. grief < OIA 
duhkha 

duksukis, v.t. to burn < OIA 
dhuks 

dugzmi, n. servant < Tib. dugs- 
mi 

duq, n.-dagger 
dut - dyut, n .  1. milk OIA 

dugdha, -are, v. t. to 
milk, 2. breast of 
woman, nipple 

dudo, n. 1. grand father (both 
sides) 2. oldman 

duniya, n. world (NIA) 
dunmar, n. a change, - is, v.t. to 

change 
du:r adv. 1. far away, 2. n.  

distance, a. distant, < 
OIA d Gre, id. 

dus, v.t. to wash < dho < dhiiv-, 
-pa, n. washerman 

dus, 1. n. ground, plain land 
field, 2. a. flat 

de, give (imp.), -this, v.t. ask for, 
to beg, to request for 
< OIA. dehi 

dokho - dokha, n. betrayal, 
cheating, -this - dis, 
v.t. to betray, to 
deceii~e < dhokh5 
(NIA) 

doqsi-this,v.t. to tease, to trouble 
dob-dis, n. day before vesterday 
dolo, n. cloud, var. sprin (Tib.) 
drdk, a. fast (in speed) 
dren-mo (P), n. bear < Tib. cjemo 

< dre-mo> 
dyaq- ma, n. trust, faith 

N 
na, part. no,  not,-bet, pa r t  

without,-pako a .  
raw, unripe '<na 
yakva 
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nakhalis, v.t. to take away 
nakhazis, v.t. to swallow 
nakhalius, v.t. & i to defend 
nat-pa, ill, sick, diseased 
naphet, v.i. to reach 
nafdt, n. hatred (NIA), - this v.i. 

to hate / 
nam. n. sky < Tib. nam, - za, n. 

.season < Tib. namda, 
- rel, n. aeroplane 
(=sky-train) 

namskyoq, n. paralysis, var. 
mardarbyuq 

naris, v.i. to fall 
narola, n. & a. truthful 
nay, a new < OIA nava 
naye-this, v.i. to refuse, to say 

no 
nasis, v. t. to lose=not being 
naza(< nasa), n. vien (NIA) < 

s n v u  
nagzuro, n. pus 
naqur, n. pig, var. phaq < Tib. 

phag 
naqkhur, n. famine 
naqsto - nalto, n. intestine 
nacha, n. ear-ring (female) 
naris, v.t. to fell 
nilo, n. ewe 
nis, v.i. to be pressed 
nisei-this, v.t. to extinguish 
nisto, conj. either 
nu, n. name < OIA. nZman 
nu, num. nine < OIA nava 
nuksan, n. loss, damage (NIA), 

var. got < Tib. god, 
gut 

nugal, n. bags for carrying load 
on the back of goat/ 
sheep, of Kum. 
Karb woj 

nu*, v.i. to dance < OJA 'Inrt- 
nuno, a. naked < OIA nagna, id. 
nuto -natu, n. nose <OIA nisi, 

cf. Tib. na, - s khor, n. 
nostril (lit. hole of the 
nose) 

nuphus, v.i. to arrive 
nupho, n. arrival 
nub, n. west < Tib. id. 
nulo - nolo, n. forehead 
nueu - nus, n. dauqhter-in-law 

< OIA SnusS, id. 
net-met, a healthy (=sick not) 
net-bus, v. t. to press 
ner, n. fort, palace 
nes, v. neg. is not (< nd- is) 
nesik, n. insult, - this, v.t. to 

insult 
neSu, part. except 
neswi, n. indigestion 
neza, n. spear (PA) 
nono (Budh.) younger brothers, 

-mot younger sister 
nor - noro, 1. wealth, riches, < 

Tib nor id., -can, a. 
wealthv, rich, well to 
do, - co, n. booty. 
-zak, n. festival 

2. noro, well, hale and hearty, 
-bus, v.i. to get well, 
- this, v. t. to treat, to 
protect 

nolto see, naqsto 
nyo, a. new < OIA x.ava, see n3y 

-this v.t. to renew, to 
refresh 

nyal, a. pointed, var. gasti) 

P 
pdkur, n. desert 
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pako, pp. 1. cooked, boiled, 2. 
ripe c OIA pakva, 
var. pacola 

pacola, see pako 
pagam, n. tomato 
pazulo, n. shepherd 
patakh, n. leaf c OIA patraka, 

var. p h i  
patak, n. root 
pati -pati, n. cup < * patri (?) 
p h i ,  see pdtakh < p a w  < pama 
panded, num. fifteen < OIA 

pa fica -daSa 
payu, n. salt, - can, a. salted, -skis, 

v.t. to taste 
payis, v.i. to play on an instru- 

ment, var. biij-dis 
pala, n. apple 
paldis, v.t. to wipe 
palraris, v.t. to drag 
paia-this, v.t. to pointout 
pahaloks, n. insanity 
pao, n. sheets of woolen cloth 

(pa f tu) 
pa -pe, n. earth, clay 
paki, n. she goat 
pagal, a . mad (NIA) 
pacis, v. t. to cook, to ripen < OIA 

pac -, 
pacol, p.p. cooked, ripened 
pazo-ciris, v.t. to save, to protect 
pauhe, a light (in weight) 
pari - parir, adv. there, on the 

other side, across < 
OIA para 

paro, n. a flea (pissii) 
pasis, v.i. to flow 
plkyok, n. bolt, var. kucur 
pici, n. tail < OIA puccha 
pinaq, num. half, -tra, num. two 

and a half, -i.or, 3 I / , ,  

-trabiiu, num. fifty 
(lit. half less three 
score) - corbiiu, 70, 
-Syo, 90 

pimpo, n. musical 
piris, v.t. to fill < OIA pr- 
pis, v.t. to drink < 01A u'pib- 
pisayis, v.t. to lead 
pisu-sman, n. mixture, pasted 

(pis tita) medicine 
pisut, n. pastil 
puqs, num. five c OIA pafica 
putunakhsis, v.i. to germinate 
puthu, n. back part of the body, 

or any thing, - nathis 
v.i. to ch'lse, - zenizo 
to lean on the back 

pun, n. path, way, road < OIA 
pantha 

pun-pisayis, v. t. to guide=pun 
path + pisayis-to lead 

punis, v.i. to ride 
punzol, a. full, var. peret 
punaris, v.t. to reduce 
puris, v.t. to grind 
pula - pila, n. local shoes made 

of wool and grass 
pusil, a. (pp), bloomed<OIA 

puspita 
pus0 - pusro, n, flower < OIA 

puspa 
pene, n. coin, paisa, pice, riches 

c OIA pana 
pepe, n. 1. father's sister, 2. 

husband's sister, 3. 
mother's brother's 
wife 

peret, a. full, var. punzol 
poebaguq, a. tamed 
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poti, n. grand daughter (both 
sides) <OIA. pautri 

poto, n. grand son (both sides) 
<OIA. paufra 

polo, n. 1. ball 2. a. round 
pyasis, v.t. to sprinkle 
pra-bis, v.t. to lift 
prinkiti, n. lizard 
prayis, v.t. to remove 
pruno, a. old (opp. to new) < 

OIA purana 
presi - pdrsi, n. rib < parivikd 

phaq, n. pig < Ld. phak < Tib. 
phag-pa, var naqur 

phagiot, a. secret 
phh .  n. spindle < Tib. phaq, var. 

tura 
philea, num. one half, part 
phaa a. bald 
phatali, n. thigh. var. sasna 
phqili, n. buttocks, var. sdsnd 
pham, n. dry apricot 
phatoro, a. thick, var. dindiro 
phqkari, n. alum (NIA) 
phatiris, v.i. to take turn, to take 

circles 
phatri, v.i. to turn back, - aris. v.i. 

to return, - razi, v.t. to 
repeat 

phabi-us, n. oven, var. huphus 
phdms, n. defeat 
pham-dis, vet. to defeat 
pharput, n. bark of tree 
pharphut, n. adge 
phaland k. pron. so and so (NIA) 
phali, n. shield, <OIA phalaka 
phdlcand, a. wide 
phams, n. beam of wood 

phikuliki, n. key 
phibyis, v.t. to be broken, to 

break 
phitis, v.i. to breat itself 
philuqs, n. sleeve 
phi* n. foam < OIA phena 
phulitis, utensil for worship 
phu-this, v.t. to blow (with 

mouth) (ono), (lit. 
blowing doing) 

phunis. v. t. to put on, to wear 
phunuro, n. mark 
phurido, p.p. burnt 
phul, n. plough share < OIA 

phalaka 
phulbdks, n. a belch 
phuletis, n. & v. gift, to pft 
phuyan, n. lung 
phetis, v.t. to throw 
phetog, n. afternoon 
phet - phdt a. half 
phewis ,  v.t. to divorce 
phete-this, v.t. to leave 
pheda n., profit < fZydS (NLA) 
phebo, n. a wooden vessel for 

sa ttu 
phera, n. turn, circle, - ek. num. 

once, -du twice, -tra 
thrice, etc. 

pheli-bus, v.i. 1. to spread (NIA), 
2. to forget 

phelthe, a. loose 
phesla, n. judgement (NIA) 
pho, n. & a. male < Tib. pho 
phok, n. incense 
phoryaq-mo, n. widower 
phoso, n. pride, - can, a. proud. 
phyari-this, v.i. to take turn 
phyaldiq, n. a swing, -bus, v.i. 

to sway, to swing, 
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-phyal this, to swing, 
-bus, v.i. to spread 

phyupus, n. hearth 
phyos, part. at 
phraq, n. thread, string 
phraluks-this, to try 

B 
beghar, n. seasoning (NIA) 
bagpo, bridegroom < Tib. 

bagpo, - nathedi, n. 
virgin (lit. having 
no bridegroom) 

bagma, n. bride < Tib. bag-ma, - 
nathedi, a. (bachelor,) 
unmarried (lit. 
having no bride) 

bhdis, v.i. to run 
bhzdur, n. race, var. bhdyoqs 
bdqmi-yato, n. midwife 
barno, n. 1. fog. 2. dew 
bar, n. load c OIA bhira, id. 
bar, n. peak, top < OIA vara 

topmost 
bare, n. husband < OIA vara 
barban, n. window, var. khapat 
balus, n. a cooking pot of stone 
balayis, v.i. to wave 
balbal - bdlbu1,n. dusk, evening 
basis - bais, v.i. to dwell, to live, 

to stay, to remain < 
OIA d'ivas- 

baluS, n. a stone pan for cooking 
bdsun, n. summer 
baskat, n. calf < OIA. vatsaka, 

var. beto < vatsa 
bahana, n. pretention (NIA) 
bahis, v.t. to till the field, to 

plough, to cultivate. 
< OIA . viih- 

bace, n. uncle (fathers' younger 
brother) var. sene-bo 

barn-bus, v.i. to roll down 
barnba, n. lamp 
bayo. n. brother < OIA bhrie-, 

-sina, n. nephew, 
-mole, n. niece. 

bar, n. rivulet < OIA wiri water 
bari, n. peach 
balaqgus, n. crowling, -this v.i. 

to crow1 
basan, n. winnowing basket 
basis - busis, v.i. to chirp, to cry 

(animal) < OIA bi+ 
to chirp, bukk-to 
bark, make a cry, cf 
Kum. b3s- 

bi, n. seed < bqa,-yis, v.t. to sow 
bio - byo - beo, n. 1. son, 2. boy, 

3. child, 4 nephew 
bitis - betis. v.t. & i, 1. to fight. 

to dispute, 2. to 
handle 

bityo - bhityo, a quarrelsome 
bithyoyis, v. t. to stop 
bidis, v.t. to let go 
binis, v.t. to scatter 
biris, v.t. to boil 
bilcoqs, animal 
bilasis, v.t. to melt 
bilisis. v.i. to melt 
bilu. n. cat (rnasc.) < OIA vidifa 
bildum, a. quiet 
biSu - bigo, num. twenty < OIA. 

vis'ati, - das num. 
thirty 

bistara, n. beddLg < OIA vi-qs@- 
bihis, n. fear, fearful < OIA - 

dbhi- to be afraid, - 
this, v.i. to be afraid. 
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bihisula, a. afraid, frightened 
biiki, n. against, -this, to curse 
bui, n. a vessel for keeping grain 
buqs, n. drum 
bGjdis, v.i. to play on an 

instrument 
bhut,n. ghost, devil < OIA bhiita 
budei, n. son's father-in-law, 

m o t h e r - i n - l a w  
(rela tionslup) 

budeS, num. twelve < dvzdaia 
bun; n. village 
bunis, v.t. to tie, to wrape < OIA 

bandh- var. buskya 
this, ularis 

bumbrik - bumbarik, n. 
blessing, -this, v.i. to 
bless 

bus, V.S. to be, to become < OIA 
Jb.hii, id 

busis. v.i. to bark to roar, to cry 
(animals & birds) < 
OIA. Sbukk--to bark 

busum, n. rest, - this, to rest c 
OIA vi-iram- 

busums, n. sickle 
buskya-this, see bunis- 
bustara, n. cattleshed 
bequ:p. n. a. idiot, stupid, < 

bewaqiif (NIA) 
bengdn, n. brinjal 
bechis, v.t. to buy, var. aris 
w e ,  n. enclosure, shed for ani- 

mals 
bhedka, n. lamb (MA)  
bet, V.S. to be, to become, -this 

v.i. to approve, to 
agree 

betis, see bitis 
beto, see baskat 

bethi-sis, v.i. to stop, to stay 
beda - bede, a. many, more, very 

much, (bedebbus, 
v.i. to grow, to 
increase, 2. to spread 

ben - bene, adv. out, outside 
bendak - benduk, n. kite, vul- 

ture, var. rgyurgyap. 
beril, n. excreta of birds 
belaq- khus, n. dinner (lit. belaq 

evening + khus 
meals) 

belun - bydlun, n. crane (bird) 
beldaq, n. evening, - zantun, n. 

dinner (=evening 
meal) 

bo, n. 1. father, 2. step father, 3. 
father-m-law 

boi, n. ground floor of the house 
< OIA. bhimi 

boq, n. donkey < Tib. do17 
boq- dyoq, see bdqzdu. 
boks - this, v.t. to push, 
bozuq, n. spring season 
bodu, n. wednesday < budha 
bonizis, v.i. to be intangled 
bono (masc.), boni -bone (fern). 

a. big, elder, great, 
grand, etc. , bus v.i. 
to boast, -bay0 n. 
elder brother, - bo 
elder uncle, (boni) - 
aye, n. elder aunt. 

bol-bol, n. peace 
boli, n. language (NIA) 
boyboguq, n. cattle, animal 
boyo, n. utensil 
byas - bo, v.i. to go 
bya-pho, n. cock < Tib. bya-pho, 

id. 
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bya-phru, n. chicken c bya hen+ 
phru young one, 
child 

bya-mo, n. hen, -phru, n. chic- 
ken 

byana, n. SOUP 

brak-brak-this, v.i. to converse 
bras, n. rice, Tib. bras c abras> 
brasput, n. Thursday c OIA 

vrhaspa ti 
bruqppa,  n. dancer, var. 

thamkhan-pa 
bwari, a. deep, var. hombu 

M 
makai, n. oil cake 
makpa, n. son-in-law < Tib. 
maks, n. greed 
mdjbur-this, v.t. to compel 
mazit, n. mosque (NIA) 
matdks, n. honey 
matlab, n. meaning, sense (NIA) 
madat, n. help, assistance (NIA), 

- chuqs, v.t. to help, 
to assist 

mana-this, v.i. to prohibit (NIA) 
mani:li, n. bread, - yaris, n. 

betrothal 
manuth - manud, n. marriage, 

-this, v.t. to marry 
mdnfha, n. bee, honey bee, fly 
mdbz, n. peacock 
ma- muz, adv. no where 
maris, v.t. to kill, to slay < Smr. 
mhci, n. chilly OIA. marica, var. 

iiinna 
mardar byuq, n. paralysis, var. 

namskyoq 
m&duq, n. beam, ray of light 
ma jal  bala, a. pleasant 

marmat, n. repair, - this, v.t. to 
repair 

malaks, abn. true 
malthor, n. hammer 
masaris - musaris, v.t. to mix < 

OIA migra- 
masala, n. spice (NIA) 
maSok, n. dispair 
matkin, a. last 
mate, adv. after, - kiq, n. after- 

noon 
maph-this, v.t. to forgive (NIA) 
maphi, n. forgiveness (NIA) 
mabuldun, a. lonely (place) 
ma-busu-na, adv. never (lit. not 

becoming ever) 
marnuli, a. ordinary (NIA) 
maris, v.t. to kill c OIA Jmr- 
mal, n. property, var. sakyal 
master, n. teacher, -mot 

teacheress 
mahe, n. buffalo < OIA mahisa 
mier, n. he goat 
mig. n. eye .: Tib. mig, id. 

-8ok, n. eyelash, 
eyelid, -sma, n. eye- 
brow 

michai, n. pitcher, earthen jar 
mit, n. massage, - this, v.t. to do 

massage 
miwai, n. sweetmeat (NIA) 
minis, n. weight 
minis, v.i. to die c OIA Jmr- 
mipset, n. & a. murderer 
mirga, n. jealousy, - khan, n. 

enmity, - khan-pa, n. 
enemy 

mukhdam, n. chief, headman, 
cf. H. mukddddm 
(call. 0). 
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mugur, n. bowl 
mu%, v.t. to leave < OIA mu& 

var. phete-this 
mutik, n. pearl < OIA mauktika 
munis/- z, v.t. to embrace 
muni-bus, v.i. to faint 
muphut, n. free of charge (NIA) 
mumo, n. 1. maternal uncle, < 

OIA mama, 2. 
father's sister's hus- 
band 

muru, n. taste 
mul, pp. dead < OIA m a  
muldn, n. cremation ground 
mulo, n. 1. raddish, 2. turnip, 

<OIA miilaka 
mulwk, n. a blow 
mulwp, n. fist 
mu:s, n. month < OIA maSa 
muzi (Cmusi), n.  mouse < 

musika, var. kuni:li 
mei, n. rain < OIA. megha + i 
meqga, a. costly (NIA) 
meleps, n. fire fly, glow 

worm 
melap - melo, n. flame, < Tib. 

me fire + lap 
mo, pron. I < PIA* ma 
moqphali, n-groundnut (NIA) 
mozi, n. sulphur < Tib. mu-zi 
moti, n. mud, < OIA mrttika 
mora, n. corpse < OIA mfla, var. 

kun 
moryaq -mo, n. widow 
moldi, - mole, n. daughter, girl. 
mos, n. flesh, meat < OIA mamsa 
mosphyace, n. ritual 
myuto, a. stale 
myus, n. man< OIA manusya 

Y 
ydkjhs. n. festival 
ydto, n. & a. friend, dear 
ya, part., yes 
ya, conj. either - or 
yak, n. yak, a hybrid animal 
yaq- pa this v.t. to play 
yaqspa-this, v. t. to wrestle 
yaq- mo, a. light (in colour) 
yari, adv. front, in the front 
yariris, v.i. to approach 
yarbo, adv. already, before hand 
yuq - hyuq. n. turmeric < Tib. 

yuq - ba 
yuqs, n. recognition 
yuno, n. winter < OIA. hemanta, 

cf. Kum. hyiindvar. 
syard garat 

yunda, n. handmill, grinding 
mill 

yus, n. recollection 
yusoqs, v-t. to recognise 
ye, pron. what?, - ralre why? 

- h h ,  pron. anything, 
-tha, adv. how? 

yegene5 (=ye-ga-nes) pron. 
nothing 

yeri, n. palm, var. ldgthil 
yeldak, n. branch < Tib. yal-ga 
yonpa,a. left (side) < Tib. yoq-pa 

R 
rdgo, n. hoof. < Tib. rago 
r h ,  n.\colour < NIA rdqg c OIA 

ra qj, -this, v.t. todye, 
-senayis,v.t., topaint, 
-sucdl, v.i. to fade in 
colour, to be colour- 
less 
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raz, n. cloth < Ld. ras, Tib. raz. 
- bill, n. cotton < Ld. 

razbal, Tib. rebal < rasbal > 
ratya - retya, n. tomorrow < OIA 
ritr + Tyz- 
ranis, v.t. to brew 
randa c jackplane < NIA rdnda 
rapsill, n. bed sheet/cover 
rdrgi, n.  sword. Tib. raldi 

< ralgri> 
rds - ras n. grapes, cf. Shi. das < 

OIA dr;Tksa' 
rasito, adv. as far as 
raskut, n. thread (cotton) 
ragan - rhagdn. n. brass < Tib. 

rigan 
razis (< rasis), to tell, to teach 
razaz, n. teaching 
razis, v.t. to blame 
razal, n. a shout, shouting 
razuqs, n. request 
razuq-this, v.t. to request 
rat, n. - right < OIA r i t i  
ratyaqsis, v.i. to wait, var. tenik 

this 
ratis, v. t. to make 
rabi, n. oar 
rabo, n. spoon (wooden) 
ramis, a. rich, var. norcan 
rag, n. root 
ras, n. grapes, cf. Shi. das < OIA 

draksi 
rasis - razis, to say, to speak, to 

tell 
ri, hill, mountain 
rigo, n. rock, cliff < Tib. ri  

mountain 
riginis, v.t. to sell 
rizbi, n. door frame 
rithis, v.t. to see, to behold 

ritis, v.i. to appear 
rin, n. cost, price < Ld. tib. rin 
rindi, n. bullet 
rin-moce, n. beloved (fig) lit. 

diamond 
riyoq. n. hare, rabbit, c Tib. ri- 

boq (ri mountain + 
boq donkey) 

nl, n. roller 
nwaj, n. custom (NIA) 
ruq, n. 1. hill, 2. forest 

c Ld. Tib. ri 
ruthis, v.i. to slide 
run - rhun, n. yesterday 
ruru, n. brother-in-law (both 

sides) 
rus, n. bone Tib. rus-pa suq, n. 

back bone, spine 
rus (Crusis), v.i. to weep, to cry 

c OIA drud- 
-re, pp. in 
mbchinjo, n. abuse 
roks, n. help, assistance, -this. v.t. 

to help 
rga-khan, n. friendship 
rgil, n. spittle, var. thui 
rgun-ma, n. mare < Tib. rgun- 

ma, var. %pi < OIA 
aSIvi 

rgo, n. body, var. Eid, stak 
rgo-saq, n. need 
rgosi-bus, v. t. to need 
rgospa, n I. desire, want, 

2. desirable, ought, 
should 

rgyalma n. victory, -bus v.t. to 
win, conquer < Tib. 
crgyal-ba>, -po, n. 
king, conqueror, -ma, 
queen, -ba, a virtuous 
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rgyur gyap, n. vulture, var. 
bendak 

rEes, n. dance, Tib. Cam-pa 
rzaqzan, n. chickenpox 
rzoq. chisel 
rdami, n. choice 
rdoqcoq, n. a kick, - this v.t. to 

kick 
mu1 - rmyul, 1. Silver, 2. money 
ryoq, n. hare, rabbit < Tib. riboq 
rwa, n. light, var. sdq 

L 
lais, v.t. to reap < OIA liiii-id 
ldk-13k, n. twinkling of eye 
lak Ehus, n. bush 
laq pa, n. hand < Tib. lagpa, 

-thil, n. palm, - Chiks, 
n. wrist,-phis, n. 
handkerchief,-gups, 
n. gloves 

lapdrak, n. caretaker of gods. 
lakcar-dis, to clap (=ldkpa hand 

+ cir + this (to do,) 
landi, n. 1. voice, 2. a call, 
landis, to call 
lamstan-khan, n. traveller 
lakh, num. lac 
laqphoce, n. elephant, var. hathi 
laqs-pa, n. steam < Tib. laqspa 

c rlaqs-pa> 
li-are, v.t. to stick, to paste 
l i ~ s ,  n. hunt (prey), hunting 

(game), -khi, n. 
hound, -this, v.t. to 
hunt 

lizis, v.t. to meet, var. misis 
lim-this, v.t. to lick 
limbu, n. flute 
h i s ,  v.i. to cling 
h i t ,  v.i. to stick 

le, n. worry 
luq, n. air, wind < Tib. luq- po 

< rduq- PO>, Ld. 
1 ~ ~ s - p o ,  -khor, n. 
wind storm, cyclone, 
-dr3k, id. 

luzu, n . pearl, var. mutik 
luto, n. monk 
lupras, v.t. to burn, to kindle 
lum-khan, a. & n. singer 

var. goi-dis-pa 
lei, n. fox 
lerethis, v. t. to hire 
lezis (< lesis), v.t. to close 
lo, n. south < Tib. lo < lho > 
lok-bus, v.i. to fall down, -this 

v.t. to knockdown 
lokske, n. country 
lokskyar, adv. towards 
IokEhdr, n. thunder, var. gurgur 
lokhor, n. year c Tib. lo + khor 
b q ,  n. cloves < OIA la\rariga, id. 
lodo, a red < OIA raudra, id. 
lornEhin, n. liver, var. Chinma 
lon-pho, n. artist 
lo1 - lwol, n. blood < OIA luhita 
lolis, v.i. to bleed, bleeding 
105, n. gum (rasin) cf. Kum.-liso. 
lZe- ltya, n. tongue, < Ld. 1Ce < 

Tib. Te < Ice> 
ltas , n. oath, - this, to swear, to 

take oath 
Idad-pa, n. brain < Tib. lad-pa 

cklad-pa> 
Idaq, 11. peg 
ktya, n. navel < Tib. < lte-ba> 
ha ,  god, var. conjuk 

W 
wagul, n. bank of river < 01.4. 

c\+iri-kula 
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wdyal, n. a flow < OIA viha (cf. 
pra vsha) 

w& - b&, n. stomach, belly 
war-nazu-go, v.i. to sink 

(= went into the 
water) < wari + 

walizis, v.i. to descend 
wa, n. water < OIA. w3ri, - Eis 

v.i. to bathe, -dis, v.t. 
to irrigate 

wari, n. lake, pond, pool of water 
< OIA wZri, var. eho 
- Eo 

S 
Sak, n. doubt, suspician (NIA), 

-bus, v.t. to doubt, to 
suspect 

Sakphul, n. prayer 
Sakydl, n. property, var. ma1 
Shkhu, n. wolf, leopard, hyeana 

Ld. id. 
Sad-this, v.t. to castrate < OIA 

sa'dha, to discipline, 
cf. Kum. sadano, id 

Sadi, n. monkey, var. as 
Sar - sy&, n. 1. east, 2. wick. 

c Tib. Gar 
Sdro - syaro, n. deer 
Sara-this, v. t. to decide 
S&ap, n. wine, liquor < Sarib 

(NIA) 
Sa, n. compassion, var. ddya 
iaks, n. trail 
Sati, n. dream, - ritis, v.i. to dream 
Saro, n. autumn, OIA < s'arat - d 

id. 
Sastd, a. pointed, var. iial 
Siket, n. complaint < Sikayat 

(NIA) 

Siq, n. horn < OIA srriga 
Siqseru, n. Saturday < OIA 

ianiica ra 
Sizak, n. a post-death feast 
Sitayis, v.t. to touch, 
Sili, n. belt, waist band, cf. Kum. 

Beli a rope let to tie 
lund feet of cow at 
milking time 

Sil, n. a stone slab for grinding 
Sipsi, n. evidence 
Sis, n. head, top < OIA Sirsa, 

- zarmo, n. headache 
Su, n. vegetable, cf. shi. Sa < OIA 

Sa ka 
suko, a. dry, dried, drought 

<OIA i~rska 
Sukpa, n. pencil cedar 
Sugu, n. 1. letter, 2. paper, Ld. 

Bugu < Tib. gag-pa 
iudmdr, n. purified butter < OIA 

Sbdhita + Tib. mar 
iuno, n. kernel 
Sup-Sup-this, v.t. to whisper 
Subs, n. seath < Tib. Subs 
Sumphu, n. skin of fruit, bark 
Sus, w. swelling < OIA. Sotha > 

NIA suj, -bus, v.i. to 
swell 

sen, n. mat 
So, a. white < OIA. Sveta 
Solo, n. story 
Stun, n. mortar 
Sya, n. bear 
Syas - skyds, a. kind 
Syo - 63, num. hundred < Sata 
Swa, n. dog < OIA Svi 
Swe, n. 1. digestion, one-eyed 
Sfiatoyis, v.t. to tease, var. 
do-ksi-this 
iro - So. n. blind 
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$2, num. six < OIA sat -sas- 
-beg, num. sixteen 

suq- rus, n. back bone, spine 
stag, n. spindle 
sra, a. & n. glad, happy, happi- 

ness 
sdkthh, n. pebble 
sdksmit, n. hatred 
s h ,  n. light, var. rwa 
saqlis, n. broom 
saqleciris v.i. to persist, < 
saqle increase + crisis to 

continue 
= increased continuance 
saqlis, v.t. to pile up 
satpa-this, v.i. to mourn 
sanik, n. bat (bird) 
s3mja-rayis, v.t. to explain, to 

make to understand 
(NIA+Brok.) 

samdal, n. beard, Ld. id. 
samba, n. intention, imagina- 

tion, -this, v.t. to 
imagine, to think < 
Tib. Samba thinking, 
thought. 

sarum, n. thread (woolen) 
sdlbayis, v.i. to amuse 
sasta, a. cheap (NIA) 
sasna, n. thigh, buttocks, var. 

pha tali - phatili 
sa pron. she OIA s i ,  var. mo c 

Tib. mo 
saqlis, n. broom 
saqli-this, v.t. to sweep, to clean 
santra, n. orange (NIA) 
sabid, v.i. to agree 
sabdn. n. soap (NIA) 

sali-this, v.t. choose 
sas, younger sister, < OIA svasy 
sazo, n. sister's son < sas sister 
sazoi, n. sister's daughter, 

maternal uncle's 
daughter, wife's 
younger sister 

sazari, n. wife's brother, sister's 
husband 

sar, n. year, var. lo-khor 
si, n. measurement 
siki-this, v.t. to winnow 
siqge, n. lion c OIA simha > 

simgha 
sitan, a. slow, late, - sitan, 1. 

slowlv-slou~lv, lately, 
2. grz;dua~ly ' 

sitanwe, v.t. to leak, var. zdgai- 
bus 

sitd,part., with, alongwith < OIA 
sahita, -rayis, v.t. to 
mix 

sitrayis, v.t. to learn 
sida. -a. straight (NIA) < sidh'i 
sin, n. river 
sino, n. babv, cl~ild, -k;)ri, n. 

cradle 
sinthok, 1. tree < Tib, Siq-doq 

v a r .  cdgma (< 
cay ma), laksus 

sinthok, n. fruit < Tib. s'iij-thog. 
vas. kl13zds (B). 

siqkhdn, n. carpenter, c Tib. gig 
wood+ khdn 

siri, n. sand, vas. saksul 
silis - sili-this, \~.t. to read, to 

stud!. 
si:sd, n. glass (NL4 J 

su, n. needle <OIA srici 
sui n. whistle, ct Kuin. swe, id .  
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su-sis, to sleep c OIA svap + sis 
Inf. 

sui, n. bridge 
suite - swit, a. pregnant 

(human) c *suit2 < 
prasa viti 

sukuru, n. Friday c OIA Sukra 
suqul, adv. suddenly 
sudis, n., divorce, -this to 

divorce 
sun0 - sono, n. 1. butter, 2. oil, 

-acis oilman 
sunamphoto, n. frog 
sunayis, v.t. to ask, to enquire 
sunphu, n. husk, bark, skin of 

fruit 
sunyaqs, n. question 
suma, with, along with, -byas, 

v.i. to accompany 
sumi, n. fatigue, -t, -bo tired 

<OIA gramita, -bus 
v.t. to be tired 

suri, n. sun < OIA siirya- this 
sunrise, -nupis sun- 
set, - mole rain-bow 
(=daughter of the 
sun) 

suru, n. beginning (NIA-guru), 
-this v.t. to begin, to 
start 

suro a. 1. hard, 2. close 
sul, adv. side 
sus, n. thread < siitra (OIA) 
seni (fern.), a. small, young, 

short, 
-aye, younger aunt, 
step-mother, -mole, 
younger daughter 

sene, (masc.), a younger, small, 
short, -bayo, younger 

brother, -bo uncle, 
step father, -sina, 
inant,baby, -this, v.t. 
to shorten 

seno, a small, short, younger, cf. 
Nep. sano, id. 

serf n. gold < Tib. ser < gser>, 
-g3r, n. gold smith, 
- r 3 ~  golden 

SE~U,  n. sattu (fried barlev flour) 
so, pron. he < OIA sa!~ 
soso, a. next < OIA. sa!~-sa!?, 

-this, v. t. to separate 
sokthe, a. quick, -soksthe, adv. 

quickly 
soli-bus, v. t. to disperse 
sosbu, n. lap,-unis v.t. to adopt 

(lit. to unite with lap) 
skdq, n. hymn 
skamba, n. nail of iron 
skarma, n. star < Tib. skar-ma, 

-zuk3riq, n, comet, 
var, turi 

sk31-this, v.t. to share 
skari-this, v.t. to weigl~, var. 

lji-this 
ski-Ehya, n. necklace, vnr .  garl - 

srip 
skica, n. coral 
skit, n. whistle, -this, v.i. to 

whistle 
skis, v.t. 1. to touch, 2. to see 
sku, n. idol < Tib. sku, gipayis, 

11. idolator 
skulithis, v. t. to shake head 
skumi-this, v.t. to draw 
ske- zdk, n. birth day 
sket, n. service,-this v.t. to serve 
skeli, n. s\vimming,-this, v.i to 

swim 
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skewa, n. heaven 
skesa, n. garland, var. har 
skora-this, v.i. 1. to encircle, 2. to 

pray (fig) < khor 
circle 

skoyi-this, v. t. to order 
skyara, n. cure, treatment 
skyaq -this, v.t. to stretch var. 

zgeg-pa (< sgeg-pa) 
skyono, n. wick, var. sar 
sgogpa, n. garlic < Tib. sgog-pa 

var. zgeg-pa (< sgeg- 
pa) 

sqa-boq, n. camel, (lit. sqa desert 
+ boq donkey) 

sqil, n. gum (of teeth) 
squ1,n. 1. silver, 2. rupee, money, 

< Tib. qul <dqul>, 
var. smul 

squndum, a. grey 
sqyoks, n. habit 
sqya-this, v.t. to avoid 
sqyatoyis, v.t. to tease, var. 

do ksi-this 
sti, n. spider, var. stin 
stotidis, v.t. to beg, var. de-this 
s t h  - straq, n. lane 
sfak, n. body, var. iid, rgo 
stan, a. slow, -sfan, adv. slowly 
stago, n. gate 
statet-this, v.t. to search 
stin, n. spider, var. s6i 
staks, n. target 
stoqz, num. thousand, Tib. stoq, 

-pa, n. merchant, 
trader, - kabebus, v.i. 
to trade 

stoqz, n. oath 
stod, adv. above 
ston-lza, (p). rainy season 

s h h ,  n. street, lane 
strabs, n. reins, var. thorgowa 
strok-dis, v. t. to sacrifice. 
sduk -,,duk, n. sorrow < OIA 

d 4 k h a  
sniqtal-this, v.t. to encourage 
snumi, v. t. to smell, var. gon-this 
snubi-this, v.t. to dip 
spulu, n. feather, wing 
spira - spera, n. conversation, 

talk, word, -this v.t. 
to converse, to talk, 
Ld. spera, 

sprin, n. cloud, < Tib. tin 
< sprin > 

sprind (B) cloud < Tib. tin 
< sprin > 

sphu-this, v.i. to sprout, to 
germinate 

sbalba (B), n. frog 
smagra, n. moustache 
sman, n. 1. drug, medicine, herb, 

< Tib. man < sman > 
2. gun powder, - ma 
n. devil 

smanat-chiris, v. t. to believe 
smiti-this, v.t. to swallow 
smul, n. silver, coin, money, var. 

squl< Tib squl 
smuli,n. perspiration, sweating, 

-bus, v.i. to perspire, 
to sweat 

smyd, n. mole 
syara, n. winter, < OIA Sarat, 

var. yuno 
syalta - syaltha, n. roof. var. thok 
syalba, n. spade 
syabu, n. joint 
syasur, n. father-in-laws home 

<OIA s'vasura + 
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syendis, v. t. to scold 
swa, n. boil, blister 
sltya, n. navel 

H 
ha - ho, n. heart 
hak, n. claim (NIA) 
hdrl, yes 
hhsi-bus, v.i. to pant 
ha& n. shop < OIA haffa, cf. Pb. 

hatti, - pa, n. shop- 
keeper 

hatubar, adv. in front of 
haduro, a. green 
hapta, n. week (NIA) < hdfta 
hamba-this, v.i. to dare 
hamla, n. attack, -this v.t. to 

attack 
haraq, adv. in the centre, 

between, -por, in 
be tween 

harh oguli, n. ring fingure 
hdriis, n. winnowing basket 
hdris, v.t. to carry < OIA b-, id. 
hardh (B), n. dumb 
hal, n. plough < OIA hala 
halds, n. temptation, -this, v.i. to 

be tempted 
haludro - halduro, a & n. 1. 

yellow 2. jaundice < 
OIA haridri 

hdlwq - yoke 
has - heS - he2 n. breath, - is, v.i. 

to breathe 
hasa, a. soft, powdered, - khara 

n. sugar < Tib. kara 
hais - hayis. v.i. to yawn 
hansi-bus, v.i. to shiver 
hath, n. hand < OIA hasta 
hathi-ras, n. palmist, var. kispa 
hathi, n. elephant < OIA hastin 

har, n. garland (NIA) < OIA hira 
ha:s, n. valley 
hazi (< hasi), n. laughter < OIA 

&as- 
hazis (<hasis), v.i. to laugh 
harido - harido, a wet < OIA 

irdra 
hisis - hesis, n. 1. asthma, 2. 

noise, var. taqna 
huk, n. hiccup, - ucuqis, v.i. to 

hiccup 
hukumat, n. rule, reign (NIA), 

-this, v.i. to rule 
hun, adv. above 
hunna, n. silence, - this, v.i. to 

keep silence 
huhuq, n. humming,-this, v.i. to 

hum 
hek-po, a. alright 
hem, n. friend, var. yato 
he: - haif n. breath < OIA gvas 
ho, pron. that 
ho, n. heart, -la, a. interesting 
hoginis, n. asthma 
hocospo, part. like, var. 

kyurdum 
hozdnto, conj. when 
hozono, adv. then 
hotro-bus, v.i. to be dispaired 
hodaskal n. offer, -this, v.i. to 

offer 
honato, conj. otherwise 
honaro, a. dull 
honjar, adv. here 
hones, a. timid 
hopyis, v.i. to belch, belching 
hobeto, part, still 
hobetoga, conj. therefore 
homo, pron. this, -cok, proll. 

these, these all 
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hombu, a. deep 
hosibuq, adv. till, var. tia 
hosonosdr, adv. upward 
hoh, n. guest 
hyaps, n. veranda 
hyabi-dis, v.t. to fan, to give air 
hyasi, n. itch, -bus, v.i. to itch, 

itching 

z 
Bk, n. day, date < Tib. zag, 

-taq, adv. daily, 
always, 

iakzaq, n. celebration, -this to 
celebrate 

zagai-bus, v.i. to leak 
zilqmo, n. (good) omen 
z h s  - zaqs , n. copper < Tib. 

zaqs 
zati-bus, v.i. go astray 
zanphe, n. grain 
zab-zab, a. hard 
zama-this, to collect, to put 

together (NIA) 
zhgat, n. joke, fun, -this, v.i to 

joke, to ridicule 
zarba, a. blind, < Ld. zara Tib. 
zar -ba 
zannh, n. hoof 
z h o  - zermo, n. pain < Tib. 

z&-mo <gzer> 
zala-this, vet. to bore 
zalta, n. argument, -this, to 

argue, to advise 
za, wheather 
zar, n. poison < zahar (P.A.) 
zaro - zyaro, n. (masc) oldman, 

var. dud0 
zazi, n. walk, - s, v.i. to walk 
zamat, n. love, var. thespa 

zaddat ginis, v.i. to follow 
zik pisayis, v.i. to threaten 
zigo, a, high, tall, long, var. 

thonmo 
zigindi, pp. on, upon 
ziginy6, v.i. to overflow 
zigro, a. cowardice 
ziqzaq, a. noisy 
ziqzis, v.i. to decay 
zit - zet, n. soul 
zid, n. body < Tib. zug-po, var. 

stak, rgo 
zims, a wooden vessel for 

keeping liquid 
zini, n. conscience 
zi:ra, n. cuminseed 
ziri, n. target, -this, v.t. to aim at 
Zu, n. salutation, - this, to salute, 
-zule, a term to pay salutation 

(lit. salute to you) < 
Ld. iule 

iuk, adv. now, after, afterwards, 
-poce, adv. after that. 

zuqdul, adv. generally 
zut, pp. born 
zun, n. snake 
zunis, v.t. conceive, to think 
zuno, pp. from 
zubu, calf (he), var. zophru < zo 

bull + phru youn- 
gone). 

zur, n. edge 
zurrnana, n. fine, penalty (NIA) 
zurmo - zermo, n. illness, 

sickness, disease, 
pain, -can, a. ill, sick, 
cf. B. zermo, cf. Ld. 
zumo 

zuli, n. curry, cf. Kum. jholi, id. 
zus - zuz, v.i. 1. to -grow, to 

bear,*2. to take birth 
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zeq-zeq-bus, v.i. to tremble, var. 
tus-tus-bus 

zeri. n. old woman, var. zyari. 
zo, n. bull, bullock < Tib. zo, 

-phru, he calf, see 
zubu 

zom-bus, v.i & t. to collide 
zga, n. saddle < Tib. ga < sga> 
zgarn, n. slap, - this, v.t. to slap 
zgaltos, n. scorpion 
zgui-this, v.i. to kneel 
zgu:y, n. groaning with pain 
zgegpa, n. garlic, < Ld. Tib. 

< sgogpa> 
zgrum, n. box < Tib. dom 

< sgrom> 
ziiu n. desire, want 
zdardis. v. t. to sharpen, var. 

kazis 
zdor, n. food, diet 
zba, n. bubble 

zbyaq-this, v.i. to practise 
zbra, n. tent 
zbri, n. handwriting, -this v. t. to 

write 
zbwa-n. foam 
zman, n. drug, medicine, 

Ld. sman < Tib. man 
< sman> 

zya, adv. up, upward 
zyari, see zeri 
zyusuqsis, v.t. to understand 
zru-razis, v. t. to blame 
zwa. n, louse, < OIA yika 
zwakur - zakor, n. hair on the 

head, or body, cf. 
Kum. j hiikaro hair 
on the head, jakur- 
ano horripilation, 
erection of hair on 
the body of animals, 
etc. 
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(B) GLOSSARY: ENGLISH - BROK-SKAD 

abdomen (n) krat-pa 
above (adv.) hun, stod 
abuse (n) r~bchinjo 
accept (v) EVSIS 
accompany (v) sumi byas 
accused (p.p) ginido 
accuse (v) cutu-ths 
across (adv.) perar 
active (a) k o s u n d o ,  

Tok-Tok 
adopt (v) sosbu-unis 
advise (v) ial ta-hs 
aero plane (n) nam-re1 
after (adv.) mate 
after-noon (adv.) mate kiq, phe 

-tog 
afterwards (adv.) Euk-naw 
after that (adv.) hozuk-poTe 
afraid (a) bihisula 
afraid, to be (v) bhs-this 
again (adv.) Url 

against (part.) buki 
age (n) umur 
agree, to (v) bet-this, sa- 

bid 
air (n) 05, luq 
aim at (v) ziri this 
all (a) galma, Tok 
almond (n) badam 
also (part.) ga 
alluminium (n) gilat 
allow (v) i:dis 
alight (v) gdmmuni- y is 
alone (a) ekiki 
always (adv.) i o k t h  
allready (adv.) yarbo, 
alright (a) togbil 
altar (n) nazir 

although (conj.) 
alum (n) 
altogether (pp) 
amuse (v.) 
amusement (n) 
and (conj.) 
anger (n) 
angry (a) 

angry, to be (v) 

animal (n) 
ankle (n) 

answer (n) 
answer, to (v) 
any 
any one (pron) 
anything (pron) 
any how (adv) 
annoy, to be (v) 
appear (v) 
apple (n) 
apricot (n) 

approach (v) 
approve (v) 
area (n) 
argument (n) 
arm (n) 
arm-pit (n) 
armour (n) 
arrange (v) 
arrive (v) 
arrival (n) 
artisan (n) 
artist (n) 
around (a) 

hekpo 
phatkdri 
thapbrl thaj 
sillbay is 
t m o  
'."l 
kha, xa 
kha-ut, kha- 
c;hl 
kha-yis, gay- 
is 
bilcoqs 
tiqba, com- 
otok 
jawab 
j h a b  this 
koga 
kou to 
ye haq 
kauthetto the 
ga-yis, xayis 
ritis 
paia 
chapo, pha- 
tur (dry) 
ya rue- yis 
bet-ttus 
khorpo 
ialta 
kaia 
cay 
k a p  
cirthaciris 
IIU phus 
nupho 
Giq- khan 
lonpho 
girgiri 
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arrow (n) da 
ascend (v) gen, thuli- 

this 
adge (n) pharphut 
add (v) e k- this 
ashes (n) garzi, talsir 
ask (v) s~nayis 
ask for (v) de-this 
as (part) thomo 
as far as (adv) rasito 
ass (n) khar, xar 
asthma (n) hoginis, hisis 
assist (v) madat chuqs 
assistance (n) roks 
at (pep-) da, phyos 
at once (adv) tokpak 
attack (v) hamla-this 
aunt (y.) a ye-seni 
aunt (e.) a ye-boni 
autumn (n) Sara 
avenge (n) kalephatiris 
avoid (v) siia-this 
awake (Intrans.) uthis 
awake (Trans.) qisburis 
axe (n) P t u  

B 
baby(n) sene sina 
back (n) puthu, zuqs 
bad (a) Zu!u/C.huW 
bag (4 thda 
bags (for load) (n) nugal 
bald (a) phata 
ball (n) polo 
balances (n) takari 
bamboo (n) cakrna 
bangle (n) kaw 
bank (of river) wagul 
bark (of tree) pharpu t 
bark (skin of 
fruit, etc.) Sumphu 

bark (v) busis, gab- 
chal 

barley (n) gono 
base (n) thil 
basket (n) kari/ kharoti 
bat (bird) (n) sanik 
bathe (v) wa-cis 
battle (n) tharno 
be, to (v) bet 
beak (n) kharncu 
beam (of wood) 
(n) phams 
beam (of light) (n) di, marduq 
beans (veg.) (n) kyukyan, 

dakcuq 
bear (v) ZUB- 
bear (n.) Sya, drenmo 

(P) 
beard (n) sarndal 
beat (v) ku ttis 
beating (n.) kutuqs 
beautiful (a) thalo/ thali 

(f-) 
become, to (v) bus, bet 
bed (cot) (m) carpa 
bed (land) (n) kurce 
bed-room (n) raps31 
bed sheet (n) cazar, casar 

(Pu.) 
bedding (n) bistara 
bee (n) mantha 
beer (n) char\ 
before (adv.) yarbo 
beg (v) Scotidis, de- 

this 
begger (a, n) ekhus, ayikh- 

ado 
begin (v) Suru this 
behind (p.p.) puthu 
behold (v) rithis 
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belch (n.) 
belch (v) 
bell (n) 
bell metal (n) 
belly (n) 
believe (v) 

beloved (n) 
bellow (adv) 

belt (n) 
bend (v) 
beside (adv.) 
betray (v) 
betrothal (n) 
between (part.) 
bewitch (v) 
big (a) 
bird (n) 
birth, to take (v) 
birthday (n) 
bitch (n) 
bite (v) 
bitter (a) 
bind (v) 
black (a) 
blacksmith (n) 

blanket (n) 
blame (n.) 
blame (v) 
blind (a) 

bleeding (v) 
blood (n) 
bloom (v) 

bloomed (p.p.) 
blue (a) 
blunt (a) 

phul baks 
hop y is 
tilbu / tiq 
kharba 
war, bar 
smanat-Chi- 
ris 
rinmoce 
gammuni, 
kha 
Sili, peti 
ky okthis 
chamspur 
dokha-this 
mdniliy aris 
hdrh 
jadu this 
bono 
cei 
i u i -  
skeiak 
iwa, khima 
C.h&lchal 
tit0 
bu:nis 
kyono 
kharo (m.) 
garma (f.) 
chdti, kambal 
chon0 razis, 
zru rayis 
So, zarba, (B) 
sro 
lolis 
lwol, lo1 
tham-tham 
bus 
pusil 
q ilo 
irl 

bless(v) 
blessing (n) 
blow (n.) 
blow (to flow) 
blow (as wind) 
blow (with 
mouth) 
boast (v) 
boat (n) 
boatman (n) 
body (n) 

boil (Trans.) 
boiled (pp) 
boil (blister) 
bolt (n) 

bone (n) 
book (n) 
booty (n) 
born, to be (v) 
bottom (n) 
bowl (n) 
bow (n) 
box (n) 
bore (v) 
boy (n) 
bread (n) 
breadth (a) 
break (Intrans.) 
break (Trans.) 
breakfast (n) 

breast (n) 
breath (n) 
breathe (v) 
brew (v) 
branch (n) 
brain (n) 

p hu- this 
bono-bus 
kiB ti 
kid ti-pa 
zid, stak, rgo 
(Bal.) 
biris 
bako 
swa 
pikyok, 
kutur 
atti, + 
ki tab 
nor&o 
gut iusis 
thil 
mugur 
traq khuq 
=tFu=' 
iala this 
bio/beo/byo 
mhi:li 
khuto 
phi* 
phitayis 
cwalto, 
chin-h 
kro, dut 
heS 
heiis 
ranis 
yeldak 
khormo, 
ldadpa 
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brass (n) I zhgs, rhagan 
brave (a) bahadur, 

kosandi 
brick (n) ~ a 4 b u  
bride (n) bag-ma 
bridegroom (n) bag-po 
bright (a) k@i.hem 
bridge (n) sui 
bring (v) aris / eris 
brinjal (n) beq gan 
broom (n) saqlis, 2oli 

(Bal.) 
brother (n) bay0 
brother (e) bono bay0 
brother (y) sene bayo/ 

ruru/ nono 
(Budh.) 

brother-in-law (f. ego) rum 
brother-in-law (m. ego) sajhi 
bronze (n j khanva 
bubble (n) zba 
bug (n) kri, cari(P) 
buffalo (n) mahe 
build (v) gipas, kut-dis 
bull/bullock (n) zo 
bullet (n) goli, rindi 
bunch (n) chagbu 
bum (Intrans.) orgo 
bum (Trans.) lupras, duk- 

sukis 
burnt (pp) phurido 
bury (v) khe tis 
bush (n) lakehus, cok 

(B) 
butter (n) suno, sono 
butterfly (n) phyam lapse 

uskuru, 
butter milk (n) gan, agan 
buttocks (n) phafli, sasna 
buy (v) bechis, aris 

calf (he) 
calf (she) 
calf (of leg) 
call (v) 
call (n.) 
camel (n) 
canal (n) 
cap (n) 
carpenter (n) 
carry (v) 
castrate (v) 
cat (n) 
catch (v) 
cattle (n) 
cattleshed (n) 
cause (n) 
cave (n) 
centre (n) 
ceiling (n) 
celebrate (v) 
chain (n) 
change (n.) 
change (v) 
chamber (n) 
charcoal (n) 
chase (v) 
cheap (a) 
cheating (n) 
cheat, to (v) 
cheek (n) 
cheese (n) 
chest (n) 
chew (v) 
chief (n) 
chicken (n) 
child (n) 
chilly (n) 
chin (n) 

zubu, zophru 
baskat, beto 
kankan 
e-this, landis 
landi 
sqaboq (Bal.) 
gYa:P 
kho 
Siq khan 
haris 
Sad- this 
bilu 

kur 
harh 
toq 
iakzaq- this 
cakthur 

goth 
garji 
pu thuna-this 

dokha 
dokha dis 
unjuk 
camand 
kro 
cepis, cuq this 
m u k h d h  
byaphru 

q irma 
<hum, kusko 
(Bal.) 
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ducken pox(n) 
chisel (n) 

chirp (v) 
choice (n) 
choose (v) 
chutney (n) 

circle (n) 
citron (a) 
claim (n) 
clay (n) 
claw (n) 
clap (v) 
clean (a) 
clean (v) 

clean (with 
broom) 

clever (a) 
cliff 
c h b  (v) 
cling (v) 
clip (v) 
cloak (n) 
cloth (n) 
clothes (n) 

close (adj.) 
close (v) 
cloud (n) 

cloves (n) 
cock (n) 
coconut (n) 
coin () 
cold (a) 
collect (v) 
colt (n) 
collide (v) 

rzaqz* 
Chini, rzoq 
(B.1 
basis, busis 
rdami 
sali-this 
catni, baliS 
(B-) 
gero 
tito, k k u r  

haq 
Pa 
khku 
laqc&-dis 
thalo 
thalo this, 

iuli-this 
tala kcan 
rigo 
thuli this 
liris, byaribal 
capyal- 
zigo 
rdz 
gulaa, guluc / 
p l u s  
Suro 
lezis 
dolo, sprind 
(Bal.) 
lorl 
ikta, byapho 
khopa 
pene, smul 
to, tzo (Bal.) 
ek-this 
thuru 
zombus 

colour (n) 
comb (n) 
comb (v) 
come (v) 
comet (n) 

compassion (n) 
complaint (n) 
complete (v) 
compel (v) 
conceal (v) 
connect (v) 
conscience (n) 
conceive (think) 
conspiracy (n) 
continue (v) 
conquer (n) 
conversa tion (n) 
converse (v) 

cook (n.) 
cook (v) 
cooked (pp) 
cool (v) 
copper (n) 
coriander (n) 
coral (n) 
corn (n) 
comer (n) 
corpse(n) 
correct (a) 
cost (n) 
costly (a) 
cot (n) 
cotton (n) 
cough (n.) 
cough (v) 
count (v) 
counting (n) 
country (n) 

r brl 
koqo 
koqo -this 
is, es 
skarma-iuk- 
riq 
ia, daya 
i i k t  
gaqma bet 
majbtir-this 
phd k- this 
e k- this 
iini 

graps 
ciris 
rgyal 
spira 
brak-brak- 
this 
vaza, kayispa 
kayis 
pako, pacola 
tihayis 

lam, mora 
tl-dc 
rin 
merlga 
Carpa 
razbdl, kupa5 
khoks, khok 
khok-bus 
genis 
gy anis 
lokske, yul 
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court (n) kot 
courtyard (n) caqra 
course (rough) phatoro, gow 
cover (v) tumi-this 
cow (n) go, goli (Bal.) 
cowardice (a) iigro 
cradle (n) sina kari 
crane (n) byalun, kia 
cream (n) ospris 
credit (n) USU 

credit, to give(v) usu-dis 
creeper (n) ksik, ksikmo 
cremation ground (n) muldn 
crow (n) ko, ku 
crowling (n) balaqgus 
crow1 (v) balaq gus- this 
cry (of human) (v)rus 
cry (of animal) (v) bug31 
cry (4 rus, bug 
cuckoo (n) gondiq 
cultivate (v) bahis 
cultivator (n) zamindar 
cuminseed(n) zira 
cunning (a) Chum 
cup (n) pati, pati 
cure (n.) skyara 
cure (v) ilaj this 
curd (n) gan, agan 
curry (n) iuli, xaso 

(Bal.) 
curse (v) bu: kithis 
custom (n) riwaj 
cut (v) ~hlnls 
cyclone (wind 
storm) luqkhor 

D 
dagger duq 
daily (adv) iakth 
damage (n) nuksan 
dance (n) rces 

dance (v) nutis 
dancer (n) bruqgo-pa, 

themkhanpa 
danger (n) khatra 
dangerous (a) chow 
dare (v) hamba this 
dark (a) thub 
daughter (n) mole, molai 
daughter-in-law (n) nus 
dawn (adv.) cwalto 
day (n) gyazo, 
day after tomorrow (n) cidis 
day before yesterday (n) tidis 
date fruit (n) xorma 
dead (a, pp) miil 
deaf (n) cut0 
dear (n) yato 
deceive (v) dokha this 
deceit (n) dokho 
decorate (v) thalibus 
decide (v) 3 ra  this 
decay (v) zilljis 
dear (n) Saro, iyaro 
deep (a) bwari, horn- 

bu 
defeat (n.) phdms 
defeat (v) phamdis 
defend (v) nakhaleus 
demon (n) smanrna 
desert (n) pakur 
desire (n) rgospa 
descend (v) walizis 
desease (n) natpa, zorrno 
despair (n.) rnaiok 
despdr (v) hotro bus 
destroy (v) tanis 
devil (n) bhut, de, 

iatan 
dew (n) bamo 
diamond (n) rinmoce 
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dice (n) 
die (v) 
diet (n) 
dig (v) 
difficult (a) 
digestion (n) 
dinner (n) 
dip (v) 
dirty (a) 
disperse (v) 
dispute (n) 
distance (n) 
divide (v) 
divorce (n) 
divorce (v) 
do, to (v) 
dog (n) 
donkey (n) 
door (n) 
door frame (n) 
double fold (a) 
doubt (n.) 
doubt (v.) 
down (adv) 
dowry (n) 
dozen (n) 
drag (v) 

draw(v) 
dream (n.) 
dream (v) 
dried (a.pp) 
drink (v) 
drive away (v) 
drop (n) 
drought (n) 
drug (n) 
drum (n) 
dry (adj.) 
dry (Trans.) 

tholo 
minis 
zdor 
akus, curaris 
*kakspo 
6we 
beldaqza ntun 
snubi-this 
chuw 
soli-bus 
bitis 
dur 
phat this 
su: dis 
phete bis 
this 
6wa 
xar, boq 
dar 
ribzi 
dusiro 
Sak 
Sak bus 
kha/xa 
daz 
darzan 
palraris, 
ali-iis 
skumi this 
Sati 
Sati ritis 
Su ko 
pis- 
thiqa yis 
thiks pay21 
Buko 
zman 
burls, daman 
Guko 
cl~ucil 

dry (Intrans.) chuci-dis 
dull (a) honaro 
dumb (a, n) Cuto, handdq 

( B e )  

dusk (n) bdlbal 
dust (n) thalcir, thal- 

C U P  
during (adv) tuspor 
'dwell (v) basis, bdis 
dye (v) raq -dis 
dysentery (n) dka 

E 
eagle (n) griqsi 
ear (n) kani 
ear-ring (m.) aluq 
ear-ring (f .) nacha 
ear-wax (n) kdnis yuri 
earning (n) churlpa 
early (adv) twa kt;, 
earth (n) pa/p" 
earthen jar (n) michei 
earth quake (n) chiq chiq bdl 
earth worm (n) kdnirbvas 
east (n) sydr/5;)r 
easy (a) cdm o 
eat (v) khus 
edge (n) 
effort (n) 
egg (n) 
eight (num) 
eighth (num) 
eighteen (num.) 
eighty (num.) 
either (conj .) 
elbow (n) 

zur 
koSis 
thul 
dst 
ast-pa 
dstu11s 
iharbusu 
lra, 11i<to 
k l ~ u l ~ ,  khuno 

elder (a) bonv 
elder uncle (n) bono-bo 
elder aunt (n) boni ave 
elder sister (n) ka ki / kake 
elder sister in-law 
(4 kaki/kake 
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elephant (n) ha thi, 
laqphoce 

eleven (num.) kodeS 
embrace (n.) mumiz 
embrace (v.) khosecis 
empty, to 
make (v) spreithis 

encircle (v) skora-this 
encourage (v) sniq tet-dis 
endure (v) tyakpa-this 
enclosure (shed) bede 
enemy (n) mirga 

khanpa 
enmity (n) khon, mirgakhan 
enough (a) erur, chat 
enter (v) -cis 
equal (n) tar 
erase (v) palaris 
error (n) Gaksmet 
evening (n) beldaq, 

balbul 
ever (adv) takth 
every (a) ghma 
everywhere (adv) g h  kyaner 
every one (pro) ghko  
every thing (pro) Z.iSak 
evidence (n) Sipsi 
ewe (n) nilo 
exaggerate (v) thosilarazis 
excel (v) thosi-bus 
except (p.p.) neSu 
excreta (human) ehaksa 
excreta (animal) go20 / goso 
excreta (birds) beril 
explain (v) sarnjarayis 
extinguish 

(In trans) niSei-this 
extinguish (Trans.) 

w*up this 
eye (4 a thi 

eye-ball (n) 
eye brow (n) 

eye lash (n) 
eye lid (n) 

F 
face (n) 
fade (v) 

faint (v) 
fall (v) 

fall down (v) 
fallow land (n) 
false (a) 

a*i rgyalma 
migSok, mig- 
sma 
migSok 
migGok 

unjuk 
raq sucdl, raq 
naxasis 
muni-bus 
maris, naiis 
(B) 
lok-bus 
khali pe 
Curku, Cur- 
kuto 

family (n) thiga 
famine (n) naqkhur 
fan (v) hyabi-dis 
fat (a) go, gow 
fatigue (v) sumidus 
father (n) bo 
father's brother (y) sen0 bo 
father's brother (e) bonobo 
father's father dud0 
father's mother dede 
father sister PePe 
father's in-law bo 
father-in-law's 
house syasyur 
father's sister's husband mumo 
far (a) dur 
fast (in speed) drak 
fast (n.) khastuqbais 
fear (n) bihis 
feast (n) gurun 
feast (post 

death) (n) Sizak (m) 
feather (n) spulu 
feed (v) apds, unis 
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fell (v) naris 
female (n) thiga 
festival (n) y a ~ h s ,  

noro-iak (B) 
fetch (v) ark 
fever (n) khas 
few (a) katagaik, apik 
field (agri) thus, thaspo 
field (ground) (n) dus 
filter, sieve (n) caqs 
fifty (num.) pinaq tra biSu 
fifteen (nurn.) pandeS 
fight (v) betis, t h  this 
fill (v) piris 
find (v) thopi-bus 
fine (n.) zurrnana 
finger (n) guli 
finish (v.tr.) Zharidis, 
finish (v. Int.) Comsibus 
fire (n) P r  
firefly (n) meleps 
fire place (n) phupus 
fist (n) mulmp 
fish (n) iia 
fishing (v) iia nakhalis 
five (num.) purls 
flame (n) me-lo, melap 
flat (a) dus 
flee (v) tra-bus 
flesh (n) 
flood (n) 

floor (n) 
floor (ground) 
floor (1st) 
flour (n) 
flow (n.) 
flow (v) 
flower 
flute 

mos 
&ulok, 
&uboq 
50s 
boi 
kaCa 
iima, nil rjin 
wayai 
p yasis 
puso, pusro 
lirnbu 

fly (n.) mi3n tha 
fly (v) upis 
foam (n) zbwa 
fog (n) barno 
fold (v) tagpas, 

t~bus,-this 
follow (v) zaddat girus 
food (n) zdor 
foot (n) kum, kuti 
for (part.) phyaca 
forbid (v) komattus 
forget (v) amSis, 

phelibus 
forgive (v) maph-this 
forgiveness (n) maphi 
forehead (n) nulo / nolo 
forest (n) ruT( 
forty (num.) dubiSu 
fort (n) ne:r 
foundation (n) akhus 
four (qun.) Co:r 
fourteen (nurn.) 5udeS 
fox (n) lei 
free of charge 

( a h )  muphut 
fresh (a) nyo/n$ 
friend (n) ydto, hem 
friendship (n) rgakhh 
Friday (n) Sukuru (idk) - .  
frog (4 s1, sunam 

phato sbalpa 
from (pp) iuno 
front (a, n) yari 
fruit (n) Sin thok, thiq- 

thok, khajas 
fry (v) alis 
full (a) pere t, punzol 
full moon day (n) coga 
fun (n) zargar 
furrow (n) rul 
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G 
gamble (v) Zholo nutis 
garden (n) dumba 
garland (n) skesa, har 
garlic (n) zgegpa, 

sgogpa (Bal.) 
garment (n) guluc 
gate (n) stago 
gather (v) zama this, da- 

msibus 
general (ly) (adv) zuqdul 
germinate (v) puwaxgis 
get (v) aris / aris 
get up (v) uthis 
get well (recover) nor0 bus 
ghee (purified Guno, 

butter) (n) Gudmar 
ghost (n) bhut, de 
giant (n) gind 
gift (4 phule tis 
ginger (n) tuqgara 
girl (n) mole, molai 
give (v) dis- 
glad (a) thate, Gra 
glass (loolung) (n) 5isa 
glass (vessel) (n) gilas 
glow worm (n) cari 
gloves (n) laqSups 
go (v) byas-, bo- 
go astray (v) zati bus 
goat (he) (n) mier, chat310 
goat (she) (n) paki, aw 
god (4 kunjok, kon- 

jok, lha 
goddess (n) kunjok sum 
gold (n) ser 
golden (a) ser-raq 
gold smith (n) ser-gar 
good (a) thalo 
gossip (v) spera this 

gradually (adv) sitan sitan 
grain (n) gono, zhphe 
grand (a) bono 
grand father (n) dud0 
grand mother (n) dede 
grand son (n) pot0 
grand daughter (n) poti 
grapes (n) raG/r8S 
grass (n) gas/ gas 
graze (v) caris- 
grasp (v) thotibus 
great (a) bono 
greed (4 maks 
green (a) haduro, 
grey (a) squndum 
grief (n) duk/sduk 
grind (v) puris 
grinding mill (n) yunda 
grip (v) pi:s 
groaning (v) z g U Y  
ground (n) dus 
ground nut(n) moqphali 
grow (Intrans.) iuz < ius 
grow (Trans.) unis 
guide (v) punpisay is 
guilty (a) gunacan 
gum (of teeth) (n) sqil 
gum (glue) 10s 
gun (a) tubaq sqil 
gun powder (n) sman 
guest (n) hoSo 

H 
habit (n) sqyoks 
hair (n) zwakur, 

zakor 
hair on the body zwakur, 

(n) zakor 
hair cut (v) fiuqskar 
half (a) pha t 
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hammer (n) thwa, malthor 
hand (n) hath 
hand mill (n) ~ n d a  
handle (n) bitis, dun 
handkerchief (n) laqphis 
handsome (a) thalo, w l i  (f) 
hang (v) dun this 
happy (a) Sra 
happiness (n) Sra 
hard (a) Suro, zab-zab 
hare (h) ryoq, riboq 
haste (n) tok 
hastly (adv) tok gyospa 
hate (v) nafra t-this 
hatred (n) Saksmit 
he (pron) so, pho (Bal.) 
head (n) 5is 
headache (n) SiSzarmo 
heal (v) so bayis 
hear (v) konthis 
heat (n) khas 
heat (v) tato-this 
heart (n) ha/ho 
hearth (n) P ~ Y ~ P U S  
healthy (a) kosunda, 

net met 
heaven (n) skewa 
heavy (a) P r o  
heel (n) tiqba 
hedge (n) Zherthaks 
height (n) iigo, thonmo 

(Bal.) 
hell (n) k~ma  t 
help (n.) roks 
help (v) roks-this 
hen (n) b p m o  
herb (n) smdn 
here (adv) honjar 
hiccup (n) huk 
hiccup (v) hukucuqis 

h d e  (Intrans) qilzis 
hide (Trans.) qilzdris, 

phaqttus 
high (a) thonbo 
hill (n) mrl 
h p  (n) doko 
hire (v) lere-this 
hit (v) khote-bus 
hoe (n) tokce 
hold (v) ginis 
hole (n) &doq  
hoUow(a)  hat^, gop 
home (n) goth 
honey (n) matilks 
hoof (n) zerrnh, rag0 
hope (n) umed 
honest (a) imandar 
horn (n) Biq 
horse (n) abS 
hot (a) ta to 
hound (n) tiqskhi/Swa 
house (n) goth 
households (n) groqpa 
hour (n) chuchot 
how (adv) yetha 
how many (a) katuk 
how much (a) katakik 
hum (v) huhuq this 
humble (a) jab-jab 
hunger (n) tham 
hungry (a) tha 
hungry, to be (v) thamls 
hundred (num) 6yo 
hunt (v) liqs this, dam- 

this, tha ddru 
hurt (v) dilis 
hurry (v) urpothis 
husband (n) baro, var. 
husband's brother 

(y./el.) bar0 
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husband's father bo 
husband's father's 
sister (n) PePe 
husband's mother (n) aye 
husband's sister (n) sas 
husk (n) sunphu 
hut (n) gat0 
hy eana(n) ihkhu 
hymn (4 s q h  

I 
I (pron.) mo 
ice (n) aro 
idea (n) khayal 
idiot (a) bekiip 
idle (a) gomcan 
idol (n) sku 
idolator (n) skugipayis 
ill (a) zormocan 
illqkss (n) zormo 
imagbe (v) samba-this 
injure (Traris.) con-dis 
injury (n) tizit 
in (pap.) re, ~ Z U  
imprison (v) k h h  Eis 
in between (adv) harhpor 
incense (n) 
indicate (v) 
indigestion (n) 
inform (v) 
in front of (adv) 
ink (n) 
inkpot (n) 
innocent (a) 
insanity (n) 
insect (n) 
insist (v) 
inside (adv.) 
insult (v) 
intellect (n) 

phok 
iSara this 
neswi 
khabarthis 
hatubar 
thi, tsi (Bal.) 
dawat 
chonu 
pahaloks 
atirin (Pu) 
jabaran-this 
dru / aro 
neSik-this 
aka, 
khyogapd 

intention (n) samba 
intengla (v) bonizis 
interest (n) gamo 
interesting (a) hola 
intestine (n) nolto, naqsto 
invite (v) gron-dis 
iron (n) ciqar 
iron smith (n) k h h  
irrigate (v) wa-dis 
itch (n) hy asi 
itching (v) hy asi-bus 

J 
jackal (n) khipsyaq 
jackplane (n) randa 
jaundice (n) halduro 
jaw (n) ' thuro 
jealous (a) dajal 
jealousy, to do (v) da-cis 
jark (n) jaket 
jark (v) c h  bus 
join (v) ekthis 
joint (n) syabu 
joke (n) zargat 
joke (v) zdrgat-this 
jolt (v) c h  caq this 
judge (n) jas 
judgement (n) f~sla 
juice (n) gunZhm\ 
jug (4 kari 
jump (v) U ~ S  

justnow (adv) thaph thaph 

K 
keep (v) ciris 
keep silence (v) hunna-this 
kernel (n) Buno 
key (n) phikuliki 
kick (v) rdoqcoq -this 
kidney (n) khalma (Bal.) 
kill (v) maris 
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kind (a) skyGs, Syas 
king (n) rgya1po 
kiss (n) cispa 
kiss (v) cispare 
kiss, to give (v) cispa-dis 
kitchen (n) kaisu got, 

rapsal 
kite (bird) (n) benduk 
knead (v) gurgur this 
knee (n) kuto 
kneel (v) zgui-this, 

kutiqzis 
knife (n) ku tar, qatar 
knit (v) ularis 
knock (v) duqduq this 
knock down (v) lok-this 
knot (n) gathi 
know (v) jitis 

L 
labourer (n) sitan 

knun yos 
lac (num) lakh 
lack (v) chari-bus 
ladder thumska 
lake (n) wari, Zo (tib) 
lamb (n) Zhal, bhedka 
lame (a) kolo 
lamp(n) bamba 
lamp (for worship) 

(n) chuqme 
lane (n) stbrl, strbrl 
language (n) boli 
lap (n) chumbu 
last (a) matkin 
late (a) si.tan, gori 
latrine/lavatory (n) chaksa 
laugh (v) hazis < hasis 
laughter (n) hazi c hasi 
law (n) kaniin 
lazy (a) agamcan, 

lead (v) 
leader (n) 
leaf (n) 
lean (adj.) 

leak (v) 

lean to be (v) 
lean on back (v) 
learn (v) 

leave (v) 

left (side) (a) 
leg (n) 
let go (v) 
letter (n) 
leopard (n) 
lick (v) 
lid (n) 
lie (n) 

lie, to tell 
lier (a, n) 
life (n) 
life breath (n) 
lift (v) 
light (in weight) 
(a) 
light (n) 
lightning (n) 
light (in colour) 
like (part.) 

lion (n) 
lip (n) 
liquor (n) 
listen (v) 
little (a) 

deldet 
pisay is 
thorok 
patakh, p h i  
kimet / 
khi-met 
sitanwe, 
zag&-bus 
naba yis 
pufuzenizo 
nuphyu t, 
Bit-rayis 
phete this, 
mucis 
yonpa, traq 
kutti, kdnkan 
bi:dis 
S u p  
a:S, saqkhu 
lim-this 
khalip, kha lep 
jhurku, 
Curku 
j'urku-dis 
Churkuto 
Cheo 
kun 
pra-bis 

s a ,  rwa, tsa 
bijli, C.a 
ya'lmo 
khyurdum, 
hocos po 
siqge 
oti, o*i 
Sarap 
konthis 
apeki 
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live (v) 
liver (n) 

living (not dead) 
lizard (n) 
load (n) 
loan (n) 
loan, to take (v) 
lonely (place) (a) 
lock (n) 
long (a) 
look, at (v) 
loom (n) 
loose (adj.) 
lose (v) 
loss (n) 
louse (n) 
love (n) 

love (v) 
lovely (adv) 
low (a) 
lunch (n) 
lung (n) 

M 
mad (a, n) 
magic (n) 
magician (n) 
mail (n) 
maize (n) 
make (v) 
male (a, n) 
I-Ilan (n) 
manure (n) 
many (a) 
manners (n) 

mare (n) 

basis 
gim, 
chinma, 
lomthin 

zyut 
prinkite 
bar 
ka ja, gyusi 
gyuSis 
mabuldun 
thei, &ayi 
zigo 
skis 
thaksa 
phelthe 
nagis 
nuksan, got 
zwa 
thespa, tsepa 
zamat 
aboni-dis 
thalo 
khh 
belaqkhus 
phuyarl 

pagal 
jadu 
jadugar 
dak 
?ha, maka 
ra tis 
pho (Tib) 

beda 
khosoniq 
hyal 
&pi, rgun ma 
(Tib) 

mark (n) phunuro 
marriage (n) mhu*/ 

m h u d  
married (a, pp) hga-bet 
marry (v) m h u d  this 
massage (v) mit-this 
mat (n) Sen 
meal (n) khosta 
meaning (n) matlab 
meat (n) moS 
measurement (n) si 
medicine (n) sman 
meet (v) misis, lizis 
melt (Intr.) bililis 
melt (Tr.) bilasis 
mend (garment) 

(v) plus-sis 
merchant (n) stoq-pa (Tib) 
mercy (n) da y a 
merry (adj.) ddt 
message (n) khabar 
middle (a) khahpn 
midnight (n) can-phet 
mid-wife (n) bhmiya to 
milk (n) dut 
milk (v) dut-are 
mind (n) khormo, aka1 
mine (n) kor 
mineral (n) korpor 
mirror (n) gu: ri 
miser (a) chumla 
mistake (n) chum 
mix (Intr.) sita-rayis 
mix (Tr.) mesdris, musaris 
mixture (med.) pisu-sman 
mole (n) srnya 
monday (n) cdndral (iak) 
money (n) rmyul/ rmul 
monk (n) luto 
monkey (n) 35, iadi 
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month (n) miis 
moon (n) lun, gYun (B) 
moonless night (n) 

junthup 
more (a) bede 
morning (n) Cwalto 
mortar (n) Stun 
mosque (n) mazit 
mosquito (n) ceqgi 
moss (n) chu: tswa 
mother (n) aye 
mother's father (n) dud0 
mother's mother (n) dede 
mother's brother (n) mum0 
mother's sister (n) sene aye 
mother's sister's 

husband (n) sene bo 
mother's br's wife (n) pepe 
mother's br's son (n) bay0 
mother's br's 

daughter (n) kake(e), sazo 
(Y) 

mother's sist. son (n) bay0 
mother's sister's. 

daughter (n) kake/sazo 
mound (n) kedpa 
mould (v) chiq 
mourn (v) satpa-ihs 
mouse (n) mu:zi, kunili, 
moustache (n) smagra 
mouth (n) u:zu 
move (v) zas 
movement (n) greti 
much (a) bede 
mud (n) moti 
mule (n) hacar 
murderer (a, n) mipset 
muscle (n) pimp3 
musk (n) grisi 
mustard (n) q yusk3r 

mountain ri 
mountain pasture dadrok 

N 
nail (finger) (n) uri, neri (Bal.) 
nail (iron) (n) skarnba 
naked (a) nu:no 
name (n) nu 
narrow (a) titak, doqmo 
navel (n) + sl tya 
near (adv) aboni/-nir 
neck (n) 8r i 
ne&lace (n) skichya, 

gaq srip 
need (n) rgusa"l 
need (v) rgosibus 
needle (n) su 
neighbour (n) khimees 
nephew (n) bio, bay0 sina 
nerve (n) *a, tsa (PU.) 
nest (n) ul 
net (n) drundre 
new (a) nay 
news (n) xabar 
next (a) SOSO 

never (adv) ma busu na 
niche (n) caqs 
niece (n) bay0 molai 
night (n) rat 
nine (num) nu 
nineteen (num) kunj 
ninety (num) pinaq Syo 
nipple (n) du t 
no/not (part.) na, ne9, nes-i 
noise (n) taqna, hisis 
noisy (adj) ziqzaq 
none (pron) kogenes 
noon (n) tasraq to 
north (n) Carl 
nose (n) nu to 
nostril (n) khunu, nu to- 

skhor 
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nourish (v) unis 
now (adv) ti, thapaq, 
nothing (pron) yegenes 
no where (adv) mamuz 
nun (n) eomo (Tib) 
nurse (n) day3 

0 
oar (n) rabi 
oath (n) itas, stoqz 
offend (v) galti-this 
offer (v) hodaskal.lhis 
oil (n) sono, ti1 
oil cake (n) rnakai 
oilman (11) sono achis 
old man (n) zaro, dudo, 

zyaro . 

old woman (n) zeri/zyari 
old (not new) (a) pruno 
omen (good) (n) z h m o  
on, upon (adv. pp) 

zigindi 
once (num) phera-ek 
one-eyed (a) Swe, kana 
onehalf (a, n) phdt the 
onion (n) Eoq 
only (a) thamo 
open (adj.) one 
open (v) unis 
opposition (n) tharpor 
or (conj .) Ya 
orange (n) santra 
order (v) skoyithis 
ordinary (a) mamuli 
other (a) akpo, okpo 
otherwise (conj.) honato 
our (pron) Jso 
out (adv) ben, bene 
outside (adv) ben 
ought (a, n) rgospa 
oven (n) phdbius, 

yhufus 

overflow (n) ziginvc) 
overtake (v) thdli-lus , 

owl (n) to 
ox (n) zo 

P 
pain (n) zormo/ 

zurmo 
paint (n) rJq senavis 
pair (n) zuqs 
paisa (n) pene, rmvul 
palm (4 yeri, laithi1 

(Bal.) 
palmist (n) 113tliiras 

kispa 
palace (n) ner 
pan iron for cooking (n) 

dumba 
pan (of stone) (n) balus 
Paper (n) kagdj, Sugu 
pant (v) hdqsi-bus 
paralysis (n) mdrddr bvuq, 

ndmskyon 
parents (n) aye-bo 
parrot (n) tiiti 
part (n) yl~etthd, po 
partridge (n) kagos 
pass (of mountain) chu:r 
pasture (n) tai-1 ka 
past (a) guzra 
pastil (n) pisu t 
patch (n) chide 
patient (n) zurmo 
path (n) 17 11 11 

pay (v) cl is 
payjama (n) C ~ ! I ~ ~ L I  

peas (n) I.:vu kvan, 
ga: mbu 

peacock (n) mdbz 
peach (n) bari 
peak (n) bi,r 
peace (n) bol-bol 
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pearl (n) luzu, mutlk 
peck (with beak) 
(4 khamcu-dis 

pebble (n) sakthh 
peg (n) ldaq 
peculiar (a) tarnsya 
peel (v) dilis 
penalty (n) thatpa (Tib) 
pen (n) kalam 
pencil cedar Gukpa 
pepper (chilly)(n) marzi, q irrna 
pcrsist (v) saqleciris 
y erspiration (n) smuli 
persuade (v) tharayis 
physician (n) amti (Tib) 
pickle (n) acar 
pick-up (v) UCUS 

pice (n) pene 
pig (4 naqur, phaq 

(Tib) 
pigeon (n) kuni:li 
pile up (v) saqlis 
pilgrim (n) jali 
pilgrimage (n) jali, 

zyarat(M) 
pillar (n) thumska 
pillow (n) ono 
pinch (n) curat 
pinch (v) curet-this 
pissu (n) par0 
pit (n) kha 
pitcher (n) michai 
pity (n) daya, 

norocosiknei 
place (n) jaga, rnalsa 
place (v) chiris 
plain (a) du:s 
plait (of hair) ular 
plant (n) khareti 
plate (metal) (n) thali, tabaq 

(M) 

play (n) khel 
play (v) yaqspa-this 
play on (v) biij-dis, payis 
pleasant (a) m3 jalbala 
plenty (a) bede 
plough (4 hdl, g r h l e n  

(Pu.1 
plough (v) b3his 
plough share (iron) phul 
plug (v) khaha -dis 
pocket (n) Cdnda 
point out(v) pa6a-this 
pointed (a) BaSt3, nyal 
poison (n) zar 
poor (a n) fia1baC.h 
pot (n) zarls, 
pot (for water) (n) cukur 
potato (n) alu 
pounce (v) ginis 
powder (n) chologh 
practise (v) zbyaq- this 
prayer (n) Sakphul 
pray(v) skora-this 
preceptor (n) akhon 
pregnant (human) (a) swi:te 
pregnant (animal) (a) m z  (betj 
prejudice (n) Coskhon 
predict (v) khenibus 
press (Tr.) net-bus 
press (Intr.) nis 
pretend (v) Conu this 
pretention (n) bahana 
prick (Intr.) puro- 
prick (Tr.) kunothis, 

puro- 
price (n) rin 
pride, taqbur (M), phoso (Tib) 
priest (n) bami;r (M) 
prison (n) khaq Ei 
prisoner (n) khaq i-i-do 
profit (n) phiria. n h c h  
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prohibit (v) 
promise (v) 
property (n) 
protect (v) 
protest (n) 
proud (a) 

pure (a) 
purify (v) 

pull (v) 
pulse (local) (n) 
pulse (n) 
pus (n) 
push (v) 
put on (v) 

Q 
quarrel (n) 
quarry (n) 
quarter (n) 
queen (n) 
question (n) 
quick (a) 
quickly (adv) 

quiet (a) 
quietly (adv) 
quiver (n) 

R 
race (n) 

raddish (n) 
rain (n) 
rain (v) 
rainbow (n) 
rain water (n) 
rainy season (n) 

mana-this 
chat this, weda- 
akyal, ma1 
noro-this 
hiliq 
kosundo, 
phosocdn 
(Bal.) 
thali, thali 
thali bus, 
tsali- 
50-this 
kirze 
dZl 
nagzugo 
boks-this 
phunis 

bhityo 
khan 
torphet, paw 
rgyalma 
sunyans 
Soksthe 
Soks the- 
Sok-sthe 
cup, bildum 
cukbo 
da-khh (Tib.) 

bhzdur, 
boqdyoqs 
(Budh.) 
mulo 
azo, charpa 
azo-yis 
surimole 
Charcu 
stonlza (Pu.) 

raise (v.t.) 
raw (adj .) 
ray of light (n) 
ram (n) 
reach (v.i) 
read (v.t.) 
reap (v) 
rear (v) 
reason (n) 
recognize (v) 
recognition (n) 
recollection (n) 
recovery (n) 
red (a) 
refuse (v) 
refresh (v) 
regret (n) 
regret (v) 
rheumatism (n) 
reins (n) 

relation (n) 
religion (n) 
remain (v) 
remember (v) 
remove (v) 
repair (n) 
repair (v) 
repeat (v) 
reply (v) 
request (n) 
request (v) 
request (ask for) 
resemble (v) 
respect (v) 
rest (n) 
rest (v) 
return (v) 
reverse (v) 
rib (n) 

uthya, gyus 
na-pa k 
iiagzar 
qilok, kyarlo 
naphet- 
silis, silithis 
lais 
Ehiri yoq s 
thapaq 
yusoqs 
yuqs 
vus 
Map 
lodo 
dye-this 
ny o-this 
goti- 
gyoti-bus 
call gu 
strabs, 
thorgowa 
khor 
Chos 
basis 
ka- this 
pray is 
marmat 
marmat-this 
phatiri-razis 
j h a b  
rajuqs 
rajuq this 
de-this 
coksis 
da-cis 
busum 
busum-dis 
phatri-aris 
khajbuka 
preSi, pdrSi 
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rice (n) 
rich (a) 

riches (n) 
ride (v) 
ridicule (v) 
right (side) 
right (correct) 
rind (n) 
ring (n) 

ring (bell) (v) 
ring finger (n) 
ripe (adj.) 
ripen (v) 
rise (v) 
ritual (n) 
river (n) 
rivulet (n) 
road (n) 
roar (v) 
roast (v) 

rock (n) 
roll down (v) 
roller (n) 
roof (n) 

room (n) 
root (n) 
rope (n) 
round (a) 
rough (a) 
rotten (a, pp) 
rub (v) 
run (v) 
rupee (n) 

rule (n) 
rule (v) 

S 

bras 
ramis, 
norch 
pene, nor 
punis 
zargat-this 
tra'l 
thigla 
Chin 
g u w  
gothari (Pu.) 
khu tis 
harho -guli 
pacol 
pacis 
uthis 
mosphyac 
sin 
bar 
Pun 
bu:-sis 
gipa-, xaso- 
this 
doks 
barn 
ril 
thok, Syalta/ 
Salta 
got, go* 
patak 
rag 
polo, kirkir 
cab-bus 
chuw 
kaiis 
bhdis 
squl, smul 
(Tib) 
hukumat 
hukumat this 

sacrifice (n) 
saddle (n) 
saffron (n) 
salt (n) 
salted (a, pp) 
salutation (n) 
salute (v) 
saw (n) 
same (a) 
sand (n) 

satiate (v) 
sa ttu (n) 
Saturday (n) 
say (v) 
save (v)(protect) 
shave 
scatter (v) 
scarf (n) 
scissors (n) 
scold (v) 
scrape (v) 
scratch (v) 
scream (v) 
scorch (v) 
scorpion (n) 
search for (v) 
season (n) 
seasoning (n) 
seath (n) 
second (a. num) 
see (4 
seed (n) 
secret (a) 
seduce (v) 
self (my) (pan) 
selfishness (n) 
sell (v) 
send (v) 
separate (v) 

strok-dis 

kurkum 
pay" 
payucdn 
iule 
zu this 
ara 
torno 
siri, saksul 
(Pu.1 
pey is 
sEtU 
Siqseru 
rasis, razis 
pazo &iris 
quqskar 

syedis 
akus 
kanis 
blhis-this 
daiis, dasis 
zgaltos (Pu.) 
stoti-this 
namza 
bdghar 
iubs 
okpo 
skis, rithis 
bi 
phaqSot 
punaris 
mi - 
sesmuk 
riginis 
wenis, becis 
soso-this 
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servant (n) dugz mi 
service (n) sket 
serve (v) sket-hs 
serve (food) (v) kruB-dis 
seven (num) sat 
seventy (num) pinaqcor- 

biBu 
several (a) kosa - 
sew (v) si:s 
shade, shadow (n)sil 
shake (Tr.) cheq tis 
shake (Intr.) tustus-this 
shake (head) skulithis 
shame (n) Bikar 
share (v) skal this 
sharp (a) thalila 
sharpen kazis, 

zdardis 
she (pron) sa / so 
sheep (n) khyallo, (Bal) 

iiiro 
shephered (n) paiulo 
shield (n) phali 
shine (v) palupis 
shining (a) tholo 
shirt (n) k3mi:z 
shiver (v) haqsi-bus 
shoe (local) (n) pila/ pula 
shoe (leather) (n) kradpa 
shop (n) hati 
shopkeeper (n) hati-pa 
short (a) xoto 
shorten (v) sene-this 
should (v) rgospa 
shoulder (n) kalgi 
shout (v) kriw- this, 

ra-zal 
show1 (n) cazar 
shrink (v) khumsis 
show (v) paSa 

shut (v) suro-hs  
shy, to feel (v) chabsis 
shyness (n) Sikar 
sick (a) zormocan 
sickness (n) zormo 
sickle (n) busums 
side (n) sul 
sieve (n) Ehagspa 
silver (n) smul, squl 
silent, to be (v) cu kbobai this 
similar (part.) coks 
sing (v) gui-dis 
singer (n) guidispa, 

lumkhan 
single (a) ekeki 
sink (v) warnazugo 
sin (n) fiispa 
sinner (n a) <hosthispa 
sir (Inter.) k~sdr 
sister (n) sas( y ), kake (e) 
sister's husband (n) sazari 
sister's son (n) sazo 
sister's daughter (n) sazoi 
sit (v) bas/ bis (Pu.) 
six (num) ?a 
sixteen (num) sa-be5 
skeleton (n) attirga 
skin (n) thuro / 

ietthuro 
skull (n) khormo, 

go-phor (Pu.) 
sky (n) dolo 
slap (n) zgam 
slap (v) zgam-this 
slay (v) maris 
sleep (n) iiis 
sleep (v) susis 
slide (v) ru - this 
slip (v) gratjbus 
slippery (a) gratibasula 
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slab (of stone) thonbo, gan 
(Pu.) 

slow (a) s tan 
slowly (adv) stan stan 
sleeve (n) philuqs 
small (a) sen0 
small pox (n) ?him-Ehim, 

brumpa 
smear (v) senay is 
smart (a) cus t 
smell (n) gonchum 
smell (v) gnumi (Pu), 

gonthis 
smile (n) i:q 
smile (v) i:q bus 
smoke (n) du 
smoke (v) t h a k u  pi- 
snake (n) iun ,  thuks 

brul (Pu.) 
snatch (v) dilis 
sneez (n) girims 
sneez (v) tlut-this, giri- 

msithis,-bus 
snore (n) qizgra 
snore (v) qizgra-this 
snow (n) azo, aro 
so and so (pron) phalanik 
soak (v) waraciris 
soap (n) saban 
soft (a) hasa 
socks (n) kaqsups 
sole (of foot) (n) kaqthil 
some (a) kek 
someone (pron) ekik 
somehow (adv) ebetoga 
son (n) bio/byo 
son's wife (n) . nusu 
son's son (n) pot0 
son's daughter (n j poti 
son's father-in-law (n) budei 

son's mother-in-law (n) budei 
son-in-law (n) milkpa (Tib) 
song (n) goi 
soon (adv) gyokispa 
sorrow (n) duk/sduk 
soul (n) the, Zit 
soup (n) byan2 
sour (a) tito, cukuro 
south (n) co, choks 
sow bi y is 
spade (n) syalba 
speak (v) razis 
speak ill of (v) chum-hs 
spear (n) neza, 
spend (v) charibus 
spice (n) masala 
spider (n) sti, stin 
spin, spinning (v) La* 
spindle (n) pha'l, W q ,  

tura 
spine (n) Su'l I-W 
spirit (soul) (n) jog 
spoon (n) khapi, 

thurnbu 
spoon (big (n) krasu 
spoon (wooden) (n) rabo 
spit (v) thu-this,-dis 
spittle (n) rgil, thui 
split (v) Chiris 
spread (Intr.) bedebus, 

ph-yaldiq 
bus 

spread (Tr.) thiqi -dis 
spring (season) bozuq, ulo 
spring (of water) uCu, 
sprlnkle (v) phyasis, kra- 

mithis (Pu) 
sprout (v) sphu-this 
square (a) kruzbi 
squeeze (v) grimzus, 
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?hapun this 
stair case (n) thumska 
stale (a) m p t o  
stand (v) uthis 
star (n) turi, skarma 

(Bal.) 
statue (n) sku 
stay (v) bais 
start (v) Suru this 
steal (v) coraris 
steam (n) laqspa 
stem (of tree) (n) dim 
step (n) panu 
step mother (n) sene aye 
step father (n) bo 
stick (n) gulu / gule 
stick to (Tr.) kriqzis, li-are 
stick (Intr.) lisis 
still (part) hobeto 
stir (v) gurgur this, 

phyari this 
stomach (n) W& 
stone (n) naro 
stop (Tr.) bithay is 
stop (Intr.) b e h i s  
store (n) g h  
storm (of wind)(n) luqdrak 
storey (n) thok 
story (n) Solo 
straight (a) sida 
stream (n) chumik (Tib) 
stretch (v) skyaq this 
street (n) s t rh  
string (thread) (n) phraq 
strong (a) sechend 
strength (n) kosondo 
strip off (v) dilis 
study (read) (v) silithis 
stumble (v) ti:zis 
stupid (a, n) beqiip 

suck (v) cupis, curis 
sudden,-ly (adv) suqul 
sugar (n) hasa khara 
sulphur (n) mozi 
summer (n) ulo, basun 
sun (n) suri 
sun-rise (v) suri-dis 
sun-set (v) suri-nupis 
Sunday (n) aditi (iak) 
suspicion (n) 

surrender (v) 
swallow (v) 

sweat (n) 
sweat (v) 
swear (n) 
swear (v) 
sweep (v) 

sweeper (n) 
sweet (a) 
sweet meat (n) 
swimming (n) 
swim (v) 

gak, corok 
(Pus) 
8unamsi-this 
nakhazis, 
smitithis 
qulzhu (Tib) 
Smuli-bus 
&oSgyus, lt& 
Itas-this 
saqlis, zuli- 
this 
iulithispa 
fiarmo 
mithai 
Skeli 
utus, 5keli- 
this 

swell (v) Susbus 
swelling (n) 8us 
swell (spread) (v) pheli-bus 
sway (v) phyaldiqbus 
swing (v) phyal-phyal 

this 
sword (n) rargi 

T 
tail (n) piti 
tailor (n) darjipa 
take (v) aris 
take away (v) nakhlis 
take turn (v) phatiris 
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tall (a) 
talk (v) 
target (n) 
tame (v) 
tamed (a, pp) 
taste (n) 
taste (v) 
tea (n) 
teach (v) 
teacher (n) 
teacheress (n) 
teaching (n) 
tear (n) 
tear (v) 
tease (v) 

tell (v) 
temple ( I I )  

tempt (v) 
ten (nurn) 
tent (n) 
terrible (a) 
testicles (n) 
thank (v) 
that (pron) 
theft (n) 
their (pron) 
then (adv.) 
there (adv) 
therefore (conj.) 
these all (pron) 
thick (a) 

thief (n) 

thigh (n) 
thin (a) 

think (v) 
thirst (n) 

iigo 
spira this 
Staks 
unis 
poebaguq 
mum 
payuskis 
ca 
razis, Sitayis 
master 
master mo 
raz raz 
a50 
chinis 
doqsi this, 
siiato* 
razis 
gonpa, 
Ehodkhaq 
hill& this 
daS 
zbra 
bihis 
gothul 

cori 
tendi 
to, hozono 
parir/pari 
hobetoga 
homeok 
phatoro, 
dindiro 
corla, caqpa 
(P) 
phatali, sasna 
thospa, 
khi-met 
shba-this 
q is 

thirsty (adj.) qi:lo 
thirsty, to be (v) qi: dis 
thirty (num) biSudbs 
this (pron) homo 
thou (pron) ti 
thousand (nurn) stoq 
thorn (n) kuno 
Thursday (n) brasput 
thunder (n) 8Ur8Urf 

lok&ilr 
thumb (n) g ~ t h  
thread (n) sus 
thread (woolen) sarum 
thread (cotton) raskut 
threaten (nurn) zikpisa yis 
three (num) tra / tra 
threefold (nurn, a) trasiro 
threshing (v) *onis 
threshing floor (n)khal 
thrice (num, a) phera tra 
throat (n) ganduru 
throne (n) thi 
throw (v) phetis 
tie (v) bunis, ularis 
tie up (v) khan ciris 
tiger (n) aS, Saqkhu 
tight (a) tak - tak 
till (adv) tia, hosibuq 
time (n) namja 
timid (a) hones 
tin (n) caksar 
tired (a) Gumit, 

Sum-ibo 
tired, to be (v) Sumi-bus 
toe (n) kuttis bono- 

guli 
tobacco (n) tamaku 
today (n) as/& 
together (par.) suma 
tongue (n) lce, ltya 
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tomorrow n) retya/ratya 
tomorrow 1 daughter) mi dis 
tomorrow (3rd day) codis 

I 

tomato (n) 
tooth (n) dani 
top (n) Sis 
torture (v) naqspisay is 
total (a) @lma 
touch (v) skis 
towards (adv) lokskyar 
trade (v) stonkabe bus 
trail (n) Saks 
traveller (n) lamsthkhh 
tree (n) sinthok, 

cagmo 
(lchma) 

tremble (v) zeqzeq bus, 
tustus 

triangular (a) kusun 
trousers (n) ki:t, kaca 
true (a) mataks 
trumpet (n) turn% tutl 
trust (n) dyaqma 
trust (v) chesibus 
truth (n) thwalo 
truthful (a) narola 
try (v) phraluks-hs 

(Pu), ais 
turban (n) thot 
turmeric (n) YUq, hyurl 
turnip (n) mulo 
turn down (v) dampherok 
twelve (num) budeS 
twenty (num) bi;o/biSu 
twice (a, num) pheradu 
twins (n) chhye 
twinkling (n) laq laq 
twist (v) grimsis 
two (num) du 
two and a half 

b u m )  phinaq tra 

u 
uncle (y) (n) 
uncle (e) (n) 
umbrella (n) 
unmarried (a) 

under (adv) 
understand (v) 
unite (.v) 
unite (v) 
uncover (v) 
until (part) 
up (adv) 
upward (adv) 
urban (a) 
urinate (v) 
urine (n) 
unripe (a) 
utensil (n) 

senebo, ba:ce 
bono bo 
qirip 
bagma na 
th-edi 
gemin 
zyusuqsis 
ek-this 
unis 
turaris 
Chaksa 
zya 
hosonoisar 
cuksa 
chus this 
chus 
na pako 
boy0 

v 
vagabond (n) talkhor 
vain (a) Chun 
valley (n) ha:s 
vegetable (n) Su 
vein (n) naza 
veranda (n) ~ Y ~ P S  
very much (a) bede 
vessel (pot) (n) zaqs 
vessel (wooden) phebo 
victory r g ~ a l  
village (n) bun 
virgin (a, n) bdgpondthedi 
virtuous deed (n) rgyal ba 
visit (v) kyabyasis 
vomit (v) Zhdis, gdm- 

loge bus, 
voice (n) landi 
vulture (n) bendak, r ~ v i ~ r m ~ ~ v  
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W 
waist (n) doko 
waist band (n) Sili 
wait (n) tenik (Pu.) 
wait (v) ra thyaqsis, 

tenikthis 
walk (n) zazi, s ~ r  
walk (v) zazis 
wall (n) ku 
walnut (n) afio 
want (n) ziiu 
war (n) tharno 
warm (a) tat0 
wash (v) dus 
washerman (n) duspa 
waste (v) chonuhar yaq 

this 
water (n) wa 
watermill(n) yunda 
water channel (n) gyab 
water pot (lota)(n) tibil 
waterfall (n) Curut 
wave (n) Culbags 
wave (v) balayis 
weak (a) khimet 
wealth (n) gamis, nor 
wealthy (a) norcan 
weather (n) za 
wear (v) phunis 
weave (v) thaksis 
weaver (n) thaskdn 
Wednesday (n) bodu (iak) 
weed (v) q in -this 
week (n) hapta 
weep (v) rus, rusis 
weigh (v) lji this, skari- 

this 
weight (n) minis 
well (of water) Zhodoq 
well (hale hearty) (a) nor0 

(get) well (v) norobus 
well to do (a) norocan 
west (n) nub 
wet (a) harido, 

harito 
what? (pron) ye ? 
wheat (n) 8Um 
when ? (adv.) kere 
whenever (adv) kerebeto 
when (conj.) hozdnto 
where? (adv) kyaner 
which (pron, a) kaw 
whip (n.) g ~ l u  
whisper SupSup-this 
whistle (n) skit, swit 
whistle (v) sui-this 
white (a) b 
white wash (v) kdlak-this 
who ? (pron) ko 
whom ? (pron) kesera 
whosoever (pron) kere 
whole (a) g a ~ m a  
why (adv) yera, vere 
wick skyoqo, sar 

(n) 
wide phdlchhd (a.) 
widow moryaqmo (n) 
widower phoryaqmo 

(n.) 
wife *iga (n.) 
wife's brother (y) ruru (n.) 
wife's brother (e) bonobayo 

(n.) 
wife's sister (y) sas (n.) 
wife's sister (e) kake (n.) 
wife's mother aye (n.) 
wife's father bo (n.) 
wife's brother's son sazo (n.) 
wife's brother's 
daughter sozoi (n.) 
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win (v) rgyale-bus 
wind oS (n) 
window barban, 

kh3p3t 
wine c h h  (n) 
wing ul(n) 
winnow siki-this (v) 
winnowing 
basket b a s h  (n) 
winter sydrd, yuno (11) 
wipe (v) pdldis (v) 
wire tar (n) 
wise akalcan (a) 
with (P.P.) sum, suma 
without(yart) nabet 
with (in company) cesum 
witness chubji (n) 
wolf Sari k l ~ u  (n) 
woman thiga (n) 
wood kuth (n) 
wool pa; (n) 
woolen patti Pa0 (n) 
word spera (n) 
world duniya (n) 
work (n) krum (n) 
work (v) krum this (v) 
worm kri (n) 
worry le (4 

worship (n) 
worship (v) 

wound (n) 
wrap (v) 

wrist (n) 
write (v) 
wrestle (v) 
wrong (a) 

Y 
y" kn) 
yawn (v) 
year (n) 

yellow 
yes (part) 
yesterday (11) 
day before 

YOU 

young 
vounger 

brother 
younger sister 
yoke 

Chdkphul 
ch3kphul- 
tnis 
c l ~ u n i t  (11) 

bun is, 
buskva this 
(Pu . ) 
chigs, l3qthiks 
zbri- this 
yailsya this 
gdldt ( a )  

l.invis 
sar  /lokhor 
(Till) 
h3ld uru (a) 
ya, 11J11 
r ~ i  11 / r11u 11 (n) 
dobdis (11) 

t i /  tu (proii.) 
jdwan (11, a )  
seno, 5-kil bu 
(Pu) 
non o 
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